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Inserted by Mr. A. H. Smith, O.B.E.

Edgehill."

Potatoes sent by Mr. Leonard Flamming to Mr. A. H. Smith, of
Edgehill, Botha's Hill. Drawing based thereon by Mr. Monty Wilson,
who says "The little chaps are here shown registering extreme joy
at the prospect of alleviating the distressing "spud" shortage at
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EDITORIAL

The Editor has resisted an almost overpowering tempta

tion to say:"Wot! No Editorial?" This would be in keeping
with current practice; but would not provide a particularly
dignified introduction to our magazine. Not, however, that
there is much to write about. This is no place for discussing
world or party politics, or the Grand Mufti, or even Food
Boards. These are the teething troubles of our new baby.
Peace. On' the other hand it is pleasant to see, amid her
squallings, the resumption of Test Cricket, Wimbledon
Tennis, Currie Cup Rugger, Coif and Boxing Championships,
as though the intervening years of horror were but a fantastic
dream.

It is, in fact, remarkable how quickly humankind can
pick up the threads. For instance, we view the end of the
holidays with doleful concern; yet we are scarce back at
school than we resume the routine just where we abandoned
it. The holidays themselves seem an unconscionable time
a-coming, and when they come it seems but a week-end
since we left home. Perhaps it is well we are able to do
this. If we spent our time dreading the future and mourning
the past, we should get little done. There have been years
so dark that we thought the world would never be the same
again, yet we have slipped back into the peace-time routine,
as though the War had not sliced six valuable years off all
our lives.

There is, of course, plenty of darkness about still. The
future has a habit of seeming bleak. But, as a writer has
said, " I have had many and severe troubles in my life, but
most of them never happened." We tend to " live in a
world of imaginative disaster." Sufficient unto the day.
Meanwhile, back to our team-picking.
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COMMENTARY

It has been a pleasant, rather uneventful half-year.
Hordes of new faces have arrived, from our own doorstep at

Botha's Hill, to our far-flung outposts of Empire in Northern
Rhodesia and Dar-es-Salaam.

The faces have been accom

panied by bodies of varying degree of size and robustness,
and, we suspect, by minds, though these latter have not
always been completely in evidence.
There has been the usual routine of work and play;

some play, some swot, others rejoice in their inefficiency.
The classrooms have been the usual hive of industry, clean

and spotless, with never a trace of dust and never a sound
but that caused by the mouthing of maths tables, history
dates, and Latin verbs. Beside the classrooms the long green
sward is as great a pleasure to the eyes as to the feet, and
one's shoes are always shiny*as mirrors. Little do we know
of dust-storms.

School activities have gone their normal way. Cricket,
Athletics, Rugger, Swimming; nothing outstanding, but all

in good spirit; unless one except the cricket team, who
decided, for reasons best known to themselves, that they
could not bat on Saturdays, though making centuries in mid
week. Perhaps they have been spoilt. The army of the
future has foregathered every Friday afternoon, and the daily
rattle of musketry augurs ill for any hopeful Chaka or Hitler
who may arise to stir our wrath. And, pervading all, musical
sounds. Bugles, wireless and more wireless, an accordion,
sweet singing in the Choir, not-so-sweet singing from the
rest of the school, melodies from the Barracks, the crash of
cymbals from the kitchen. It all combines to create
atmosphere.

Talking of new faces, there have been new ones on the
Staff, too. Mr. R. W. Brown left his native London to take
over the commercial work.

He was Warden in the Blitz,

and has shocking experiences to think back on, and a legacy
of deafness from

bomb

blast.

Mr. Brown

has musical

interests and a fine voice, giving leadership to the Choir
basses. He lends a useful hand with that destroyer of souls.
Division IV Rugby, and he smokes a pipe. Next term, Mrs.
Brown will join him, to teach the music in place of Miss
Fraser, now Mrs. Reece, who has turned her hand to more
domestic items, and makes a pretty cake.
Mr. L. C. Tedder is with us, too, having given up a

Headmastership in Johannesburg in order to be back in the
Province he loves.

It would seem that he is tired of doing
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clerical work which a second grade clerk could do, and is

glad to be teaching again, albeit his income is halved. He
is of mathematical persuasion. But be not deceived by his

iron-grey locks; no grandfather, he, nor likely to be for a

score of years. He wields a lovely whistle on the Rugger
field.

He also smokes a pipe.

Others have come in temporary capacity.

Mr. Cronje

took Afrikaans for the first term, a scholarly and well-liked
little man.

Mrs. Nel succeeded him for one term, and we

shall miss her perky wit. With her departure we become at
last an all-male cast. Very temporary help has also been
given by Mr. Shelton, Mr. Randelhoffe, and Miss Ray, and
all have brought interest and variety to our midst.
Two old hands leave us this term—Sister Gamble and
Miss Gilmour. Sister has been with us almost throughout

our days at Botha's Hill; a good friend to everybody, sought
after by parents and boys, well or ill. We have been for
tunate in having one so good natured and so attentive among
us, and she leaves us most unwillingly, called by personal

duty which she feels she cannot shirk. Her new home will
be in Durban, and as she has been seen stealthily poring over
a book entitled "How to Drive a Car," we confidently

anticipate seeing her again. Her going wil l leave many sore
hearts.

Miss Gilmour, one of the "back-room girls," has

gone about her Herculean task of making bricks without
straw during some of the most difficult of war years, and we
envy her not. If the school has not had chicken and green
peas for every meal, at least there has been a steady increase
in weight, and no-one has actually died of malnutrition. We
would not be in her shoes.

To have one's horizon circum

scribed by kitchen walls, the clash of dishes, and the rattle

of foreign tongues! She deserves a rest! May she enjoy it!
These departures mean new arrivals next term. Then
maybe we shall shake down again—until we lose Mr.
Matterson, which hardly bears thinking of. But we are more
than fortunate in his successor.

More of this later. So the

old order changeth, and few are now left who struggled with
the School in its earlier days, and by their perseverance and
optimism kept it upon its feet and ultimately lifted it to
Botha's Hill.

It is difficult to resist one further comment. The end

of the war has brought our Old Boys back to see us at Botha's
Hill in increasing numbers. It has been a joy to see them.
Nothing has impressed us more than to see how unchanged

they are. Most of them have been through the rigours and
harsh contacts of the battle front; many of them have been

prisoners of war.

We had somehow imagined that they
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would, therefore, be different. But not so. We find them
as fresh, as courteous, as agreeable as ever. No one would
imagine that some of these fellows had spent years behind
barbed wire, or tramping through Germany, or working down
mines. It speaks much for the hardihood of the human
frame and for the permanency of character and training, that
this should be so. We suppose that the training at Kearsney
at least had some part in the formation of their characters.
If so, we are very proud of it, and proud of them.

SCHOOL

NOTES

First Term; January 30th to April 5th,
Second Term: April 23rd to June 28th.
At the beginning of the year the school suffered a
severe loss in the departure of Mr. Medworth. The position
of Sports Editor on the "Natal Mercury"—a post for which
he was eminently fitted in many ways—was offered him.
and the Board of Governors, reluctant though they were,
after so many years of honourable service, allowed him to go.

Mr. Medworth came to us at the beginning of 1928,
when the school was just beginning to find its feet on the
lowest rungs of the sporting ladder, and he soon began to
build the foundations of skill and sportsmanship on which
we are now raising a goodly edifice. He brought to bear on
his training of the XV a skill learnt in the hard school of the
Western Province, and his conscientious training has reaped
its reward in the prowess of recent teams.
In the Athletic field and with the Cadets Mr. Med

worth set, and achieved, the same standard of performance
Nor was his success confined to the sports field. His
conversational methods of teaching Afrikaans gave his pupils
the desired results, and his work as Housemaster of the

junior House cannot be too highly praised. There are many
parents who owe him a debt of gratitude for his interest in
the training of the small fry who came under his wing.
We watch Mr. Medworth's success in his new sphere
with delight, and feel that, while we have lost a colleague,
we have certainly not lost a friend.

We regret the departure from our midst of Sister Gamble
and Miss Gilmour, the former as Matron of Finningley for

six years, the latter as Housekeeper for two years. Sister
goes to a private post, leaving us with much regret, and Miss
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Gilmour retires from housekeeping, taking a rest after her
arduous and thankless duties here. We wish them both
well, and expect to see them both from time to time.
The school mourns the death of one of its oldest and

firmest friends, Dr. G. B. King. Not only was Dr. King an
old form-mate and l ifelong friend of Mr, Matterson, but he
was also a close personal friend of many of the Staff, and

greatly respected by them and many parents of boys. For
years he was a member of our Board of Governors, unti l his
numerous duties made it necessary for him to resign.

He

had suffered from ill health for some time, but his end was

precipitated by tvyo strokes. We share in the grief of his
wife and family.

We welcome on to the Staff this year Mr. R. W. Brown,

Mr. L .C. Tedder, and, in temporary capacity, Mr. F. J.
Randelhoffe, Mr. Shelton, and Miss M. Ray.
Rev. D. Timm, too, has now come officially to the cir

cuit and is the School Chaplain. His work entails the Sunday
services, and full school teaching programme on Tuesdays,
and classes on Tuesday evenings. We welcome him to our
midst and appreciate the interest he takes in all our
activities.

Congratulations to Miss Fraser and Mr. Reece, who were
married in Bloemfontein at Easter.

Congratulations also to Mr. Clegg on his engagment to
Miss Margaret Watt on July 18th.
Mr. Medworth paid us a visit on June 5th, an occasion

made felicitous by presentations from Staff and boys. The
Headmaster spoke appreciatively of the work put in by Mr.
Medworth during his 18 years' associations with the school,
and in reply Mr. Medworth entertained the boys to a number
of reminiscences of the Staff in undignified mood.
Another visitor to the school has been Mr. Chad, whose

elegant features have adorned a number of classroom walls
from time to time. Never having seen anything lower than
the chin hitherto, we were on one occasion interested to find
"Wot! No wall?" and to be allowed a first glimpse of his

nether regions. We were somewhat disappointed.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Milner has now been con

verted into a house for 14 senior boys, under the care of Mr.
Nel, and is to be known as Milner House. Conditions are
somewhat cramped, in spite of the use of double decker beds.
Mr. Milner has built himself a smaller house adjoining, suit
able for his needs while Mrs. Milner is away studying.
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The visit of the President of the Conference, Rev. W.

Meara, on Friday, June 14th, was a great occasion, and not

merely because it meant abandoning four periods of school!
A service for the recognition of new members was held at
1 1 a.m. and shared jointly by the President, Rev. S. le Grove
Smith, Rev. D. Timm, and Rev. W. H. Irving. The President
gave a stirring address on "Youth." The following boys
were received into Church Membership: H. L. Albertyn,
R. G. Brand, O. K. Clarkson, N. Colepeper, R. A. Coventry,

j. L. Doveton, H. N. Groom, D. G. Gardner, I. H. D. Lund,
A. L. Mundell, C. L. Oliver, D. G. Metcalfe, O. D. D. Put-

terill, H. Shuttleworth, 0. R. Southwood, A. C. Taylor, G. R.
Thompson. Several parents attended the service.
In the evening of the same day the Choir adjourned to
Pinetown to lead the singing and render anthems at a com
bined service in the Pinetown Hall, where the President was

again the speaker.
The following boys were confirmed by the Bishop of
Natal at St. Agnes Church, Kloof, on June 24th: L. Baker,
M. A. Blackburn, K. T. Brink, P. T. L. Chappe, j. M. Cowie,
O. S. Egeland, H. Forbes-Watson, P. E. Lines, H. M. Pope,
G. M. H. Shires, j. A. Smith, R. R. A. Ross.
The new boys were given the usual South African Group
Intelligence Test at the beginning of the year, the I.Q.'s
ranging from 132 to 99, and the average being 1 15, one less
than the median mark for the school.

Boys who went to the old school may have read of the
savage attack made upon Miss Balcomb and Mr. Fletcher at
the Kearsney Post Office on March 10th. They were at
tacked in the night by natives, and both partially strangled;
both suffered severely from shock and bruises. Miss Balcombe has lived at Kearsney almost the whole of her life.
Mr. Fletcher is over 80. Both will now be leaving.
Kodascope : j. H. S. Ayres.

Early in July the School lost a good friend in Mr. R. F.
Robertson, of Hill Crest.

He was one of the most interested

and most generous of our parents, and to his wife and family
we offer our deep sympathies.
The following boys left at the end of last year: M. K.
Anderson, j. H. Boyd, P. B. Chaplin, R. Christiansen, R. H.
Dale, L. A. Dixon, C. C. Didcott, P. E. Ellis, j. A. Grant, G.
D. H. Hill, E. Hall, W. Hodsdon, W. B. King, D. j. Kjonstad,
O. McLaverty, B. j. Nieuwoudt, N. G. Pottow, L. N. Pope,
j. Redgment, G. R. Slatter, E. j. and I. M. Sandeman, B, H.
Spilsbury, D. R. Symington, N. E. Theunissen, A. V. Tren82

tham A B. van Aardt, N. H. Walker, R. W. Woods, D, H.
Williamson, R. F. K. Wilson, P. N. Carbutt, P. R. jonsson,

P. J. Wil ls, A. R. Jones, D. D. L. jardine. The following left
in June: K. M, Oliver, j. Friedman, I. j. Woodhead.

We welcome the following new boys: ]. M. Anderson

(Durban), C. A. M. Anderson (Pretoria), C. j. Brokensha

(Chaka's kraal), R. Brown (Botha's Hill), P T L Chappe

(Cingindhlovu), E. B. Christian (Hill Crest), V. D Colling-

wood ((Durban), R. W. Coote (Durban) R N Cordes

(Canelands), j. M. Clak (Botha's Hill), D. C. Dykes (Kitwe,

N Rhodesia), H. Forbes-Watson (Harding), B. A. FeHowsSmith (Durban), B. C. Hageman (Newark), B. H. Hulett
(Eshowe) P. M. le'Roux (Amersfoort), P. E. Lines (Dur

ban), R. Leslie (Kloof), C. E. Leisegang 'Se^ela) D j. Metcalf (P.M.B.), C. W. Mundell (Mt. Frere), R. H. Mitchell
(Port Shepsto'ne), N. Mark (Pretoria), D. A. F. McLeod
(Dar-es-Salaam), C. S. Meumann (Ebor, Tvl.), E. j. Need-

ham (Johannesburg), D. E. Proctor (Mafeking), P C. Polkinghorne (Easter) (Johannesburg), M. J. Rodda (Dwaleni,
Swaziland), R. D. Rich (Durban), D. J. Rishworth (Durban),

W. N. Rock (Flagstaff), H. H. Rowe (Amatikulu), M. G
Shelton (Hill Crest), G. M. H. Shires (Amanzimtoti), 0. R.
and W H. Southwood (Malvern), P. J. Silburn (Easter)

(Botha's Hill), A. J. Tedder (Easter) (Botha's Hill), P. d'A.

Woodley (Duffs Road), D. S. Wauchope (Westville), C. R
Witherspoon (Westville).
Appointments :

School Prefects : L. F. Forsyth (Finningley, Heat^ , R.
W. Friday and J. H. S. Ayres (Gillingham), W. M. Oliver
(Finningley).

House Prefects : Finningley: G. R. Foss, R. W. Zeller.
Gillingham : V. Davy, D. G.- Metcalfe.
Junior : A. S. Brass, G. L. Ovenstone.
Cricket : D. Leather (capt.), V. Davy (vice).

Rugger : R. W. Zeller (capt.), E. O. Hughes (vice).
Athletics : R. Friday (capt.), R. W. Zeller (vice).
Student Officers: W. M. Oliver (Coy. Comm.) L. F.

Forsyth, R. G. Foss, R. W. Zeller, D. Leather, R.

W. Friday.

Drum Major : R. W. Friday.

Stamps : H. L. Albertyn, H. A. Cowen.
Librarians : P. E. Metcalf, R. J. Kitchin, G. R. Niven.
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EXAMINATION RESULTS, 1945
Matriculation :

First Class : P. B. Chaplin, C. C. Didcott, L. F. Forsyth (Latin), E.
Hall, B. ). Nieuwoudt, K. M. Oliver, E. ). Sandeman, R. Slatter, A. B. van
Aardt.

'

Second Class : P. N. Carbutt, ). Redgment, A

V. Trentham, P. ).

Wills.

Third Class : P. R. jonsson.
Senior Certificate :

Matric Exemption : P. E. L. Ellis, |. Grant, W. Hodsdon.
Pass : V. Davy, G. D. H. Hill.
National Junior Certificate :
With Distinction : I. Benson, A. S. Brass, J. R. E. Butterworth, O. K.

Clarkson, H. A. Cowen, H. N. Groom, W. R. Johnson, R. j. Kitchin, H. C
Metcalfe, P. E. Metcalf, R. I. Leisegang, R. F. Robertson, R. A. j. Taylor,
E. J. von Gorkom, P. j. Witney, P. R. Young.
Pass : G. M. Anderson, R. ). Baker, R. Brand, E. j. R. Caney, M. L.
Coppin, L. Dyson, D. B. Peddie, N. G. Pottpw, D. M. W. Pugh, K. Shimwell, R. Zeller.
Bursaries ; R. I. Leisegang, P. E. Metcalf. P. E. Metcalf came top in
the country in Maths, and E. ). R. Caney top of the country In Biology.
Lower Taalbond :

Higher Grade : R. I. Leisegang.
Lower Grade ; j. H. Boyd, A. S. Brass, P. B. Chaplin, D. G. Cominos,
M. L. Coppin, L. N. du Toit, P. E, L. Ellis, R. E. Evans, P. N. Garbutt, j.

A. Grant, C. D. H. Hill, D. j. Kjonstad, P. E. Metcalf, D. S. N. Morrison,
K. Shimwell, R. A. j, Taylor, A. V. Trentham, P. j. Wills, P. ). Witney,
R. W. Woods.

Preliminary Taalbond :

j. G. Kinloch, W. B. Letcher, G. R. Thompson.

LITERARY AND DEBATING SOCIETY
President : The Headmaster.

Vice-President : Mr. J. F. Reece.
Secretary : W. M. Oliver.
Committee: L. F. Forsyth, D. Barker, R. I. Leisegang,
H. V. Meinzer, D. C. Cominos.
I

Programme :
Feb.

3rd.—Election of Officers.

17th.—Debate : "That the Eskimo's life is pre
ferable to that of a South Sea Islander's."
Lost.

Mar. 3rd.—Sharp Practice.
17th.—Debate: "That the influence
Cinema is harmful." Lost.

May 5th.—Debate : "That South African
should be nationalised."
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Lost.

of

the

Industry

19th.—Debate: "That this House deplores the
American outlook on life."

Lost.

June 1st.—Mock Trial.
23rd.—Literary Reading.

Membership has declined this year, this not represent

ing, we hope, the decline of the Society, but a weeding out
of the chaff from the wheat. That, at least, is the theory,

though the Vice-President had once to address the Society
on the lack of care taken over speeches, and referred to the
action of one member in reading a magazine while a debate
was in progress.

The debates have not exactly sparkled. The fault has

lain among the floor members rather than those appointed
to take the lead, in that too few are prepared to take a part
in the discussions, so destroying the object of the meetings,

which is to give fluency and confidence in public speaking.
The Sharp Practice might more accurately have been
called a Notch Potch, for members were called upon, with

out notice, to debate, lecture, or recite.^ Perhaps we might
mention Coppin's feeling rendering of "What it feels like
to be in love," Johnson's talk on "The usefulness of cows."
and Morrison's masterly rendering of Nursery Rhymes.

Mr. Reece and the personnel involved spent a good deal
of time rehearsing for the Mock Trial. D. Barker was ac
cused of murdering his wife and children by morphine poi

soning. Dramatis Personae were Forsyth (Judge), Oliver
(Prosecutor), Friedman (Advocate for Defence), Evans
(Owner of Flat). Ritz (Owner of Warehouse), Cowen

(Inspector), Squibb (Mother-in-law), Comins (Doctor),
Metcalf (Registrar), Albertyn (Usher). The jury, who
must have had a grudge against the prisoner, found him
guilty in spite of the very circumstantial nature of the
evidence.

Literary readings were selected and read by the VicePresident, whose items were chosen to illustrate: tragedy,
humour, sarcasm, despair, English ballad, and courage.
CHOIR

The Choir has been joined by many new trebles, mostly

very raw indeed. Starting a scale together, they would pro
gress by uneven intervals and finally arrive at seven different
conclusions. However, the material was there, and has
worked up into a fairly harmonious whole, with more volume
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than last year

Incidentally, the various departments of the

Choir have each had over 40 hours' choir training, apart from
class lessons and services, during the half year.
Tenors have rather relied on one or two leaders. Basses

as a whole have responded well to the call made upon them,
and, led by Mr. Brown, have added a good background of
volume.

For the mid-year concert, songsters were as usual
divided into groups. It was then realised, better than before,
that there are a good many comparative " passengers" in
the choir, whose enthusiasm has exceeded their vocal ability.
But they probably improve by practice.

Judging from notices and placards, the Kearsney Choir
was one of the main attractions at the Pinetown Hall, when
all the churches met to welcome the President of the Con

ference. Besides leading the singing generally, they rendered
the anthems "The Heavens are Telling" (from Haydn's
"Creation"), "Give ear unto my Prayer" (Arcadelt), and

"The Radiant Morn hath passed away" (Woodward), and
their singing was generally appreciated.
Other choral items prepared have been "Send out Thy
Light" (Gounod), "The Praise of God" (Beethoven), "How
Lovely are Thy Dwellings" (Liddell), "Pilgrim's Chorus"
(Wagner), "Huntsman's Chorus" (Weber), "Fleur de
Lys" (Sydenham),"Down in a Flow'ry Vale" (Festa, 1541 )
and "Early One Morning."

The mid-year concert had to be prepared in a matter
of days, owing to other commitments. It is hoped to put on
a concert in Pinetown next term, when a more polished dis

play is anticipated, but considerable enjoyment was derived,
by participators.and listeners, from the following programme:
Funiculi, Funicula
Choir
Marcheta
Foss, Barker, Young.
Hark, Hark, the Lark
Mark, McLeod, Southwood, Williamson.
Piano solo : Song Without Words (Mendelssohn)
Niven
Early One Morning ...
Choir
Company Sergeant-Major
Niven, Albertyn, Butterworth

Somewhere a Voice is Calling (trio)

Dowse, Goodwin, Metcaif,
Thompson, Lund, Oliver.
Choir
Peddle, Anderson, Wedderburn
Proctor, Goodwin, Dersley, Woodley

Down in a Flow'ry Vale
Sussex by the Sea
Lilac Tree
Piano solo: A.D. 1620 (MacDewaii)
Pilgrim's Chorus
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Niven
Choir

Myself When Young
Coombe, Poole, Groom
I'll Walk Beside You (duet) ... Rishworth, Leslie, Bulman, Milllken,
Niven, Albertyn
Fleur de Lys

Choir

Stonecracker John ... ...
Philosophy

Friday, Wedderburn, Oliver
Dowse, Shires, Rich, Jones

Huntsman's Chorus

Choir

When Britain (lolanthe) ...
Mr. Brown and Choir
Water Boy
Weston, McKenzle, le Roux
My Rose
Lund, Thompson, Wicks, Rowe
Twin Duet
Forsyth, Doveton
Harrow Song
Choir
Readings et alia were interspersed by the Head and Mr. Reece.

'-"j 5^®
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CRICKET

The term opened with a sensafional win, which was
followed by an equally sound defeat. The team has too long
a "tail," so that when the early batsmen have been dis
missed, there is usually a sudden collapse. The bowling has
been good on occasions, but is lacking in variety and accuracy.
CRICKET COLOURS.

Congratulations to the following on being awarded their Cricket
Colours for 1945:—

D. Leather, V. Davy, R. Foss, R. Friday.
V. Hilton.

Feb. 16th.

Home

Won by 78 runs.

Foss, c Melle, b Pfaff
Leather, not out
Davy, c and b Whatley ... .
Colepeper, c McLean, b Melle
Friday, b Carter
Barker, run out
King, Ibw, b Levy

Clarkson, c Johnstone, b Levy
Ovenstone, c Melle, b Johnstone

18
12

Hilton 22.

15

King

20
22

McLuckie

3

0

Friday
Davy

6

..
... ..,.
,.

6
2
2

M
1

R

W

8

3

5

4

3

0

4
4

0
3

1

0
4

3
1

0
4

Extras

100

Feb. 23rd.

V. Maritzburg College

Home

Lost by 5 wickets.

McLuckie, c Gary-Smith, b
Montgomery
Davy, c Gary-Smith, b
Montgomery
Shagam, Ibw, b Montgomery ...
Leather, c Ribbons, b
Gary-Smith
Foss, c Ribbons, b Montgomery
Friday, c Armitage, b
Gary-Smith
Colepeper, b Gary-Smith
Barker, c Armitage, b Gopland
King, c and b Armitage
Ovenstone, not out
Extras

Maritzburg Gollege : 134 for
5 declared (McGlew 53 not
out, Holman 35, Hey 24).
19

OMR

1

King
Golepeper

0

McLuckie

2

Friday
Davy
Shagam ..

1

7
0
0

38
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7

0 20
0 2
1 10
0 25
0 29

0 13

W
1
1

1
1

0
1

March 2nd

v. D.H.S.

Away

Lost by an innings and 25 runs.

1st Innings.

Davy, Ibw, b Silk

13

Foss, c Tayfield, b King
21
Shagam, c Marais, b King ... 3
Leather, Ibw, b King
1
Friday, b King
0
Colepeper, c Bidgood, b King
King, b Tayfield
Clarkson, b Bidgood
Coombe, c and b King
Barker, c and b King
Ovenstone, not out ... ... ...
Extras

D.H.S.: 167 for 7 declared.

9^

King

6
... ... 15
Shagam
6
Leather
6

1
^
1
0

25
3o
20
19

^
0
3
2
2

4
6
2
0
0
1
0
52

Second Innings
(Davy 38, Foss 20.)
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March 9th.

v. Clenwood

Away

Lost by 48 runs.

Davy, c A. Wright, b

Stephenson

1

McLuckie, c D." Wright, b jay 6
Shagam, c Andrew, b Wilsort ... 21
Leather, c McLeod, b jay ... 0
Foss, c Matches, b jay
0

FridW, b jay

Colepeper, c Andrew, b Wilson
Clarkson, c D. Wright, b Wilson
King, b jay
Hume, b Wilson ... ...

Ovenstone, not out
Extras

0

11
16
25
0
i ...
5

Clenwood : 140 (A. Wright

35, D. Wright 25).

King
McLuckie
Davy

?
^
8 0 28 0
... 3 0 7 0
15 J. 50 4

Friday

Leather

14 5 34 5
2 O il

0

7
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OTHER MATCHES.
Under 15 :

V. Maritzburg College.—Kearsney 68 (Worthington 17). M. College
137 (Alexander 4 for 26). Lost by 69 runs.

V. D.H.S.—Kearsney 69 and 55. D.H.S. 216 for 6 dec. Lost by
innings artd 92 runs.
V. Clenwood.—Kearsney 45 and 51 (j. A. Smith 26). Clenwood 195.
Lost by innings and 99 runs.
Under 14 :

V. Highbury 1st XI.—Kearsney 40 and 103 for 9 (Stewart 57).
Highbury 1 18 and 39 for 3 dec. Lost by 78 runs.

V. Highbury 2nd XI.—Kearsney 129 (Williamson 56; Raw 33).
Highbury 76. Won by 53 runs.
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ATHLETICS

This year saw the revival of the annual athletic meeting
against D.A.C. on March 16th, the first for six years, and we
were very pleased to welcome back the members of the

D.A.C. after such a long period. We hope that the fixture
will continue to be an annual one as it was before the war.

We are also grateful to Highbury for sending two relay teams,
thus adding interest to the meeting for our Juniors.
Friday ran an excellent open 100 yards in 10 2/5 sees,

despite an injured ankle, which unfortunately was to hamper
his performance in the school sports.
RESULTS.

Shot, Open : 3, Davy.

100 yards. Under 16i : 1, Ritz; 2, le Roux. Time : 1 ] sees.
100 yards. Open ; 1, Friday; 3, Hughes. Time : 10 2/5 sees.
High jump : 3, Davy.

Mile, Under 16-2- : 1, Meinzer; 2, van Corkom. Time: 5 mins. 14 sees.
Mile, Open : 1, Davy; 2, Nieuwoudt, Time : 4 mins. 54 sees.
440, Open ; 2, Zeller.

Long Jump, Open : 3, Forsyth.
220 yards. Under 16^-: 1, Ritz; 3, McLuekie. Time : 25 3/10 sees.
220 yards. Open : 2, Hughes.
Discus : 3, Davy.
880 yards. Under 16^-: 1, Meinzer. Time : 2 mins. 14 sees.
Relay, Under 13: 1, Highbury; 2, Kearsney; 3, Kearsney. Time : 57 4/5
sees.

Relay, Under 14: 1, Kearsney; 2, Highbury. Time: 55 2/5 sees.
Relay Under 16i- : 1, Kearsney; 2, D.A.C. Time : 50 4/5 sees.
Relay, Open: 1, D.A.C.; 2, D.A.C.; 3, Kearsney. Time : 45 2/5 sees.
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SPORTS DAY
This year the Annual Sports were held in the first term,.
I.e., March 30th, instead of in September as has been the
case hitherto.

Once again the sports attracted a large crowd, who
came from far and near, taking full advantage of the raising
of restrictions on petrol. There were two sittings at lunch
and many more visitors for afternoon tea. We wish to ex
press our appreciation to Miss Cilmour and her staff for
catering so efficiently for so large a crowd.
Two new records were established, both in the U. 15

group, namely, by Morrison in the long jump and Lentin in
the discus. The meeting generally was notable for the num
ber of close finishes and interest was maintained throughout.

The day started with the points even for both Houses, i.e.,
373 each, but Finningley gradually drew ahead to win by 707
points to 636.
The weather, which had been fine and warm throughout

the previous week, was threatening on Sports Day, but the
rain obligingly held off unti l after the tug-o'-war. It was

gratifying to see such a good turnout for the Old Boys' ICQ
yards, in which the McLeod brothers took the first two
places, despite the severe handicapping of Mr. Milner!
Friday, Hughes and Davy travelled to Bethlehem during
Easter to participate in the S.A. Junior Championships and,

although none was able to secure a place in the finals, all
have probably gained considerably in experience.
Mrs. L. Forsyth kindly honoured us by presenting the

trophies and certificates on the conclusion of the sports
Congratulations to the following on the award of their Athle
tic Colours : R. Friday (capt.), R. Zeller, V. Davy, E. Hughes
and T. Nieuwoudt.

75 yards. Under 13: 1, Ireland; 2, Bulman; 3, Hagemann. Time ; 10sees.
75 yards. Under 14: 1, Bishop; 2, johnson; 3, Eastwood. Time : 9.3 sees.
100 yards. Under 15 : 1, Morrison; 2, Lentin; 3, MeKenzle. Time;
1 1 .35 sees.

100 yards. Under 16i : 1, Ritz; 2, Young; 3, MeLuckie. Time : 1 1.5 sees.

100 yards. Open : 1, Friday; 2, Hughes; 3, Zeller. Time: 11.1 sees.
High jump. Under 13: 1, Rich; 2, Brass; 3, Hanbury-King. Height:
4 ft. H' ins.

High jump. Under 14: 1, Kitehin and Gowie (tie); 3, Johnson. Height:
4 ft. 5 ins.

880 yards. Under 16i: 1, Meinzer (G.); 2, Young; 3, Mundell. Time:
2 mins. 15.5 sees.

220 yards. Open : 1, Zeller; 2, Hughes; 3, Brown. Time : 25 sees.
Long jump. Under 13: 1, Hanbury-King; 2, Ireland; 3, Leteher. Distance:
14 ft. li ins.

Long jump. Under 14 : 1, Bishop; 2, Oliver; 3, Hulett. Distance : 15 ft.
4i ins.
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Long Jump, Under 15: I, Morrison; 2, Launder; 3, Mackenzie. Distance:
19 ft, 1^- ins. (record).

Long jump. Under 1

: 1, Le Roux and Butterworth (tie); 3, Ritz. Dis

tance : 17 ft. 1 H- ins.

'

Long jump. Open : I, Zeller; 2, Davy; 3, Forsyth. Distance : 19 ft. 9 ins.
Discus, Under 15: 1, Lentin; 2, Coote; 3, Smith. Distance : 106 ft 6 ins.
(Record.)

100 yards. Under 13 : 1, Ireland; 2, Bulman; 3, Brass. Time : 13.2 sees.
100 yards. Under 14 : 1, Bishop; 2, Oliver; 3, Eastwood. Time : 12.5 sees.

220 yards. Under 15: 1, Morrison; 2, Mackenzie; 3, Launder. Time:
27.7 sees.

High jump. Open: 1, Davy; 2, Ovenstone; 3, Metcalfe and Leather.
Height : 5 ft. 5^ ins.
220 yards. Under 13 : 1, Ireland; 2, Bulman; 3, Brass. Time : 30.1 sees.
220 yards. Under 14 : 1, Bishop; 2, Oliver; 3, Johnson. Time : 27.6 sees.
440 yards. Under 16i : 1, Meinzer; 2, Young; 3, McLuckie. Time: 56
sees.

440 yards. Open : I, Zeller; 2, Brown; 3, Hughes. Time : 54.9 sees.
High jump. Under 15 : 1, Morrison; 2, Lentin; 3, Smith. Height : 4 ft.
B-J- ins.

Discus, Under 164- : 1, Colepeper; 2, Robertson; 3, le Roux.

Distance:

1 14 ft. 9 ins.

Discus, Open : 1, Davy; 2, Friday; 3, Zeller. Distance: 145 ft. 84- ins.
Shot, Under 164: 1, Brass; 2, Colepeper; 3, le Roux. Distance: 35 ft.
10-4 ins.

Shot, Open : 1, Davy; 2, Friday; 3, Metcalfe. Distance : 40 ft. 74 ins.
880 yards. Open : 1, Ayres; 2, Nieuwoudt; 3, Davy. Time : 2 mins. 11.6
sees.

High jump. Under 164 : 1, Blackburn; 2, Brass; 3, Colepeper and Wheel
wright (tie).

Height : 5 ft. 14 ins.

880 yards. Under 13 : 1, Rishworth; 2, Hanbury-King; 3, Ireland. Time:
2 mins. 39.9 sees.

880 yards. Under 14 : 1, Bishop; 2, Johnson; 3, Eastwood. Time: 2 mins.
34.8 sees.

880 yards. Under 15 : 1, Johnson, L. M.; 2, Smith; 3, Lentin.

Time : 2

mins. 27 sees.

220 yards. Under 164- : 1, Ritz; 2, le Roux; 3, Young. Time : 25.6 sees.
Parents' Walk : 1, Mr. Coote; 2, Mrs. Friday.
100 yards. Old Boys: 1, I. McLeod; 2, R. McLeod; 3, Dixon. Time : 11
1 /5 sees.

Mile, Under 15: 1, Johnson, L.; 2, Yuille and Coppin (tie).

Time: 5

mins. 52 sees.

Mile, Under 164*: 1, van Ojrkom; 2, Meinzer; 3, Taylor, A. Time: 5
mins. 16.7 sees.

Mile, Open': 1, Nieuwoudt; 2, Davy; 3, Ayres. Time : 5 mins. 1/10 sec.
880 yards, non-finalists; 1, Tytherleigh; 2, Coombe; 3, Clarkson. Time:
2 mins. 27.7 sees.

Relay, Under 13 : 1, Finningley. Time: 59.2 sees.
Relay, Under 14: 1, Finningley. Time: 54.8 sees.
Relay, Under 15 : 1, Finningley. Time : 53.6 sees.
Relay, Under 164-: 1, Finningley. Time: 49.6 sees.
Relay, Open : 1, Cillingham. Time : 47.7 sees.
Tug o' War: 1, Finningley.
TROPHIES :

Inter-House.—Oliver Pearce: Finningley, by 707 points to 636.
Best Individual Event ;

Open.— Hulett : Zeller, for the 440 yards.
Under 164".—Les. France : van Corkom, for the mile.
Under 15.—Grant Weston : Morrison, for the long jump.
Under 14.—Pennefather : Bishop, for the 220 yards.
Under 13.—E. A. Hopkins : Rishworth, for the 880 yards.
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SWIMMING NOTES
Captain : Ayres, J. H. S.
Commfttee Members ; Forsyth, L. P., Cowen, H. A.
Life Saving :
For the first time in the history of the School, life sav
ing has made its appearance as an integral part of our swim
ming programme. It is pleasing to note the interest shown

by a large number of boys, particularly of the middle school,
and their keenness to qualify for the awards of the Royal LifeSaving Society. A life-saving team under the direction of
Col. MacMillan, of Highbury, initiated the enthusiasm with
a display at the baths. A Kearsney team also provided an
item.

Our life saving team, consisting of J. H. S. Ayres, C. E.
Pope, D. B. Peddie and D. E, Todd, would have won the Payne
Inter-School Life Saving Shield competition held in Durban
on April 8th if one of our best participants had not been
eliminated at the last moment owing to ill-health. A sub
stitute was eventually found, but the team lost 8 marks on
the backstroke time (one point per second over 90) and
even then we lost by only 12 points and came second.

Congratulations to the following on qualifying for the
following awards;—
1st Class Instructor's Certificate : Ayres, J. H. S.

Bronze Medallion : Morgan, I. E., Peddie, D.B., Rodda,
M. J., Taylor, R. A. J., Todd, D.
Intermediate Certificate : Wilson, R. W., McLuckie, N.

Our thanks are due to Mr. Gilbert Reynolds, Hon. Sec

retary of the Royal Life-Saving Society (Durban Branch) for
his assistance and encouragement.
Swimming Galas:

Kearsney was represented at the Seals Entertainment
Gala held in Pietermaritzburg on February 15th. Both en
trants did well, the result of the 50 yards scratch under 14
free style being:—
3rd : R. A. O. Johnson.
4th : E. Needham.

Keen competition was the keynote of both the Senior
and junior Galas held at the Beach baths under the auspices
of the Durban and District Schools' Swimming Association,

on Wednesday, 3rd, and Thursday, 4th April, respectively,
in the Senior Section, the Kearsney team came 3rd in the
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Boys Team Race (Open) Association Cup event, members
of the team being Young, Cowen, Ayres, von Corkom.
Outstanding, however, were the results ok the lunior
Gala ;

50 yards over 12 and under 13 : 1st, Needham. Time :
32 2/5 sees, (record 32 1/5 sees);.2nd, Ireland.

50 yards over 13 and under 14 : 2nd, R. A. O Johnson;
3rd, Kinloch.

Competing against a large number of schools, Kearsney
came first in the Under 14 Team Race in the splendid time
of 2 mins. 12 1/5 sees. (1/5 sec. outside the record). Mem

bers of the team were Needham, Ireland, Kinloch, Johnson
Swimming Lessons:

Swimming lessons have been in full swing since the
commencement of the season. The classes are large and the
instructors, Ayres, Cowen, Pope, von Corkom and Young,
have done yeoman service towards the improvement of the
standard of swimming in the School. It is hoped that the
enthusiasm displayed in these lessons, by the younger boys,
will continue.

The School was the recipient of a gift, a very fine polo
ball. With the development of this side of the sport, we
look forward to the day when we too shall be able to com
pete in the inter-schools' polo competitions.
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RUGBY, 1946
Thjs term has produced some entertaining rugby, de
spite the fact that we have only won two matches. The
pack on the whole has combined well and played gamely
throughout in the face of heavy opposition. It is difficult
to single out individuals, but Pope, Doveton, King and Robert
son have been'among the hardest workers. The loose for
wards have tended to hang outside the loose scrum instead

of getting in for a good, honest shove. The three-quarters
have not seen a great deal of the ball from the set scrums,
and on occasions have failed to make the most of their op
portunities. Zeller has proved an able and energetic captain,

but has had few opportunities nor has he been allowed much
latitude by our opponents. Ovenstone has played excellently
at scrum-half and has got the line moving whenever possible.
The tackling of the team has been very sound and has won
praise from many quarters.

Zeller, Ovenstone, Pope, Nieuwoudt and Friday were
invited to the Coastal Schools trials; Zeller and Ovenstone

were selected to play against Midlands on June 28th. Con
gratulations.

Zeller, Ovenstone, King and Nieuwoudt have been in
vited for a further trial for the Coastal Schools game on June
the 29th.
UNDER 15.

The team began the season badly, but it has now de
veloped into a well-balanced and thrustful side. The for
wards have played wel l as a pack, though one could wish for
more combination in the loose. Metcalfe's hooking has

given our backs more than their share of the ball. Taylor
has captained the team well, and as scrum-half has made
the team much more effective.

Clarkson has done well at

fly. Squibb, who has played some brilliant games, has made
many an opening for McLuckie to score on the wing. The
team is keen, and plays attractive football. The earlier
games were ruined by the wasted effort of the three-quarters
in running across the field; this fault has been largely cor
rected.

Result's of Matches.

V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.
V.

Michaelhouse (A). Lost 0—28.
Hilton (A). Lost 0—34.
Mansfield Road (A). Won 35—0.
St. Charles' (H). Won 18—0.
Clenwood (A). Lost 6—13.
Estcourt (H). Won 58—0.
Voortrekker (H). Won 13—3.
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.The following is the team: Stewart; McLuckie, Squibb,
Morgan, Spradbrow; Clarkson, Taylor, R.; Johnson, Metcalfe,
Lentin, Smith, j. H., Mundell, Lander, Mackenzie, Launder.

Morrison, Fellows-Smith and Christian have also played.
DIVISION III.

The Under 14 side shows a lot of promise, and with a
little more experience they will develop into a very good side.
In all the matches the forwards, with a few exceptions,
played an outstanding game, although they were outweighted
in the first two matches.

31st May V. Durban Prep., at Kearsney. Lost 0—17.
15th June V. St. Charles', at St. Charles'.

Lost 0—18.

25th June v. Highbury 1st, at Highbury.

Drew 6—6.

DIVISION IV.

Of idle chattering the Arabs have a saying :" I hear the
sound of millstones, but I don't see any flour." This is rather
typical ot the rugby in this division. There is plenty of noise,
but precious little rugby worthy of the name. With few
•exceptions, there is a distressing lack of keenness, and the
extra individual practices so obvious in other divisions are

lacking in our own. It is to be hoped that the subsequent
months of the season will be marked by a keener desire to
excel in this most manly of all sports. Remember that an
"ounce" of performance outweighs a "ton " of good inten
tions. We are grateful to the members of the first division
for the willing assistance they have given us on occasion—
an example of keenness that might well be taken as an
example,
DIVISION V

The first half of the season, 1946, has been most suc

cessful for this division. Considering that most of its mem
bers are beginners and new to the game, a high standard of
rugby has been produced.

They have had little opportunity to show what they can
do, but in their first match v. Highbury U. 12, they came up
to expectations by beating their opponents 26—0; the result
of playing fine rugby. In the second match, this time v.
Highbury 2nd, they stood the test equally well and won 6—3.
A very pleasing factor throughout has been the keen
spirit displayed by all players. They fiave made a good start,
but there remains much to learn.

Players who have shown themselves very promising are:
Rock (F.), Needham (F.), Rowe (F.), Whitear (F.), Mark

(C.), Rishworth (C.), Ireland (F.H.), and Dykes (C.).
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May 4th,

v Michaelhouse.

■

Maritzburg.

Won 14—8.

Michaelhouse scored from a three-quarter movement in the first
three minutes of the game. The try was not converted (3—0). About
midway through the first half Kearsney goaled a penalty (3—3), but
there was no further score by either side before half-time.
At 'he beginning of the second half Michaelhouse were attacking
and scored from the loose near Kearsney line. The kick was successful
(8—3). Kearsney then scored an opportunist try. Zeller punted forward
for Nieuwoudt to dash up, gather the ball and go over the line for an
unconverted try (8—6). Kearsney took the lead when Browning scored
from a three-quarter movement (8—9). Zeller broke brilliantly, scored
on his own, and then added major points (8—14).
Throughout ■ the game the Kearsney forwards, though outweighted,
tackled magnificently.

.May 1 1th.

v. Hilton.

Away

Lost 9—12.

Hilton had the better of exchanges for the first ten minutes, in which
they scored two quick tries from spectacular three-quarter movements.
The kicks failed (6—0). Kearsney now began to have more of the play
and to look dangerous. After a good run on the left wing Brown reverse

passed to Zeller, who scored near the corner. A good kick by Zeller
failed (6—3). Kearsney continued to attack, but there was no change
in the score at half-time.

Soon after half-time Hilton scored under the posts from a good blind
side movement from a scrum in Kearsney 25. The kick failed (9—3).

Kearsney fought back, but Hilton were not to be outdone, and after a
line-out near Kearsney line scored again when Leather fumbled behind
the line. The kick again failed (12—3). Kearsney now began to see
more of the ball and attacked strongly.

Hilton were penalised in their

25 and Zeller goaled with a good kick (12—6). From the line-out on
Hilton line, following a good touch by Friday, Colepeper dived over to
score an unconverted try (12—9). The final whistle blew three minutes
later.

May 18th.

v. D.H.S.

Home

Lost 3—17.

D.H.S. scored in the first minute of the game. Kearsriey kicked off,
from which D.H.S. initiated a movement which sent their right wing over
in the corner. The kick failed (3—0). Kearsney began to have more

of the game, and excellent tackling gave D.H.S. three-quarters little room
to move in. A good run by Friday saw him go over in the corner. The
kick failed (3—3). Shortly afterwards D.H.S. were penalised mid-field
in their half, but the kick failed. Half-time, 3—3.
D.H.S. began the second half as they had the first, their left wing

scoring in the corner in the first three minutes. The kick failed (6—3).
D.H.S. were soon away again and scored from orthodox three-quarter play.
The kick aain failed (9—3). Kearsney were still defending well, but

could not gain possession of the ball. The line lacked thrust when the
forwards were able to get the ball back.

The D.H.S. line got moving and scored again, their try being goaled

(14—3). The superiority of weight was now telling in the scrums and
D.H.S. scored again (17—3). Kearsney fought back towards the end, but
there was no further addition tc the score.

May 25th.

v. St. Charles'.

Home

Lost 3—14.

St. Charles' were early on the attack and alrnost scored frorti the kick
off. Kearsney rallied and play moved to mid-field for some time, with
both sides looking for an opening. After a good three-quarter movement
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Friday scored far out for Kearsney, the kick falling short (3—0). St.
Charles' were now seeing the ball from most of the.scrums, but Kearsney
defence was very sound and St. Charles' were kept in check. Kearsney
were awarded a penalty, but missed the kick at goal. St. Charles' at
tacked strongly and scored a converted try from a line-out near Kearsney
line.

Half-time (3—5).

St. Charles again attacked from the kick-off, but were just held out.
They kept up the pressure and eventually scored again from a line-out in
Kearsney 25. The try was converted (3—10). Kearsney were awarded
another penalty in a good position, but the kick was wide. From a scrum

in front of Kearsney posts St. Charles' dropped a goal (3—14). Kearsney
now attacked with good three-quarter, movements, but the final whistle
blew without change to the score.

May 31 st.

2nd v. Old Crocks.

Home

Lost 8—28.

(From a report in " Natal Mercury.")

At Kearsney yesterday the Old Crocks won the annual fixture against
the College Second XV by 28 points to 8.

The game was played in the usual open and free spirit, which is a
feature of this fixture. Remembering how they used to wheel the scrums
in their heydey, Alf Walker and Bert Woodville, when they gained pos
session, lived through past years again.
In spite of advancing years, there was not a better forward on the
field than Alf Walker. With youth on his side, Gerald Lee was always
present when danger threatened the ranks of the Crocks, and the dangers
were frequent.

Billy Wade and Bob Williams were in great form, and one particu
larly fine reverse pass will long be remembered by the boys. Then there

was Billy Wade's dash down the wing (after he had become tired of play
ing

scrum-half) and

his sudden stop

as

he

Kearsney boy came along to tackle him, and

crossed

the

Billy stopped

line.

A

in

his

tracks, waited for the boy to rush past and then went on his way to score
between the posts.
johnny Barnes had muscle trouble early on, but he continued to the

end. That no injuries were suffered says much for the spirit of the game
and the ability of the older men to play sternly but gently.
Completely outweighted, the Kearsney boys stuck to their task man
fully and, indeed, outhooked the Old Crocks repeatedly, but the Kearsney
backs made little use of their opportunities.
it was a grand game, thoroughly enjoyed by the large crowd present.
An interesting spectator was Wally Ciarkson, the Natal and Springbok
centre. His words of encouragement from the touch line were a source
of inspiration to the Old Crocks when they appeared to be flagging some
what.

June 1st.

V. Gienwood.

Track Ground, Durban.

Won 1 1—0.

Gienwood began by attacking strongly from one end to the other,
but Kearsney defence was sound and Gienwood were successfully held out.
Kearsney now took the initiative and opened the score when Zeller broke
and Friday scored far out. The try was not converted (3—0). Kearsney
had most of the play for the rest of the half, but were unable to pene
trate Gienwood defence.

Soon after half-time Brown, cutting in-field, took a pass from Foss
and, after a long run, in which he beat several defenders, scored between
the posts. The major points were added (8—0). Ovenstone, who had
been playing an excellent game at scrum-half, broke round the blind side
but was held up after a long run. From the resultant loose scrum Brown
was sent over in the corner for an unconverted try (11—0).

Gienwood

attacked strongly towards the end and were unlucky not to score from a
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penalty and when one of their centres failed to gather the ball over the
Kearsney line.
June 15th.

V Voortrekker.

Home

Lost 3—5.

Play opened In favour of Voortrekker, who were hooking the ball
from most of the scrums. Kearsney forwards were doing well in the line-

outs, with Doveton, King and Robertson in the van. The game moved
from end to end with both sides doing their utmost to score, without
success. Both sides missed many opportunities and the handling on occa
sions was poor. There was no score at half-time (0—0).
On the resumption Kearsney attacked strongly, but were held out
by good defence. Zeller missed a penalty with a good kick from far out.
Eventually King gathered the ball from the loose near Voortrekker 25,
lobbed out a long pass to Friday, who scored in the corner. The kick fell
short (3—0).
Voortrekker, who did not flag once, again pressed strongly, but good
forward play in the loose took Kearsney back to mid-field. In the last
few seconds Voortrekker scored between the posts when their fly-half
broke cleanly from a scrum in Kearsney twenty-five. The final whistle
blew immediately after the conversion (3—5).

June 22nd.

v. Berea Rovers

Home

Lost .8—31.

Rovers fielded their invincible Under 20 side, and strengthened by

Luyt, Owen (both Provincial players). Dyer and Reeves, and including,
amongst others, four Old Boys, Dyer, Reeves, McLaverty and McLeod.
Kearsney pressed in the early stages. Receiving the ball from a loose
scrum, Zeller_ broke, and threw a long pass to Friday, who scored far out,
the conversion failing (3—0).

Rovers, stung by this reverse, pressed strongly and scored near the
corner. Dyer's kick was just short (3—3). Rovers attacked again, but
Metcalfe saved well. Luyt dummied his way across for another uncon
verted try (3—6). Friday put in a good run on the wing, but Rovers
saved with a good touch, but for some time play remained in the Rovers
half. After good three-quarter play Rovers moved into Kearsney 25 and
scored, for Dyer to convert (3—I I ). Rovers scored again In the corner

(3—14), but Kearsney were again pressing when the whistle blew for
half-time.

On the resumption Zeller broke cleanly, punted ahead, but just failed

to gather the ball on Rovers' line. Again Zeller punted ahead for Foss
to gather, but the latter was forced out just short of the line.

Rovers

moved into Kearsney half and Owen dropped a penalty goal (3—17).

Friday scored between the posts after a long run on the wing; Zeller con
verted (8—17).

Kearsney attacked again and Nieuwoudt was unlucky when he
knocked on with an open line ahead of him.

In the closing stages the weight of Rovers pack was telling against

Kearsney, and Rovers ran up another 14 points in quick succession (8—31).
Other Games:

'

Kearsney Second XV 8, Mansfield Road 3.
Kearsney Second XV 0, Berea-Rovers "B" 28.
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CADET CORPS

With the resignation of Captain C. 0. Medworth from
the School Staff at the beginning of tne year the Detachment
lost a Commanding Officer whose keen and faithful service
over a period of fifteen years won distinction for himself and
for the Corps in al l departments of Cadet work, whether ad
ministrative or on the parade ground or in the field. Though

he was always insistent on smartness and efficiency, he was
also equally insistent on maintaining the interest of the Cadets
and he would go to endless trouble to achieve this end.

It

is probable that few other Cadet corps in the Union the size
of ours maintained such a varied training programme. The
success of his efforts has been seen in the field days that have
been held from time to time, and on the occasions of the
Annual Inspections when the Inspecting Officers have never
failed to find cause fo congratulate the Corps on its smart
bearing, its steadiness throughout all ranks, and its evident
sense of esprit de corps. These traditions, so soundly estab

lished by Captain Medworth have made it easy for his suc
cessor to carry on, and they ensure the future continuance of
past success.

Appointments :

The following appointments were made at the begin
ning of the year :—

Officer Commanding : Lt. G. M. Gram. Coy. Comman
der : 2/Lt. (S.O.) K. M. Oliver, Adjutant : 2/Lt. (S.O.) R.
W. Zeller.

Platoon Commanders : 2/Lts (S.O.'s) L. F. For-

syth, R. G. Foss, D. G. T. Leather. Band:2/Lt. R. W. Friday.
Sergeants : V. Davy, C. E. Pope, J. R. Butterworth, J. H. S.
Ayres, J. L. Doveton, A. E. Brass, M. L. Coppin, 1. N. Benson.
Corporals : D. M. Cominos, E. O. Hughes, C. L. Ovenstone, R.
F. Robertson, G. de Jager, J. H. Coombe, P. C. Taylor, J. R.
Brown, D. W. Barker, B. Shagam, M. J. Poole, H. Shuttleworth, H, Ritz, G. H. Wedderburn. L/Cpl.: H. Groom.
C.S.M.: D. G. Metcalf.

We welcome to the Detachment 2/Lt. R. W. Brown,

who has kindly undertaken to look after the Ambulance
Section.

Course : Kearsney Gadets did excellently at a Training
Course held in Maritzburg during January. About 150 Cadets
from Natal attended the course, and our results were as fol

lows: 2/Lt. (S.O.) Oliver, 2nd: 2/Lt. (S.O.) Forsyth, 8th;
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2/U. (S.O.) Foss, 13th; Sgt. D. C. Metcalfe, 25th; Cpl.
Butterworth, 26th; Cpl. Coppin, 30th; Cpl. Benson, 31st.
Congratulations to all the above on the excellent positions
attained.

Shooting : Imperial Challenge Shield, 1945 : The Corps
again acquitted itself creditably in this competition last year.
We came 18th in the Union with a corps average of 76.783
and were one of the three detachments in Natal which at

tained mass efficiency (i.e., an average of over 75%). The

following qualified as marksmen : Ritz (96), Lander (95),
Dixon (94), Hodsdon (94), Forsyth (93), Nieuwoudt (93),
Poole (92), Niven (92), R. Taylor (91 ), J. R. Brown (90),
and Hall (90). The following qualified as first-class shots:
N. Theunissen (89), W. B. King (89), Zeller (88), H. C.
Metcalfe (87), Hill (87), R. Foss (87), Wills (86). Con

gratulations to the above and to Mr. P. Milner, our chief
shooting coach. We also thank our neighbour, Mr. E. L.
Walsh, for valuable services in acting as Range Officer during
the competition.

Cup Competition : This year we sent two teams to Dur
ban for this competition. Out of 18 teams competing our
" A "Team came 3rd with a total of 364, and our " B"Team
came 9th with a total of 336. Detailed results were :"A

Poole 95, Zeller 93, D. C. Metcalfe 89, Leather 87. "B
Niven 83, Forsyth 88, Nieuwoudt 86, Ritz 69.
Manoeuvres : An interesting scheme devised by 2/Lt.
(S.O.) Oliver and the other Student Officers was successfully
carried out on Saturday morning, 23rd March. Force " B"
defended Gillingham House under S.O. Oliver, and Force "A,"
twice the strength of "B," under S.O. Forsyth, attacked it

from the valley. The attack succeeded. Everybody enjoyed
the "outing"and voted it a welcome change from the usual
Saturday morning school which the Headmaster had kindly
excused us.

General: The strength of the Detachment this year is
172. There is a woeful shortage of uniforms, so the appear
ance of the Corps on parade leaves much to be desired. Sup

plies to cover the deficiencies have not yet arrived, although
indented for months ago.
The Band continues to be enthusiastic, and is making

good progress under its instructors, Messrs. Inglis and Ed
wards, members of the Durban Orchestra, and S.O. Friday.
We expect great things from them at the Band Competition
in September.
The Ambulance Squad has resumed its activities after
a period of infantry training for the first term. Mr. R. W.
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Brown holds the St. John Ambulance Certificate, and was a
District Officer in London during the air raids of the war, so

as Ambulance Officer he is just the right man in the right
place.

The only department from which progress cannot be
reported is the Signals Section. No instructors are available,
and no batteries for the wireless sets are sent up so this work
is almost at a standsti l l. Sergeants Benson and Coppin are

carrying on bravely to the best of their ability.
2/Lt. (S.O.) K. M. Oliver leaves us this term, and we
shall miss him very much. He has been a most helpful Com

pany Commander, always keen, and always reasonable. Alto
gether an invaluable sort of person in Cadet work.

CADET

MANOEUVRES

At 09.45 hours on the 23rd of March, the defenders of

Kearsney College, a small force of 55 men, learned that para
chutists had landed in the valley and were advancing towards

Gillingham House, defence headquarters. In true blitzkrieg
tradition, the 100-odd attackers caught the defence system

unprepared. This was unfortunate, as in the short time
allowed, it was impossible to lay all the telephone cables that

■ were essential features of the defence plan. Thus several

key points of the defence were never in action. Nevertheless,
the defenders held their ground stubbornly, but were even

tually overcome by the dogged persistence and numbers of
the attackers. Within an hour the parachutists had captured

their objective and easily repulsed the desultory counter
attacks made by the disorganised defenders.
The attacking force was under command of 2/Lt. (S.O.)

L. Forsyth, while 2/Lt (S.O.) K. Oliver commanded the
defence.

The Corps wishes to express its appreciation for the

help given by Messrs. Oram, Milner, Hopkins, Nel and Clegg.
who acted as umpires and without whose interest the oper
ation could not have taken place.
K.M.O.

LOOKING BACK
1933 2nd HALF.
School Notes.

The Annual Carol Service was held in the Chapel on

the last Sunday evening of the term, and the general opinion
was that the carols were better rendered than ever. On the

Monday night a repeat performance was given in the Stanger
Church.

At a concert given in Stanger on December 2nd, the
services of Miss Fraser and Messrs. Reece and Medworth

were enlisted for music and play-acting. Their duties were

performed without a hitch and the applause was led by mem
bers of the VIth Form among the audience.
Mr. P. Milner joined the Staff at the beginning of the
year and has proved himself a zealous and entluisiastic col
league.

Every boy who is medically fit is taught something ot
boxing, and an occasional very pleasant Saturday evening is
spent in combats in which more than half the school take
part.

Athletic Sports.
100 yards open: J. H. Hopkins. Time: 10^ sees.
100 yards under 15^: C. MacNeillie. Time: 1 1 3/5
sees, (record).

220 yards open : J. H. Hopkins. Time: 23 9/10 sees.
(record).

440 yards open : A. M. Foss. Time: 54 7/10 sees.
(record).

Mile open : T. Knottenbelt. Time: 5 mins. 9i sees.

MacNeillie broke the junior 100, 220 and 440 yards
records.

Rugger.
V. D.H.S. 2nd XV, 5—12. v. Marists, 3—3. v. Clenwood 2nd XV, 1 1—8.
Cricket.

Kearsney 143 (Mr. Reece 40, Weightman 31).
Darnall 52 (Kirk 4 for 19).

Kearsney 122 (Larrington 19).
D.H.S. 2nd XI 90 (Kirk 4 for 24).

Kearsney 118 (Henry 355).
Eshowe School 22 for 5 wickets (Kirk 4 for 8).

Kearsney 140 for 6 wickets (Hackland 30, Larrington
23, Weightman 24).
Stanger 72 (Adendorff 7 for 16, in 19 overs).
Kearsney 78 (Weightman 20).
Darnall 71 (Mr. Medworth 5 for 25).
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REMINISCENCES

These are written by Rev. L. S. Creed, at one time our
school chaplain. They appear in " New Life," the magazine
of the Kearsney Home of Healing, who occupy our old build
ings.

■' Kear-sney is of special interest to me, because I was
Chaplain to the College from 1931 to 1933. A picture in a
past issue, of tea on the lawn, brings back pleasant memories
of such occasions during that period. And the picture of the
Church, called then the College Chapel, revives happy mem
ories of the services held there with 80 or 90 boys present
and the Staff as well as local residents.

It is true that two

or three of those services were made physically uncomfort
able by the presence of bees ( I wonder if they are still
troublesome) . Then very occasionally there would be flyingants. A flying-ant crawling up one's leg when one was
preaching was not so fearsome as a bee doing the same thing,
but even that was apt to put one off one's stroke.
I have never known better listeners than the Kearsney

boys. Whether it was due to discipline or personal interest,
I do not know, but to one person at least those services were

usually inspiring. In one of your recent articles you spoke of

the " raucous " voices of the College boys ringing among the

rafters of the Church.

I can affirm that the voices of many

of the boys were highly musical for they were trained by an
efficient choirmaster, a member of the Staff, who is still on
the Staff. Their rendering of Christmas carols was an event
of the College year. At the same time there is, of course,

a period when most boys' voices are raucous!

Once, when preaching on Temperance Sunday, I took
as my text: " And this Daniel was preferred above the presi
dents and princes because of the excellent spirit that was
in him."

I noticed a movement down among the Staff and

senior boys, but was quite uriconscious of the faux-pas I had
made in talking of " excellent spirit" on Temperance Day!
It was considered a great joke, and is still probably remem
bered on Temperance Day by some who were present.
I can think of no better use of Kearsney to-day than as

a Home of Healing. Instead of boys wrestling with and being
tortured by the problems of Mathematics and the other gym
nastics of Education, people's minds are finding peace and
calm and their hearts rest. There was always a restful at

mosphere about Kearsney. The building, with its spacious
rooms and lofty ceilings promoted this effect, which was

heightened by the avenues of shady trees and the layout of
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the grounds. The very thought of it at this moment, twelve
years later, suggests peace and tranquility.
During the year 1932 a serious epidemic of malaria

broke out in the district of Stanger—six miles away; but it
is remarkable that Kearsney was scarcely touched by it. If
I remember rightly, not a boy at the College went down. The

Principal, Mr. R. H. Matterson, used to dose the boys each
morning with a few drops of hycol. They used to line up
quite cheerfully for the daily dose. I have not heard of any
recurrence of malaria since those days. The authorities
learned much during that epidemic, which doubtless has had
a salutary effect since."

LAMENT FOR THE Vlth, 1945

Our happy fellowship is shattered.
Last year's company is scattered
As the crops before the hail,
As the grain beneath the flail.
Friends in sport, in play, in work—
And now? Only memories lurk.
Of our fellows, to remind us.

And the years that lie behind us.
K.M.O.

LOGIC

It is only a five-minutes' walk if you run.
Thank God I am an atheist.

You may leave to-morrow, provided you give a month's
notice.

These pigs are all ear-marked—there's a piece out of
each tail.

These chairs are for the ladies; gents are not to use
them till the ladies are seated.

If. it were not for soiling my hands, I'd kick you into
the street.

Potatoes should always be boiled in cold water.
The more you improve a farm, the worse it gets.
All his redeeming features are bad ones.
*
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Collected.

AIR RAIDS

Shortly after his arrival from England, Mr. W. R. Brown
gave a short talk to the School on London air raids. He men
tioned the three types of raid which London experienced—
the piloted aircraft raids, the flying bomb raids, and the
rocket raids. To combat the damage caused by these raids
various organisations were required, such as the A.R.P., the
N.F.S. and the Police.

Mr. Brown then gave an idea of how the A.R.P. went
to work. The lowest ranking man in the A.R.P. was the
warden, who was in direct contact with the public. It was
his duty to report the fal l of the bomb and the extent of its
damage to the Wardens' Post. These wardens were also
trained as Incident Officers. The latter assessed any dam
age done in an M report which gave the following particulars:
The name of the street, the number of houses damaged, and

whether any roads were blocked. He also arranged for a
parking and a loading ground in the vicinity and checked the
cards containing particulars as to houses with their inmates.
Each card represented a house and gave particulars as to the
number of people in them. By checking on the cards and
enquiring from neighbours a very fair estimate of casualties
could be obtained.

From the Wardens' Post the report was sent to H.Q.
Rescue units, first-aid units, mobile canteens, etc., were all
contacted and there reported to the group. London was
divided into regions, and these regions into groups. There

were eight groups in London altogether. The group then re
ported to the region. Thus the region knew exactly how many
vehicles were being moved and it made corresponding entries
on a huge map of London. It therefore knew exactly how
many forces were at its disposal and what work they were
engaged in.
Mr. Brown then went on to discuss the work of the

police and the N.F.S. The latter had an extremely difficult
task in fighting the first fires of a raid, for the German pilots
were in the habit of dropping incendiary bombs to light up
the target As a result of this the firemen received a terrific
bombardment while trying to put cut fires.
Mr .Brown also related a personal experience of his with

regard to a rocket raid. The rocket burst one night not more
than a street's distance away from him. Glass showered

down on him from,all sides. He immediately telephoned for
a van which was soon sent to him. The damage and destruc106

tion were terrific.

Altogether 1,568 houses were unin

habitable. The N.F.S. rushed in and were put on to search
ing the debris.

Meanwhile Mr. Brown estimated the num

ber of casualties at 48. He saw to the parking and loading
grounds.

Two more Incident Officers arrived, which left

him free to patrol the whole area while still keeping contact
with the damaged part.
Mr. Brown also related a personal experience of his with

tween the different branches of the organisations dealing
with the air raids.

L.F.

PREFECTS' ROOM

Dirty cups. Bits of bread. Boots. Dirty cups.
And the books. And the pin-ups. And the lists.
How many books? What a lot of lists.

Prefects lounging. What do they do?
DON'T FORGET THE TEN-TO MILK.

Listen! There's that bell again.

What's the number? Jones. Hurry, hurry.
Sitting, lounging, what do they do?
Who's on the fines list? How many marks?
Turn on the water, AND DON'T LEAVE IT RUNNING,
That cupboard. Boots, socks, shoes, tins.

Where do they all come from? What do the pin-ups
think?

Knock, knock. Come in! Come in! COME IN! Sorry,
sir.

Stale bread, spilt cocoa, smell of bacon, splashes.
What DO the pin-ups think?
Who's making that noise? SHUT UP. Turn dowrg that
wireless.

Bell! Buck up. My duty. Nail inspection. SILENCE.
That buzzer again. Listen. It's for you. Run.
Wot? No water again?
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MICHAEL

Michael was getting very old now. As he sat on his
little patch of lawn outside his stoep, to catch the warm rays
of the winter sun, with his gnarled stick in his even more

gnarled hands, he recalled that many years had passed since
he had reached his three score years and ten.

He couldn't

get around very much now. Perhaps an occasional hobble
round the garden, now bleak from winter's frost, but so col
ourful with its dahlias and mesembryanthemums in sum

mer; sometimes to the edge of the mealie field; now and then
to the little spruit that flowed over the rocks. His wife Anna
was long since gone; his two daughters were married. There
was only his son Paul and the natives, including the indis
pensable Sixpence in the kitchen. No one else within half
a dozen miles.

But Michael was not lonely. He had his memories.
Folk said it was second childhood. He remembered when

that gnarled old tree had been a sapling; he remembered his
father building that outhouse where the girl did the wash
ing—it used to be their kitchen. How he and his two sisters
and three brothers used to play in that stream; it had more
water in it those days; and what a joke when Piet got caught
in a branch half-way down the falls! But the vividest mem

ory was the earthquake. For half a minute the ground had
rocked and split and had seemed to groan like a beast in
agony. It was terrifying. He pictured the natives running

madly frm their huts, the patient oxen floundering in their
harness, the house rocking fit to fall.

He had been sitting

in this very spot at the time. Allemagtig! What a good job
he had jumped up, for the great rock they kept on the slop
ing roof to hold it in position, had fallen on his very chair and
would surely have killed him.

Yes, it was all very vivid. It seemed almost too vivid.

It was as though he could still hear the rumbling, and feel
the ground shake. Indeed, were those natives over there
not running in alarm just as they had done seventy years

before?

Yes, they were! The earth WAS shaking; there

was no doubt about it.

Allemagtig, he must run; he must

get out of that chair quickly, before the rock falls on hirn.
He must . . . But he is old now, his legs will not obey his
command. He must, he must . . .
*

*

*

*

*

*

They found him there. Heart failure. Poor old Michael
must have died of heart failure, they said. It was sorne time
before even the natives found him. After all, it isn't often

that such a giant plane comes over those parts, and so low,
too, and there was much to talk about,
R.
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TRISTAN DA CUNHA

Extracts from a letter received from F/Sgt. D. C. HUD
SON, who has had three years in Tristan with the Meteorolo
gical Section of the S.A.A.F,—
There are three islands in the Tristan group—one of which is named
Inaccessible, another Nightingale (I believe this was named after a Dutch
navigator) and the third and largest Tristan da Cunha. A Portuguese
navigator by the name of Tristan d'Acunha discovered these islands some

where around the neighbourhood of year 1500. The first two islands are
uninhabitable—only sea birds and penguins in their thousands can be
found there. So much so in the case of the birds that at a few minutes

before sunset the sky is darkened by them flying about (I have witnessed
this).

Tristan is 42 miles in circumference, with the highest point regis
tering 6,670 feet. Just below the peak, about 300 feet, is one of the
largest craters that I have ever seen, and this is filled with water, which,
incidentally, supplies the village on the plateau some thousands of feet

below with its main fresh water supply.
The island is a very healthy place indeed—a more healthy place, in
my opinion, cannot be found.

None of the epidemical diseases which are

so common in the outside world have ever been experienced here, nor
have the children had any complaints or illnesses that are usually common
to children. A remarkable thing that occurs now and again when a ship
calls here is that the islanders all go down with very bad colds. We are
at the moment experiencing this as the R.M.S. Darro called a few weeks
ago, and on board there was someone who was just getting over a cold.
Regarding the islanders themselves, they are a very timid and very
shy type of people. At the end of 1942 they were introduced to money
for the first time in history. Since then they have become even more

shrew than ever before. As you know they have hardly had any education.
School was started in full swing when we first came down here in
1942 by a Royal Naval padre, who, by the way, came out on the same ship
as I did.

Potatoes are the staple food of the islanders—this they have for every
meal, including breakfast. Now and again, when the weather permits,
they go out and fish in their frail canvas boats, but often risk the raging
surf and high seas in bad weather when the potato crops either fail or
stocks get low. Periodically they go over to Nightingale Island for guano,
penguin and all other types of sea birds' eggs, that are laid over there.
This trip is made by several boats made of canvas and wood—a larger size
than the fishing boats—and the distance is well over 30 miles. They
make a trip now and again to Inaccessible Island for the purpose of bring
ing back or taking sheep. This island has been well named owing to the
fact that there are only two places on the island that one can land at. I

have paid several visits to Nightingale and one to Inaccessible.

Never

again shall I brave the trip to the latter island, a more bleak and lonely
spot I never wish to see again. The islanders told me that I was the first
"white man from the outside world" to sail completely around It in a
canvas boat. (Was also stranded there 17 days.) I told them that I
would be the last one too to complete this feat—once bitten, twice shy.
The housing problem down here is very easy. A couple wishing to

get married try and build their house before their great day arrives, so
that they can move in almost immediately. For example, a young couple
at the moment are busy getting their future home ready. (Incidentally,
they believe in long courtships, these two have only been courting seven
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stored away. The young man gets as many men as he can to help do a
day's work on the house—the payment is two meals. Queer way of pay
ing for services rendered, isn't it? While I am on the subject of marriages,
wedding gifts usually take the form of a handful of tea, a tin of milk, a
cup of sugar, a sheet or blanket, cigarettes, or, in fact, small quantities
of anything usually unobtainable.
Their sport consists mainly of football, and amongst the younger
generation cricket or rounders. Football is played with much gusto, usu
ally resulting in a minor injury to one of the players, nearly every game
they play.
Birthdays, marriages, and special occasions such as the returning of
the boats from one of the other islands are celebrated with "BIG 'EARS"

(big eats). On these occasions those islanders who are in possession of
livestock—sheep, cattle and poultry—are only too willing to sacrifice their

precious wealth for the dinner table.

An islander's wealth is judged by

the amount of such livestock in his possession.
In spite of all the hardships the inhabitants of Tristan have to endure

they are a quiet, simple, home-loving people, and even although one gets
tired of seeing the same faces day in and day out/ as I found on my last
visit here, it was with great regret that I said farewell to them all and
often found myself longing to be back with them again. Fate fortunately
permitted me to return, and although I think twice is enough, I know my
memories of Tristan da Cunha, the loneliest island in the world, will always
be pleasant ones.

The following letter has been received by the Editor of
the Magazine from Mrs. Glass, one of the inhabitants of
Tristan:—

"We do all our housework, such as washing, patching our clothes,
cooking our food, carding and spinning our own wool to knit our own
stockings and jerseys and other things. The men work in the fields and
grow potatoes. Some vears we get a good crop when the wind does not
blight them.
"We have small canvas boats which the men use for going round
the other side of the island for wood and apples. We have to get wood
to cook our food. The men have big boats, 25 feet long, made of wood
and canvas. They do longer trips to Nightingale, which is 35 miles away,
for birds and fat, as birds and fish are our only diet: We have meat but

very 'Seldom. We have some sheep on the mountain which are doing very
well for a start.

'' Would you like my husband to make you a model of a small boat
for your little boy?

I will send your little girl some knitted garment to

let you see what our work is like.

"'We have a great many kinds of birds here, mollyhawk, seahen,
kingbird, petrel, thrush, black eaglet, nightbird, wood pigeon, island cock,
gull, albatross, which is our largest bird. We get a lot of penguin eggs in
September; petrel eggs we get in November; they are very nice, next to
chicken eggs. We have geese and fowl on our island, also a few ducks.
They lay a lot of eggs.

"We have a good padre and his wife with us now for a few years
I hope, so as to teach the children and have Sunday school, which is a
great help. I do hope you will like this note, and that I shall hear from

you soon. I wish I could give you a sack of potatoes; my husband had
1 14 bushels this year.

1. must close, with love from my husband. Trine,

Pamela and myself.—Alice Glass."
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OLD BOYS' CLUB
War Awards.

American Bronze Medal ; A. B. Theunissen.

Mentioned in Despatches : W. C. Hopkins, L. Hulett
and O. E. Knaggs,
Marriages.

R. Mark (32-40), N. C. C. Pooie (32-36), R. Poynton
^ (2.1-28), A. N. Stockil (32-36), K. Theunissen (34-37)
B. C. van der Wagen (30), J. Worth (31-32).
Engagements.

R. J. Crawford (28-33), S. N. Chaplin (37-39), W S.
Mitchell (25-31 ), C. J. C, Beningfield (40-41 )
French (38-40).

'

D C
'

Births.

G. Hulett (29-35), a son. The late E. L. V. Ash (23-

29), a daughter. A. B. Theunissen (29-31 ), a daughter.
Dr. J. B. King (29-36), a son. K. Balcomb (24-31), a
daughter.

OBITUARY.

Lindsay Ash.

Lindsay Ash came to Kearsney In 1923, soon after its
foundation, and left in the middle of 1929. We knew him

as a quiet boy, of somewhat studious and sensitive nature,
but with the promise of strong personality. His career at
Kearsney was cut short in his Matric year by severe con
cussion sustained while playing on the wing against Tech.
High School (now Clenwood). His condition was so serious

that his life was for a time endangered.

After recovering from this injury, he served a five-year
apprenticeship with Mount Edgecombe Estates as a fitter and

turner. At the end of 1936 he went to the Rand to the City
Deep Mine, and served six years, being foreman the last two

years. He was a draughtsman at Iscor for three years, where
he qualified for the Government Gertificate of Competency.
From there he went to Zaaiplaats last August, as Resident
Engineer.

On May 9th this year he complained of headaches. The

next day, his birthday, he spent in bed. But on Sunday, the

12th, he was fit again, and he spent the morning entertaining
his brother Vasy. Suddenly at noon he collapsed, became
in

immediately unconscious and passed away at 3.15. The doc
tor diagnosed cerebral haemorrhage. This would appear to
be a legacy of his concussion pf seventeen years ago.
Lindsay left two young daughters and, tragically, another
daughter has' been born since his death. To Mrs. Ash we
offer our sincerest sympathies.

JOHANNESBURG BRANCH.

While holidaying in Johannesburg at Christmas, Mr.
Oram circularised all Old Boys on the Reef, inviting them to
a social gathering at Walberton Manor, Mrs. Attlee's resi
dence. There was a promising turn-out of over 20 Old Boys,

and a provisional executive committee formed

On May 10th

another similar function was held, this time attended by 30

Old Boys. Neither of these meetings was regarded strictly as
official, but we learn that shortly a full meeting will be called
for the official appointment of officers, discussion of by-laws,

etc., and that a Johannesburg Branch will then be formed. In
the next Magazine we hope there will be some definite pro
gress to report.
ZULULAND BRANCH.

During the July holidays Mr. Reece will be convening a

meeting of Zululand Old Boys at Empangeni, in the hopes of
getting a similar Branch started in Zululand. Here again
more definite news may be expected in the next Magazine.
ANNUAL DINNER, DURBAN.

The Annual Dinner of the Kearsney Old Boys' Club was

held at the Playhouse on June 8th and proved one of the most
successful of its kind ever held. There was a spirit of pride
in the school and of fellowship which augurs well for the

future. The only regret was the fact that so few of the
older Old Boys were able to be with us.

N. Reeves proposed the health of the School and spoke
of the various spheres of activity, civilian and military, in
which he had met Old Boys, and he expressed his appreciation

of the way in which they were carrying out their duties; this
was due, he was convinced, to the influence of School and
Staff. The Head, in a brief reply, referred to his successor,
Mr. S. G. Osier, who would undoubtedly maintain and improve

the good name the School had already won. He referred also
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to successes in examinations and on the sports field, showing
that the foundations* laid by those who had left were firm

and true. He asked the Old Boys not to forget the religious
basis on which the School rested, for unless this was built

upon there would be no true future for Kearsney.
Mr. Milner proposed the toast of the Old Boys. His
memory of the escapades of many who were present was all
too clear, but fortunately no names were mentioned. He
stressed the great possibi l ities of the Club and expressed the

belief that the time was not far distant when they would
become a mos influential body.
Dr. K. Dyer replied. He thanked Mr. Milner for his

kind words, and stated that the Old Boys were only too con
scious of their debt to the Headmaster and Staff.

He re

gretted the departure of Mr. Medworth, referring especially
to the advantage of his vigorous methods of training.
Conversation became general, and the meeting broke up
at 10.30 p.m.
AT THE UNIVERSITIES.

N.U.C.: Mrs. Milner (Vet.), E. Hall, W. Wllker, P. W. Slayen, P.
J. Wills, L. A. Dixon (all Medical), B. J. Woods, B. Nieuwoudt, I. W. D.
Stones, E. van der Schyft, S. C. M. Lee (Durban): C. C. Harrison, M. J. C.
Graham, A. B. van Aardt (part), I. C. and R. C. McLeod (part).
Wits : I. F. lackson, R. le Grove Smith, C. G. Didcott, G. R. Slatter,
M. G. Lawson (all Medical), A. B. Theunissen (part).
Rhodes : ). Clarkson, P. B, Chaplin, ). Redgment, W. Paul.
Cape Town : O. ). \Vilkinson (Medical).
St^tlenbosch : Miss P, McMagh, C, M. Garbutt.

Johannesburg Tech.: A. V. Trentham (part), ). A. Grant (part).

OLD BOYS' NEWS
V. L. V. Ash (23-27) is dairy farming outside Pretoria.

He was dis

charged from the S.A.A.F. after nearly 5i years of service. He served up
north with 2 Fighter Squadron, in North Africa, Sicily and Italy.
After five years in the Union with the Air Force, A. O. R. Askew

(^'^-SC), rejoicing in the name of "Soupy" (short, we believe, for "super
cilious"), has returned to serious study at N.U.C. At the same time he
finds time for the exercise of dramatic talent, and is keen as ever on his

photography. He was for some time co-Editor of"Fosa Link," the maga
zine of the Friends of the Sick (Indian TB. Settlement) magazine.
C. M. Albertyn (40-42) is working in his uncle's outfitting store In
Kokstad. He has played cricket for Kokstad 1st XI.
D. Beckett (34-42) is with Shell Co., Durban.

C. F. Balcomb (30-40), apparently recovered from his air crash. Is
farming at Amatikulu.

F. S. Beckett (22-24) sold out his property at Ndwedwe and bought
a farm on the South Coast. Again he sold out and has bought a store and
land at Izingolweni.

K. Balcomb (24-31) is back at his old post, teaching at Indaleni
Native Institution.
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H. Boyd (45) is studying for his Matric at Britzius College, Johan-.
nesburg.

I. Brufon-Simmonds (43-44) has now had a year with the R.A.C. in
Scotland and in Durham, and is making application to enter Sandhurst.
Reports about him are excellent. He says : "Britain is wonderful. For
charm and beauty it surpasses anything I have seen, and the people are
almost as good as the country." He has seized the opportunity to visit
many places of historic interest, and to hear good music.
Having obtained his Senior Certificate and Public Service Entrance

Exam., E. C. B. Brown (35-40) is now on the permanent staff of the Pro
vincial Accountant's Office in Maritzburg. He is Society Steward at the
Boshoff Street Methodist Church, and Secretary of the Sunday School.
W. B. Boast (42-44) is on the Mount Edgecombe Estates. He had
six months' service with the Artillery after leaving school.
D. R. Beckett (33-34) had six years' service with the Ambulance
Corps. He is now with the Tongaat Sugar Co., Maidstone.
After being in England since 1929, and serving with the British forces,
N. L. Blalne (25-28) has decided to return to South Africa, and has ac-

cepfed a posf with the General Electric Co. The time of his return de
pends upon shipping facilities.
Dr. C. V. Elaine (25-28) served throughout the war in the British
Navy. He now lives at Old Windsor and is studying for a specialisf degree
in Tropical Diseases, in London. This course will take three years, after
which he may also return to the Union.

D. ). Crankshaw (42) is helping his father as monumental mason in
Newcastle.

R. Christiansen (45) has returned to America.

J. A. Chick (33-38) is with the Durban Branch of the johannesburg
Building Society, and F. R. Chick (37-41) is with Natal Associated Col
lieries.

J. A. Clarkson (40-43) returned from the army to resume his second
year B.Com. at Rhodes.
F. R. Comins (41) is farming at Albert Falls.

The following Old Boys fook a refresher course at Cedara shortly be
fore Easter : ). D. AMsopp (39-42), M. B. Eaton (34-37), L. Hume (3942) R- Poynton (27-28), C. L. MacNeillie (26-33), and J. D. Raw
(28-37).
I. E. Courts (35-42) is working in the Native Affairs Department,
Johannesburg.

J. C. A. Coutts (31-35) is in the Civil Service, working in the audit
office, Johannesburg. He has taken a keen interest in the formation of
the branch of the Old Boys' Club in Johannesburg.

T. H. Collins (31-33) is Secretary of the Johannesburg Branch of the
K.C.O.B.C.

D. N. Crowder (37-40) is living in single quarters on the Witbank

Mine, and in between work is studying for the Mine Surveyor's Certificate
of Competency.

After nine years' teaching in Northern Rhodesia, R. J. Crawford (28-

33), now at Lusaka, is still waiting for long leave. His holidays only allow
one brief visit home to Empangeni per annum.

R. H. Dale (40-45) is with Butterworth Manufacturers, Durban.
L. W. E. Dyson (40-43), finding some difficulty in settling down
after being in the Air Force, is helping in his father's chemist shop in Kokstad. He plays rugger for Koksfad 2nd XV.
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C. J. Davey (38-44) is now farming down the South Coast.

He

played in the Southern Districts rugger team against Maritzburg.
P. R. Davidson (41-42) is helping in his father's garage irt P.M.B.
In his limited opportunities for playing cricket last season we saw con
secutive scores of over ninety to his name in club cricket.

A. H. Doidge (40-41) is with the S.A. Mutual, Durban. He played
lock forward for Durban in the intertown rugger match.
P. Foss (38-41) is with Hoopers Motors.

F. R. C. Croom (37-40) returned to the Union by flying boat. We

learn that he had some weeks in England, taking a course at Keswick, in
the Lake District, and immensely enjoying his experiences there. Now
he has given up his post with the bank and is helping in his father's hard

ware shop in Kokstad. He and K. Rock (34-39) play wing and centre
for Kokstad and have scored a great many points between them. He and

Dr. K. Dyer (31-36) also played in the Natal trials on Thursday, April 30th,
and for the Old Crocks against Kearsney 2nd XV the following day. We
are not sure whether the one was the result of the other.

W. D. J. Henry (32-36) visited us in May, looking exceedingly fit
in spite of his P.O.W, experiences. He is working in the Treasury Dept'.
of the Nigel Municipality.

After another 15 months on Tristan da Cunha, F/Sgt. D. C. Hudson
(36-38) has returned permanently to South Africa. The local Press

figured prominently the fact that his small son was the first South African
baby to be born on the island. A letter of his appears elsewhere.

C. D. Hill (40-45) is with the Daily News. He has joined the
Young United Party, where his Debating Society experience has stood him
in good stead.

C. Hulett (29-35) spent the war years training in the P.O. on the
communications side. The Apprentice Act prevented his joining up to
his great regret. His work has taken him to Johannesburg Cape Town
Paarl, Beaufort West, Pretoria, and latterly to Cape Town again. We
sympathise deeply with him on the recent loss of his little son through an
accident.

'

C. Harrison (41-45) passed in all his first year subjects at Howard
College, and has been awarded a scholarship which will finance his whole
course.

1. I. ives (40-44) has been taken on to the permanent staff of the

Shell Company, Maritzburg. Early this year he was chosen to represent
the Durban Branch cricket team in the annual inter-branch tournament

at Cape Town. Matches were played on the Newlands grounds, and Ives
ended with an average of 40. He has been playing rugger • for WaspWanderers, and played for the Maritzburg Under XX against Durban at
full back.

P. R. Jonsson (39-45) is with E.P. & Commercial Printing Co Dur
ban. He played cricket for Creyville 1st XI, keeping wicket,

'

C. Jacobs (30-37) is farming at Amatikulu.

R. H. C. Jenkins (32-35) is, we believe, married and working in the
bank, Pinetown.

J. S. Jensen (41-42) has returned to Amemrica. He has completed
his B.Sc. at Wits, and two years of his medical course. Under the con

scription scheme he is required to discontinue his work temporarily and
spend a year or two in the services. He thought he might get across to
Europe with U.N.N.R.A. for a while.

After that he would continue his

medical studies in America.

D. Kjonstad (42-45) is doing clerical work at Fuller's Chemist, P.M.
Burg, and attending part-time classes at the Tech., hoping to sit again
for his Matric.
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0. E. Knaggs (41-42) has obtained an interesting post with C. E.

Hudson and Sons, Importers and Exporters, Cape Town. It is part, clerical,
part salesman, with a good deal of travelling attached, not only in the
Union, but also possibly all over the world.

R. |. Lee (41 -42) has been studying hard while working at the Congella Power Station, and passed his first year Technical Exam, with dis
tinctions in Electrotechnics and Applied Mechanics.
L. A. H. Lewis (42-43) is articled to his father, Mr. Marcus Lewis,
where he enjoys the company of another Old Boy, R. Theunissen (29-37),
who had taken his B.A., LL.B, before joining the R.A.F. Lewis sits this
month for the Attorney Admission Exam., Part II, and hopes later to take
B.A., LL.B.

R. |. Loader (40-42), back from the Services, is working as a welder
in Durban.

P. A. Lee (36-41) is helping his father in the butchery business.
R. McLaren (40) is in the Provincial Accountant's Office, P.M. Burg.
R. Mark (32-40) returned to N.U.C. for a spell, but could not settle
down and left. The local Press wrote up his marriage to the nursing sister
who attended him at the Chamber of Mines Hospital, Johannesburg, where
he had continued the long spell in hospital which began after his Spitfire
crash in Italy two years ago. Now he is working as an engineer in Pretoria,
in his father's office.

Rev. W. S. Michell (25-31) is now in the ministry and is serving his
first circuit at Stutterheim.

As the church had been without a minister

for some years, he found the work hard, but most interesting, and bringing
definite results.

1. C. McLeod (39-43) has completed his second year at N.U.C., tak
ing his Chartered Accountant's Course. He plays rugger for Berea-Rovers
under XX.

R. C. McLeod (41-44), while with International Harvester, is also
studying at N.U.C., taking a Chartered Secretaries Course. He, too, plays
for Berea-Rovers Under XX, and played in the intertown match.

O. MeLaverty (42-45) is apprenticed to the printing trade in Durban.
He has been playing well on the wing for Berea-Rovers Under XX, and
was chosen for the intertown match. He scored 75 points for his team in
his first six games on the wing,
R. Putferill (37-39) was elected vice-captain of the Maritzburg hoc

key team to play Durban.

W. D..Putterill (27-28) is back with the Police at Maun, in Bechuanaland.

W.O. II M. F. D. Putterill (27-29) expects to be at Prinshof Camp,
Pretoria, for two more years.

T. D. Pennefather (39-43) returned from Italy in February, looking

ready for a rest. He was more badly wounded than was realised here.
N. Passmore (36-38) has left the Ferry Service and joined his father
in his office at Cedarville as bookkeeper and insurance.

A. W. Paul (38-41) has resumed his surveying studies, interrupted

by his service up north; he has transferred from Cape Town to Rhodes,
hoping to take a diploma there entitling him to practice as a Government
Land Surveyor. Thereafter he may possibly go to Cape Town for his B.Sc.
M. M. F. Poole (24-25), now working in Durban, designed the plans

for Mr. Osier's house, which is to be built between Cillingham and the
tennis courts.

T. S. Peddle (40-42) is serving in his father's shop at Bethlehem.
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Estate's

P'eston (39-41) is an overseer on the Mount Edgecombe

L. N. D. Putterill (38-40) is in the Provincial Auditor's Office, P.M.B.
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K. N. Rock (34-39) has returned to civilian life and built himself a
prage at Flagstaff. He has played rugger regularly for Kokstad and
formed a strong partnership with Eric Groom.

.

D. A. Rock (39-43) is studying Chartered Accountancy in Durban.
_A. E. Raw (28-38) is working with the Electricity Supply Commission

- in Coenso and Estcourt. Being the first pupils with the Commission to
be released from the army, he is regarded as a test case on whom the

scheme for the others will be worked out. He manages to travel about a
good deal over the week-ends.

i''l.''j up.
polished

interesting
spell Chev.
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getting
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a 1940
quite cheaply

Now he IS back in Zululand and taking a keen interest in the formation

ot a Club Branch there. He just missed being chosen for the Victoria
Karade in London, the final choice being narrowed down between himself
and one other, who was the lucky one!

K. E. Rapson (43-45) is apprenticed at a garage in Empangeni, and
later hopes to return to the farm.

E. C. Smith (27-34) obtained his teacher's diploma in the first class

a*- the end of last year at N.U.C. He is now teaching at the Boys' Model
School, P.M.B.

L. C. Smith (31-38) is with Lister and Lister, P.M.B., and studying
for his law exams.

A. N. Stockil (32-36) is back farming at Winterton.

N. W. N. Stark (39-44) is apprentice fitter at Reynolds' Mill South
Coast.

P. W. Slayen (41-44) passed his First Year Medical at N.U.C

in

Zoology, Botany and Chemistry. He hoped to move on to Cape Town, but
preference had been given to ex-servicemen, so that he is continuing with
a B.Sc. course at N.U.C. instead, majoring in Zoology and Physiology He
played cricket for the 1st XI, rugger for the 2nd XV, and ran in the torch
Relay.

B. L. Stanlstreet (43-45) is at the Agricultural School, Mooi River.

The work is both academic and practical, the latter including dairy, poul
try and blacksmithing. On "butter" mornings he has to rise at 3 a.m.

R. H. Theunissen (29-37) is articled with Mr. Marcus Lewis, Durban
He recently took the part of Mr. Streeter in the Y Club's presentation of
"Thunder Rock."

N. E. Theunissen (38-45) is farming at Kwambonambi.

He has

joined the St. Lucia Anglers' Club, and caught some "big ones." He
hopes to join Natal Estates this month.

A. B. Theunissen (29-31) has giverv up his old love—school teaching
at D.H.S.—to take on the post of Secretary with R. ). Spargo (Pty.). Ltd.,
Johannesburg. In addition to learning his new duties as Company Secre
tary, he is studying at Wits and doing five subjects for B.Com. this year,

with the Intermediate of the C.I.S. thrown in for good measure. All being
well, he will take Final of the C.I.S. next year, and four more subjects for
B.Com. He is enthusias'ic about the K.C.O B.C. Branch recently formed
in Johannesburg.

In spite of six months off study through illness, and a serious cycle
crash, J. P. S. Turner (37-43), studying privately under a blind tutor, ob1 17

tained his N.S.C. with Matric Exemption at the end of 1945.

He is ap

prenticed to a cabinetmaker in Ermelo, and cycles 34 miles into town daily
A. V. Trentham (39-45) is taking a Pharmacy course at Johannesburg
Tech.

He plays rugger for Pirates Under XIX.

J. L. B. Taylor (42-43) has resigned from the Postal Service and de
cided to enter the ministry.

He is at present a Local Preacher on Note,

and later hopes to complete his studies at Rhodes.

A. B. van Aardt (40-45) is working with Mr. Stead, Architect, Dur
ban, and putting in studies at the Tech.

N. H. Walker (38-45) is with O'Flaherty & Co., Accountants, Dur

ban. He has captained the Berea-Rovers Under XX side, and captained
Durban against Maritzburg.

B. j. Woods (40-43), one of the few Old Boys to take up teaching,
is in his final year at N.U.C. He majors in Maths and Latin, having most

unwillingly given up his Creek. He took an active part in the Varsity Rag.
He finds that the men's quarters out at Oribi do not give much scope for
communal or social life. He continues to take great interest in the
Student Christians' Association work.

C. C. j. Weston (42-43) is posted at Wentworth, and cannot get out
of the army until he has obtained a job somewhere.
R. W, Woods (42-45) is with S.A. Mutual, Durban, being on trial

until this June. His hours are long, and sometimes he is working from
8 a.m. till 8 p.m. Like many others, he finds that the work at school was
not so arduous after all!

P. j. Wills (42-45), who is taking Medicine at N.U.C., has great

hopes of getting over to one of the London hospitals next year, probably
Barts.

W. B. King (41 -45) is taking Matric again, and has sold all to buy a
motor bike.

E. Hall (42-45) likewise arrived from N.U.C. on a newly-acquired
motor bike, carrying a very shaken L. A. Dixon (40-45) on the back.
j. T. Freece (44-45) is hoping to become a sanitary engineer in
Pretoria.

B. Nieuwoudt (44-45) is taking his B.Sc. at N.U.C., hoping to be
come a teacher.

He ran fifth in the Varsity mile.

C. M. Gillies (42-44) is with African Explosives. He is playing rug
ger for Berea-Rovers Under XX.
W. Hodsdon (42-45) is believed to be in a garage at Vryheid.
P. N. Carbutt (38-45) is with the Windy Hill Wattle Co., Wartberg,
where he is overseer of sawing operations.

0. M. Carbutt (38-44) is also concerned with timber, but more scien

tifically, for he has returned to Stellenbosch to resume his forestry studies.
E. J. Sandeman (42-45) is relaxing in Ceylon, prior to going to Eng
land (we believe to Aldenham School) for Post-Matric studies and then
the University.

D. Jones (42-44) is out of Jhe Navy and would like to take up Vet.
work.

N. I. Baker (40-42) motored from Johannesburg to Kearsney over

night during the holiday week-end. After trying a number of jobs, he is
feeling the urge to take up school-teaching.

W. Wilker (41-44) obtained the class medal for Zoology at N.U.C.
He Is studying Medicine.

A. W. S. Mortifee (25) has, we believe, been playing cricket with

great success in Port Elizabeth, and has been doing well in Zululand cricket.
Other cricketers to shine in Zululand have been J. D. Raw, C. L. Mae118

Neillie, C. lacobs, T. |acobs, W. Jacobs and R. W. Weightman. In fact
these would form a nucleus of a very strong team, for all have beern
scoring very heavily and taking many wickets in recent years.
H. Pencharz (29-34) is working in his father's store at Mtunzini
C. Kinsman (36-38) is at Colenso as chief clerk on the National

Roads. He had five years with the 8th Army Engineers, and is highly
spoken of. Later he expects to move to Scottburgh.

Dr. K. Dyer (31 -36) has had the distinction of playing in Natal trials
at both cricket (at which he scored heavily for Berea) and rugger (at full
back).

A. T Winship (23-24) continues to play an active game of cricket
for Berea 2nd XI, and captained the Old Boys in an informal match against
the school in February.

M. ). Christie (29-35) is still with the Native Recruiting Corps but
has returned from Eshowe to Durban.

'

Old Boys may have read the newspaper report on the brutal assault
made on A. F. Christie (34-36) in Soldiers Way on March 2nd. He was

knocked unconscious by Coloureds and awoke to find himself almost strip
ped and lying in an empty railway compartment, robbed of all he possessed.
He spent 12 days in hospital, but is now, we hear, quite recovered He
is working with Wispeco, Ltd., Maydon Wharf, Durban.
D. Damp (41-44), who is with the S.A. Reserve Bank Durban has

taken two subjects for his Institute of Bankers Prelim. Exam., and hopes
to take the remaining four in October. He finds his practical experience
most interesting.

L. Good (31-35) has returned to his old firm, Messrs. Polliacks
Johannesburg.

'

N. Reeves (31-35) is with Standard Bank, Durban.

He had the

chance of a most interesting and profitable job on a sisal estate in Tangan
yika, but finally decided that the "cons" outweighed the "pros." He
plays scrum-half for Berea - Rovers.

Wing Commander B. A. Coventry (27-32) recently arrived in Durban

from England, piloting an air taxi containing several important personages.
The trip to the Union was free from trouble, he said, and the weather was
good. His route took him across France, to Malta, to Cairo, and then to
the aerodromes made known by the S.A. Shuttle Service. At the outbreak
of war Coventry was serving with the R.A.F., and was one of those "few"

who literally saved England in the blitz. He then became chief flying in
structor of North Atlantic Ferry Command. During the invasion of Europe
he was O.C. of a Dakota squadron which carried the famous Sixth Airborne
Division to Arnhem, where he gained the D.F.C. At the end of the war

he was flying Stirlings, carrying troops from the Far East to England. Now
he has flown back to England, but before going he came along and circled

thrice round the school.

J. A. Franklin (43-45). who sailed for England at the end of last year,
is alreadv back again in South Africa, and working with Shuter and Shooter'
Booksellers, Maritzburg.

'

P. E. Ellis (45) is articled to a firjn of accountants in Vereeniging.
He is taking a correspondence course in accountancy. Times are busy,
especiallv at the end of the financial year, and he envies those who are
having their )uly holidays.

It is with pride and satisfaction that we read that A. W. S. Mortifee

(25) headed 'he poll in the Zululand Parliamentary by-election, count for
which was taken just before the Magazine went to press. Representing
the United Party, Mortifee obtained more votes than the other four can

didates combined, and, at the age of 32, would be the youngest Member of
Parliament. While we had rather lost touch with Mortifee since he left
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US, and cannot have much claim to a share In his later career, we can still
call him an Old Boy!
H. C. F. Ivory (39-42) was our only Old Boy represented at the Vic

tory Parade in London. Although he says nothing about the actual parade,
he writes as follows : " We had a marvellous time, and the people of Bri
tain were really grand as far as hospitality was concerned. We had free
trips all over the country, and the best theatre and picture tickets were
given to us by the Empire Services Club.

I think I had a better time that

one month than in my two years overseas during the war. Unfortunately,
in my opinion, the food position has become more serious than ever before,
and they were talking of rationing bread. I enjoyed the air trip immensely
and our pilot was good enough to go down and show us any place of inter
est between England and South Africa."

C. W. Sparks (25-26) called in at the school in july looking very fit.
His fitness must be partly attributable to the fact that he takes an active
part in Richmond cricket, golf, tennis, and even bowls. Since leaving the
army he has started a progressive engineering business in Richmond, and
is now keen on timber-cutting on a big scale. He solves transport and
holiday problems for his family by having bought an army ambulance,
which is easily converted into a bedroom.

Dr. I. B. King (29-36) heard of his father's death while he was in
Cairo. He immediately flew south, stopping at Nairobi, where his wife
had presented him with a son only six hours previously.
»

M. C. Lawson (42-44) took a second class Matric after only one
year's study, and is now taking medicine at Wits.
L. G. Capstickdale (31-32) is with a firm of advertising agents and
contractors in johannesburg.
C. C. von Keyserlingk (21-30) is now witwh the Durban Police. It
will be remembered that he is the only Kearsney boy, so far, who has
played for Natal at rugger.
Rev. C. E. Wilkinson (25-27), after two years in Pietermaritzburg,
expects to leave for Bloemfonteln at the end of the year.
O. W. M. Pearce (24-30), having now been discharged from the Can
adian Air Force, has returned to his studies in sugar technology at Louis
iana State University.
W. B. A. Pearce (28-37) has bought a farm between Chaka's Kraal
and Clendale.

C. J. C. Beningfield (40-41), recently engaged, is hoping soon to be
married and to take over his father's farm in Empangeni.
D. P. Beningfield (41-42) is in his third year medical at Cape Town.
He lost one year while on active service.

W. M. lacobs (39-44) created a record by winning the Zululand
Junior Tennis Championships for the third year in succession. He and
T. D. Jacobs (38-44), who has been doing very well at cricket, and O. R.
Lovett (26-27) are all working at the Felixton mill.

L. E. Howells (26-27) is farming at Mposa, Zululand.
L. B. E. and N. Hulett (29-35 and 33-35) are now both farming in
the Nkwaleni Valley, Zululand.
N. C. (" Kewpie ") Nilsen (27-29) has left Eshowe and bought some
property at Port Edward, hoping to start a holiday resort, with rondavels,
etc.

K. Sanders (25-26) is now working at the Central Stores, Eshowe.
A. M. Foss (27-33), living at Eshowe, is sole agent for the S.A.
Mutual from Stanger to Swaziland, and is travelling practically the whole
time.
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C. L. MacNeillic (26-33) has settled comfortably Into a new house,
or rather an old house which has not been occupied for a long time and
has become an enthusiastic cane farmer. He captains the Empangeni hoc
key team, and Is quite an asset at parties, dances, and the like.
). D. Raw (28-37), whose energy, apparently. Is prodigious, spends
all his day touring round his father's large farm on a jeep. He Is Empansecretary, and has been appointed local secretary of the
K.C.O.B.C.

, ^ Wartbreg
Garbutfplantations.
(38-45) Is
in their

working for Hunt, Leuchars and Hepburn
C. M CarbuH (38-44), after a year's break with the army. Is back

at btellenbosch, studying forestry, or, more accurately, silviculture. The

fact that lectures are In Afrikaans does not make the work any easier
seemingly.

'

D. H. Percival (38-42) motored the 3-hour journey from Inyoni
Rocks to attend the Old Boys' Dinner at Empangeni, although he was only
just free from hospital. A septic throat had severely affected his heart.

OLD BOYS IN THE TRANSVAAL

Johannesburg.

My wife and 1 spent a month of our last Christmas holidays up In

Johannesburg, and one of our greatest pleasures In that time was mee'.Ing
Old Boys whom we saw and sought out about town and arranging a gen
eral gathering at our hotel of all who could come, both from the city and
from the other Reef towns. We were fortunate in having a large base
ment room placed at our disposal, and although we found some difficulty
In decorating It with sufficient quantities of bottled Lager, owing to the

holiday demand for this refreshment, perseverance succeeded in acquiring

a moderate ration just in time. The plates of savouries were more easily
come by as this was In the good old days before the flour shortage. The
room also contained a good-enough piano on which Pat Poole was later to
disport himself with considerable energy and effect. Life cannot be either
dull or noiseless when he Is around!

The place was Shotley Private Hotel, high up on the Berea, the date
was January 10th, and the time as eight o'clock in the evening. For my
wife and me It will long be one of our happiest memories, as we renewed
acquaintance with young men, many of whom we had not seen since they
were schoolboys a considerable number of years ago. To hear them fill

In the gap between then and now with tales of achievements In business,
war service In the desert, courageous endurance as prisoners of war, to
hear them speak of " mv eldest boy " or "my younger daughter." and so
on, was for us who have dwelt so long In the quiet routine of Kearsney,
an exciting pleasure, and I could not help thinking that, the foundations

laid at Kearsney have indeed been well laid, and the Influence of Kearsney
has been, and Is still going to be, wider than we know.

The evening began quietly with the arrival of the first two or three,
but as others appeared in the doorway and the heads of those already in

the room were turned to see who the new arrivals were, the shouts of
excited and surprised recognition increased and the air was soon alive with

the busy Interchange of information and reminiscence, and the making of
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new friends as "new" Old Boys were introduced to "old" Old Boys
whom they had not met before. It was a good thing to see those who had
left only last Christmas sharing the fellowship of those who had finished
their school career before 1930.

We were delighted to welcome to the gathering Sister Attlee and her
two daughters, who, as readers of this Magazine will know, are now resi
dent in Johannesburg. Sister Attlee had figured largely (short in stature
though she is) in the lives of most of those present, and everybody was
glad to see her again and to have her assurance that she is eager to con
tinue her interest in all Old Boys and to do all she can to assist the group

in Johannesburg. She will be an invaluable help as nothing is too much
trouble for her where Old Boys of the School are concerned.
After I had given a review of recent developments and events at the
school, which was listened to with evident interest (and some of the items
mentioned caused great surprise), it was decided to elect a committee who
should take the necessary steps to form a lohannesburg Bran'h of the O'd
Boys' Club. R. H. Doidge was elected chairman, Tom Collins secretary,
and the following were elected as other members of the committee: Alex
Coutts, J. H. Charter, A. V. Trentham and Mrs. J. S. Attlee. Various sug
gestions for finance and activities were made, some of them rather over-

enthusiastic perhaps, but as I see it, the committee's chief purpose will
be to arrange occasional meetings so as to provide opportunities for keep

ing alive the fellowship of all Old Boys in the area, and to see what can
be done to assist "new" Old Boys who arrive in Johannesburg to begin
their business careers.

In this connection I would appeal to all Old Boys who go to the Rand
or who are there now and have not yet established contact, to assist the
committee by sending in their names and addresses to Tom Collins, Box

2177, Johannesburg. Tom and the committee are all enthusiasts, but they
cannot do their job of keeping the Old Boys together unless you help them
to keep their Address Book up to date.

The following twenty-one Old Boys attended our gathering: N. C. C.
Poole, D. K. Piper, W. M. Oliver, J. H. Charter, A. V. Trentham, N. R.
Paverd, L. Jordan, T. H. Collins, J. A. Coutts, R. H. Doidge, K. B. Jacques,
J. L. Good, W. B. King, D. K. Jones, C. S. Rowlands, J. Worth, R. Driman,
I. Driman, I. F. Jackson, L. Lewis, J. C. Ellis.
Apologies for absence were received from A. Mandell, W. Henry, A.

Henodisberg, M. Lawson, E C. Hulett, P. McLeroth
Pretoria.

The day following the meeting described above, my wife and I went
over to Pretoria to see Old Boys whom we had invited to meet us at Polly's
Hotel after business hours. In a corner of the crowded lounge we had a

hapoy talk with the following :
R. Mark, G. F. Balcomb, V. L. Ash, D.
Philips, B. Neal, D. French, A. D. Wood, B. Wood, j. T. Preeceand, A. H.
Henochsberg. We were glad to find Graham Balcomb and Ronnie Mark
had made splendid recoveries from their serious air crashes, and to hear
that the others were all doing well in their careers. Their interest in the
School is unabated, and in this group too we have a fine nucleus of young
men who should be an asset to the future both of the School at which

they spent their boyhood and of the city in which they live.

Finally my wife and I would like to express our regret to all whom
we may have failed to meet or even hear of, and to express the hope that
we may have better luck next time. Good wishes, good fortune and good
service to you all.
G. M. ORAM.
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ZULULAND OLD BOYS

4.U onehave
manyonOldThursday,
Boys Dinners
similarafter
functions
but
the
held attended
at Empangeni
July 1 1and
th (long
this Maga
zine had gone to the printers) was the most enjoyable I have known.

Campbell MacNeilMe and his charming wife had inviied my wife,

myself and family, to stay with them for a while, an invitation gladly ac

cepted, for we have many friends in those parts. With peace-time con
ditions now in full swing, this seemed an excellent opportunity for startrng a Zijluland Branch of the K.C.O.B.C. With the help of Desmond Raw
an indefatigable worker, I had circulars sent to all Zululand Old Boys'
summoning them to the Imperial on the night of the 11 th.
The turn-out was really excellent. Apart from those few who have
never maintained contact with Kearsney, and a handful of others who

meant to be there but were prevented by illness or other emergency, there
was a full turn-out, with cars coming from Eshowe, Amatikulu, Inyoni
and, of course, Empangeni itself. One helpful feature was the fact that ali
the company were known to one another—an unusual thing at an Old
Boys function. They were known to one another, but never before had
they assembled as a body, and the enthusiasm for the School and for the
Club was unbounded.

During dinner, Denzil Clark, as the oldest Old Boy, proposed the toast
of fhe School, a toast which I had the pleasure of replying to at the after
meeting. In a witty speech he dealt reminiscently with Kearsney and re
ferred to present company as an indication of the type of boy the School
had turned out, and still was turning out, he felt sure. In reply, I was

also able to refer to a number of perhaps forgoften incidents in the early
history of the School, and traced its progress up to the present day. The

close attention of all present showed how their interest in their School

had been maintained. As the only one eligible to do so, I also proposed
the toast of the Old Boys, telling of our pride in all fhey had done, whether
in the services or not, and remarking on how very little they had changed,
in spite of bitfer war experiences. Bobbie Foss replied, at very short notice'

and spoke wilh gratitude of fhe training given at Kearsney and the inter
est shown towards its Old Boys.

Incidentally, Bobbie Foss, as sole agent for the S.A. Mutual from

Stanger to Swaziland, is our best ambassador in Zululand, coming into con
tact with all our Old Boys from fime to time, and he, more than any other,
is able to keep alive their enthusiasm. We are fortunate in that he himself
is so very acfive and enthusiastic.

As the evening progressed the fellowship increased, and fhere was a
most definite desire to form a Branch in Zululand.

Office-bearers were

appointed—Denzil Clark as chairman, Desmond Raw secretary, and com
mittee consisting of Ronnie Weighfman, jack Beningfield and Ledlie Hume.

Before long there was a busy discussion on forthcoming functions, and the

formation of cricket and other sporting teams. I heard, too, arrangements
being made for transport to Kearsney for the Michaelmas Reunion.

There is no doubt that fhe Zululand Old Boys are real life wires, and

have been waiting for this moment. They are all playing a prominent part
in local affairs, quite apart from fhe job of making a living. For instaice,
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Campbell MacNeillie is hockey captain, Desmond Raw is tennis secretary,
Billy Jacobs has won the Zululand junior Championship at tennis for the

third year in succession, and Ronnie Weightman, Godfrey and Tommy
Jacobs would form the very core of any Zululand cricket XI.
I came away from this meeting immensely cheered, and wish them
all the best of luck with their Branch.
•

J.F.R.

EPiC

The sun shone out of the heavens, the birds and the beasts
were still,

And only the song of the koppies and the donga's bark, so
shrill.

Broke the silence and heat of the noonday, and under the
sultry sun

Two little mosbolletjies wandered and laughed in childish
fun.

Still were the tall maasbankers and even the wild konfyt
Slept in the shade of the voorslags, although the hour was
late.

And herds of beautiful voetsaks ate the succulent, short green
kloof.

While a couple of drunken disselbooms slept on the farm
house roof.

Krantzes and veldskoens in hundreds scented the summer air.
The spruits were laden with berries, truly the woods looked
fair;

And over the gravelled naartjies a lonely biltong ran.
Which chirped as I watched its antics: " Nee moenie, ag sis
tog, man!"
Anon.
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EDITORIAL NOTICES
Chronicle is published every July and December and

2^. each

Editor has a number of back issues available at

bers ^£3" s'^

following Old Boys have become Life Mem-

]. Lawson Brown, Esq (for his son, Crewe Brown, deceased), L. A.

Dixon, R. Driman, I. Driman, B. Stanistreet, P. R, jonsson, J. B. Trentham,
A. V. Trentham, 0. E. Knaggs, K. Rapson, D, R. Beckett, N. Stark, R. ].

Lee, D. J. Kjonstad, C. H. Walsh, K. M. Oliver, R. W. Weightmari.
There are now 230 Life Members.

m

%

We apologise for the late arrival

of this issue of the "Chronicle,"
due to unforeseen delays in the
printing.
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EDITORIAL.

The Editorial must give way this time to other more
important items. As a School, we can think of only one
thing; that our helmsman, who has steered the school since
its foundation, is retiring. The Editor himself, who has
worked with Mr. Matterson and been a close personal friend

for 20 years, could find much to say, but is leaving it to
other pens. If we know Mr. Matterson—as we ought, after
so long—we feel that his indifference to, and dislike of fine
speeches will cause him some uneasy moments as he reads
wfciat is said of him, but he is realistic enough to know that
what is said is true, and needs to be said.
for him to read it, if he does not wish!

There is no need

Of one thing at least we are glad: Mr. and Mrs. Matterson will be living near the School, and we shall therefore
not lose them.
undiminished.

We know that their interest will remain

Mr. Matterson is a man of many interests and hobbies.
May we express the earnest hope that his years of retirement
wil l be long and happy and well varied, and pray that Cod's
blessing will rest upon him and Mrs. Matterson in the days
that lie ahead.
Resolution of Conference.

"On his impending retirement after twenty-four years
of service as Headmaster of Kearsney College, the Con
ference resolves to record its deep appreciation of and
gratitude to Mr, R. H. Matterson, M.A.

He entered upon

his duty in the early period of the College at the old Kearsney
site; laboured with selfless ardour and faith when hope

seemed long deferred; and at the new College on Botha's
Hill has seen its rise on foundations which have'secured for

it a high reputation. In his administration of the affairs of
the College, Mr. Matterson has set and maintained
unimpaired those high standards of spiritual and scholastic

training which are the aims of every worthy-Church School.
Mr. Matterson carries with him into retirement the gratitude

and affedtfon df^'the Conference and of-a growing.company
of past and present boys."
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TRIBUTE FROM THE BOARD.
On the occasion of the retirement of Mr. R. H. Matter-

son, M.A., as Headmaster of Kearsney College, the Board of
Governors is deeply appreciative of the outstanding charac
teristics which have marked his 24 years of service; years
in which he has sacrificed much to attain the high standard
which Kearsney now enjoys as an educational centre of
merit, and its product worthy citizens of South Africa.
The attributes which have made his years so meritorious

are humanity, loyalty and high devotion. Always approach
able, aiways ready to see the best and make allowances,

alw^s available to encourage, guide and advise. Loyal to
his College and calling and devoted to his staff and scholars
alike. Neither the Board, staff nor scholars can anticipate
his retirement with anything but sincere regret, for we are
indeed losing a friend. At Kearsney he has builded well,

and as the first Head of the New Kearsney at Botha's Hill
he has laid the foundations of an educational centre which

cannot help but rise to the ful l stature of the greatness
which he has always visualised and worked for, and in large
measure had the joy of attaining.
In common with past and present students and the
members of the staff, the Board salute 24 years of great
endeavour and achievement and pray that the years which

lie ahead will deal graciously with a beloved Head.
W. J. WILLIAMS,
Chairman.

TRIBUTE FROM THE STAFF.

By the time these lines appear in print, our Head, Mr.
R. H. Matterson, M.A., will have retired from the Head-

mastership after holding it for twenty-four years.
The Head came to the School at the beginning of 192-3
when the number of scholars was only a l ittle over twenty.
He leaves it now with the School Roll standing at about 190.
A simple subtraction sum will indicate the measure of suc
cess that he has achieved. Yet our Head would be the very
last person to claim any particular credit for himself, as he
would also be the last to say that a school's success is to be
measured solely by increase in numbers. He has far too
much humanity about him to be either so selfish or so
shallow.

Yet those who are in the know, those who have

been closely associated with him in the twenty-four years of
his headmastership, will tel l you with conviction that prob
ably no other man but him, or none other that was not like
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him, could have steered the School through the early shoals,
and quicksands of difficulties—what long years they seemed
—to its present flood tide of prosperity and security. A
man of more impulsive temperament, a man who was looking
for quick and spectacular results, might easily have found

that in driving the ship fast, he had wrecked her completely
on the many hard rocks that usually endanger the early
course of any newly established school.

Of infinite patience and tact, of quiet wisdom and
unfailing courage, our Head led the School's struggle with
unflinching purpose throughout most of the sixteen years
that we were on the Kearsney Estate on the North Coast.

The School grew to about eighty boys, and new buildings
were put up, but it was always a rather hand-to-mouth

existence, and the financial difficulties were unending. We

dared not run into debt, and it was difficult to pay our way.
It was in these circumstances that our Head showed that

other quality that so distinguishes him, the spirit of sacrifice
and personal generosity.

For the sake of his "vision

splendid" he gave generously from his own purse for the
establishment of bursaries so that our numbers might be
maintained, and at the same time agreed to a considerable

reduction in salary so that the accounts might be balanced.
Never was there a thought of deserting the ship that seemed
to be foundering; his whole endeavour was to keep her afloat
for the great days that he believed to be ahead. Inspired by
his example, the Staff of those days made sacrifices of a like
kind, and none will now deny that they were well worth
while.

Malaria was another trouble of those years on the North

Coast, particularly in the early 1930's. Here, too, the Head
took the lead in showing what should be done and how to
do it. When orders declared that combating the malaria
menace was a "national" matter and should be undertaken

by the Government rather than by the communities affected,

the Head, with a great sense of public service, cordially wel
comed and did all he could to assist the establishment of

Malaria Committees, and under his chairmanship the
Kearsney-Doornkop Malaria Committee rapidly became a
model for the others. This example and education in selfhelp and local government was surely one of his soundest
achievements in his out-of-school activities of those years.
The malaria scare sounded the death-knell of the

School in its original position on the North Coast. Further
expansion was clearly most unlikely, and without such

expansion the School could not justify itself.
came the move to Botha's Hill.

So in 1939

A vast amount of work had

to be done before this move was possible, and the Head bore
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most of the burden. Funds had to be raised, and an appeal
was issued to the whole Methodist Connexion and to the

other Free Churches also.

The Governors laid upon the

Head the duty of going round the Union to follow up the
appeal and persuade contributors to be generous. It was not
a duty that he liked, for he has ever shown himself a firm
believer in the precept that it is more blessed to give than
to receive.

Moreover he felt that his real work was the

teaching of boys, and he knew he would have to be away
from the School a great deal. But once it was clear that
there was no one else to do it, he sank his personal feelings
and undertook the rather thankless task.

The success that

he had can be seen at the Kearsney and Epworth of to-day.
That both Schools have overcome their early difficulties and
can look to a prosperous future is largely due to the wise
guidance and unswerving devotion of our Head.
To Staff and boys alike, Mr. Matterson has been a great
friend. No other Staff can have had as Head one who has
been so considerate of them and so heedless of himself. He

has never used his position to make things easier for himself
at the expense of any of his colleagues, though there have
been many times when he might rightly have done so. He
has always taken his share of duties and more than his full
share of the teaching, and in addition has conducted unaided
the huge correspondence that falls to the lot of a Head
master. It has meant a vast amount of work, but it has all

been done in 5uch a humble and unselfish way hat no one
has really heard very much about it or realised quite what a
burden the Head has borne, especially in these later years.

And out of school, too, his friendship has shown itself
in many ways, some of them too personal to mention here.
A great lover of humanity, he has helped many of us over
difficulties both serious and trivial. Throughout the years
of his stay at Kearsney his car has ever been loaded to the
brim with Staff or boys anxious to get to town, and there has

never been a word of^complaint from him or Mrs. Matterson
about the discomfort to themselves.

This is only one out

ward and visible sign of the unselfishness that has marked
his whole life. Nothing has ever been too much trouble for
him to do on behalf of others whether of high or low degree.
In all his work at Kearsney Mr. Matterson has always
had the devoted assistance of his wife, though her help has

been given very much behind the scenes, and she has never
sought even a corner of the limelight. He and the School

have been fortunate in having in her a lady who has been
willing to act as an unpaid Secretary, and the Head has fre
quently acknowledged that without her aid he could not

have got through all the work that has fallen to him.
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Though the Head is retiring from his position, we do
not now say good-bye to them both, for they will continue
to live in their house on the main road near the School, and
we knw that their interest in the School will remain

unabated. We thank them for all that they have done for
us as individuals and for the School as a whole, and we wish

them a period of retirement as long and happy as it is richly
deserved.

SCHOOL

NOTES.

We bid farewell at the end of this year to Mr. P. Milner

after 14 years of invaluable service. His departure, brought
about by ill-health, will leave a big gap in the make-up of
the Staff. No one has given more loyal service to the School

and in particular Mr. Milner's special gift of helping boys
to decide on their future careers will be greatly missed.
Boys and Staff will remember for many years to come Mr.

Milner's wide range of knowledge, his gifts of clear exposi
tion, and his caustic tongue, with its remarkably pithy gift
of expression, that hid a heart of gold and a fund of affec

tion. Rumour has it that occasionally boys deliberately
misbehaved in order to hear the choice flow of vituperative
of which "Professor Pickles" was capable, and di l igently
copied down some of the more spectacular flights. Boys will
also remember with delight the wonderful gift he had of
making the punishment suit the crime.

We bid Mr. Milner good-bye with sad hearts, rejoicing
only in that he is likely to continue to live close to the

School. It is also our prayer that he may soon be restored
to complete health and strength.
It was with pride that we read just before Christmas

that Mr. Hopkins had been awarded the M.C. for operations
at Tobruk. We offer him our most hearty congratulations.
Major F, 0. Quirke, for 24 years Headmaster of Benoni

High School, which he founded, stepped into the breach
when Mr. Milner took his leave at Michaelmas, and will be
with us for another year. We welcome him to our midst
and are glad he is finding his work so congenial. He has

been lending a ready hand with junior cricket.
Ml , and Mrs. P. de Villiers have been with us for six

months, she as Matron of Finningley. They are now leaving
us for other fields. Sister Gamble, full of nostalgia for her
old work, is returning in January.
We are sorry to bid farewell to our Superintendent
minister. Rev. S. le Grove Smith, who has been with us for

five years. We shall miss his warm friendliness and cheery
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smile, and wish him and his family well in the rtew work at
Craat Reinet.

It is aiso with deep regret that we lose the services of
Canon Heywood Harris, who has served the interests of the

Anglican community for the seven and a half years of our
residence at Botha's Hill,

cannon Harris is a man with a

fine and sympathetic understanding of human nature, and his
Sunday sermons have been a model of clarity and directness.
He now retires from active work, and will live in Durban.

We welcome Mrs. R. W. Brown on to the teaching staff.
She has taken the music over from Mrs. Reece. teaching
throughout the mornings, and managing her own home from
lunch-time.

We also welcome Mrs. Goldman as housekeeper. She
had four years at Highbury before joining us, so is wel l
experienced in the difficulties of present-day catering. We
do not envy her job, but do not always appreciate her
difficulties.

Mr. A. H. Smith has once more shown his interest and

generosity. He has bought for the School a very fine
epidiascope, a machine we have long felt the need of, but
been unable to get. This cost over £60, and will prove an
outstanding asset for all forms of lectures.

We had a repetition of last year's drought, with hot
winds and a temperature frequently exceeding 90 in the
shade, even though the calendar showed us that winter was
not yet over. Before the meagre spring rains started, Durban

had had its hottest day ever (107 in the shade), and our

valley had been swept by a roaring fire, fanned by a 50 m.p.h.
gale of wind. The boys fought heroically well into the night
to save our plantations from being destroyed.
A very fine aerial photo of Kearsney has been taken by
Mr. Lynn Acutt, and postcards of this are available at a
mere 3d. each. Large size 4/-.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Tedder on the

arrival of their small son, Humphrey, in July.

Mr. Tedder

is progressing as rapidly as cement shortage will permit, with

the building of his own home, on the plot next to Mr.
Milner's house. He wishes to thank all boys who so wil
lingly helped him with his work.

Mr. Paul Reed, accompanied by Mr. Radford, made his
annual visit over the week-end of August 10th. Mr. Rad
ford conducted the Sunday evening service, and Mr. Reed
gave a conjuring display on Saturday night, characterised by
the usual conjuror's patter, and causing much merriment.
When rain finally came, it made a point of coming on
Saturdays and completely washed out three matches. The
following Sundays were annoyingly hot and sunny.
On Sunday, Jan. 26th, Mr. Gram gave an organ recital
at the Ladysmith Parish Church.
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PRIZE-GIVING.

Mr. W. J, Will iams was in the Chair, and there was an

exceptionally large turn-out of Governors and of parents and
friends, for Prize-giving on December 6th, at 10.30 a.m.

Dr. Malherbe, Principal of N.U.C., was the guest of
honour, and presented the prizes.
After Mr. Williams had welcomed the visitors, and laid
early stress on the fact that this was Mr. Matterson's last

appearance as Headmaster, he called upon the latter to pre
sent his annual report. The report is reproduced later.
Prizes were then distributed by Dr. Malherbe. For the

first time for many years we reverted to book prizes, and
although they were not yet of pre-war quality it was felt
that the time had come to substitute them once more for
the certificates.

After presenting the prizes. Dr. Malherbe addressed the
audience. He criticised the present Matric. Exam, as out of

date.

He had made a survey of the post school career of

some 8,000 pupils, without finding any proof that the pos
session of the certificate as given at present was any par
ticular guarantee of future success. Many students were at

the University who should not be here, and many outside
who would benefit from a University education. He pre
ferred that Headmasters should certify that students were
qualified by intelligence and personality to go on to Univer
sity work.

He had seen this system at work in Australia

and he found that they were having very good results from
it. He hoped that when Natal had a University of its own
it would pioneer in this direction.

Dr. Malherbe spoke strongly against over-specialisation
at too early an age. Many men in their thirties found it
desirable to change their occupation, for their own advance
ment, and those who had received a restricted education

were severely handicapped.

Every scholar should have the

most liberal education possible, irrespective of what he
intended to do.

In conclusion the speaker appealed for more University
students.

Natal's ratio of students was only 1 in 320, as

against 1 in 200 in the Transvaal, and l in 150 In the Orange
Free State. There was a ceaseless demand for trained men,

not only in the Union, but from those territories beyond its
northern borders.

After Dr. Malherbe had finished speaking, the speechmaking developed a more personal turn. The Chairman
pointed out that this Prize-giving was like none of its pre
decessors: it marked the end of Mr. Matterson's career as

Headmaster of Kearsney, a post he had held almost since the
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School's foundation. On an occasion like this, no-one could

say what he really felt. Hearts were very full. However,
certain things had to be said, and he called upon the Head
Prefect to speak first.

L. Forsyth, the Head Prefect, in a very choicely worded
speech, paid the school's tribute to a man whom they al l
respected both as Headmaster and as friend. In the class
room he had succeeded in making Mathematics much less

the mystery than they had imagined it to be, in his office he
was always the dispenser of perfect justice and every com

plaint had a fair hearing, on the sports field his enthusiasm
infected every member of the School.

He knew that his

interest in the School would be maintained, and he hoped he

would always carry the most pleasant memories. Forsyth
presented him with a large solid silver salver, and Mrs.
Matterson with a leather travelling bag.

Mr. Williams now presented Mr. Matterson with an
illuminated address and a cheque. He said that one of Mr.
Matterson's great characteristics had been his perseverance.
In the school's more youthful days there had come times
when there seemed no future for the school, and a great

many people had urged that it be closed. He and his staff
had accepted reductions in salary to keep Kearsney going,
and his vision and courage were now justified in the grand
school we now possess. Mr. Williams said that in all his
ten years of official relations with Mr. Matterson, there had
never been anything but the friendliest of feelings.
Mr. Oram spoke for the Staff. Some of the Staff had
worked with Mr. Matterson for over twenty years, others
for just a year or two. One and all felt this moment very
keenly. Friendship and co-operation had been tire keywords
of their years together. The old Kearsney had been a happy
family, and a very happy one. The Staff were not above
playing many pranks, even upon the Headmaster, but all was
taken in good spirit. Mr. Matterson had always given his
Staff the fullest freedom of action, and the fullest con

fidence, and they had appreciated this. He had also always
taken more than a Headmaster's share in both teaching and
domestic school duties. Mr. Oram then presented him with

a clock and a canteen of cutlery from the Staff.
Mr. C. H. Stott, whose generosity was responsible for
our possessing our present site at Botha's Hill, now spoke on
behalf of the Board of Governors in a personal capacity. Mr.
Matterson was leaving Kearsney College as a l iving monument
to his work there. Sir Liege Hulett has laid the foundation
and Mr. Matterson has built upon it. He urged the boys of
the School to continue boldly with that building process.
He then presented Mr. Matterson with a very handsome
chair from the Board.
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In conclusion, Miss Marjorie Metcalf, representing the
ladies on the Board, spoke affectionately of their regard for
Mrs. Matterson. She had never sought publicity, but had
done much useful, and often dull, work in the background.
In giving to Mrs. Matterson a beautiful basket of flowers.
Miss Metcalf used the choice words: "A symbolic reciproca
tion of your own charm."
Before calling upon Mr. Matterson for a few words Mr
Wil l iams made the dramatic announcement that Mr. Milner.

who had been on leave for a term, would not be returning
the the Staff. His courageous determination not to let his
age or health prevent him from seeing War Service had
brought ill-health and physical disabilities in its train, and
he could no longer stand the strain of a school-teacher's life.
In recognition of fourteen years of invaluable service, Mr.
Wil l iams asked the Headmaster to hand to Mr. Milner a

cheque.
Mr. Matterson found great difficulty in replying to the
varied tributes which had been paid him. He was deeply
conscious of the loyal help rendered him at all times by the
Board and by his Staff, and throughout the history of the
School he had felt the guidance of Cod. He assured his
listeners that his retirement would not mean the end of his

interest in Kearsney.
HEADMASTER'S REPORT.

Numbers. Mr. Matterson said that the School was full to capacity
(186 boarders) and that he had had to refuse up to 150 applications
for next year. Building costs made added accommodation impossible
unless some benefactor came forward to build another house.

Staff. For the first time in 24 years he had to report a large
number of staff changes. These had been caused by a variety of circum
stances—other occupations, marriage, health and also the fact that it was
thought better to have an all-male Staff for a boarding school. At the
same time he paid tribute to the excellent work done by the ladies over
periods up to 13 years.
Education.

Mr. Matterson continued:

Whether the above changes will make a difference in our academic
successes remains to be seen. The classes are certainly weaker than

those of 1945, when we had the highest percentage and total of passes
the School has ever had, and in the Matriculation, especially, we had
an unusually high result—in a class of 14 there were eight first classes,
no failures and only one third class.

In the Senior Certificate there were

five passes out of nine, and of the 27 Junior Certificate passes, 16 ob
tained distinction, and only one of the small number of failures failed

to get a pass in five of the necessary six subjects, while two boys won

opsn Natal bursaries.

The Taalbond results were also satisfactory.

This year we decided to take the National Senior Certificate in
stead of the Matriculation, partly because the class was a small one and

had to be taught as one group, and partly because the Staff felt, as a
whole, that this was a wise move.

During the year, however, our Board of Governors came to the con

clusion that this decision was premature and likely to militate against a
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boy's chance of work and acceptance at the University. To a small ex
tent I am in agreement, but I still feel that for a school that caters for
beys of widely different intellectual ability, the Senior Certificate is a
leaving certificate, with an entrance examination, to be taken only by
would-be university students, following a year later, and set by the
university to which the candidate sought admission.

Our present system gives little opportunity for culture in the
schools. Specalisation is reduced to a minimum, and even at the uni
versities there is insufficient. I cannot but remember that a student who
majors in Latin or Mathematics in the Union does not cover as much

ground in that subject as a Vlth form boy at a British Public School.
There are not wanting in South Africa as elsewhere those who wish
to be free from the bonds of examinations. I sympathise with those who

really wish to break with routine and high-bound syllabuses, and develop
the artistic and aesthetic faculties of their pupils, but some standard
is essential and I have no sympathy at all with those who wish to re

place examinations by a report from the headmaster. This is too per
sonal a country for that and it places too big a responsibility on any man
who takes a keen personal interest in his pupils and their future—indeed
their very interest will handicap them in making an honest report on a
boy's ability and capacity. Our task is difficult enough in writing testi
monials, and would be impossible with this added burden.
In addition, although there are cases where the present system bears

hardly on some individual boy, yet it works fairly well as a whole in
fact, my main complaint against our system is that we are using one
examination to test boys for such widely different futures. 1 would
advocate, therefore, an examination such as the present National Senior
Certificate with all the questions straightforward and a fairly high mark
required for a pass. This examination to be for everyone who reached
this standard.

Then a year later the entrance examination to the uni

versity with the papers definitely arranged to suit the particular branch
or faculty the candidate wished to enter. On this examination bursaries
could be awarded or loans advanced.

This system would, in general,

keep a boy at school until he was 17, for a boy who did nof pass his
Senior Certificafe examination before he was 18 would be unfit for a
university.

Games.

We continue to hold our own in sport, though we suffer

somewhat as regards weight and experience since our numbers are far be
low those of all our competitors, and we consistently oppose the retention in

the school of boys who have failed to pass their mafriculaflon before they
are 19.

The Oval, which we owe to the generosity of Mr. A. H. Smith, came

into use this term, and we hope that the new rugby field will be ready
for play by April.

Cadet Corps. What I have said about the games also applies to the
Cadets who are now under the command of Mr. G. M. Gram. The in

specting officer this year was Brigadier Daniel, and he made not only the
usual complimentary remarks about the efficiency, etc., but said plainly
that only one other Cadet Corps in Natal came up to our standard, and
that what he had expected to be a rather tiresome duty had proved to
be one that had renewed his enthusiasm for the cadet movement.

Moral Tone.

Amongst other changes, we welcomed this year our

present Chaplain, Rev. D. W. Timm, who comes to us after some years
in the Army. I gratefully report the value of his work and influence
in the School. Boys have been prepared for confirmation by him and
by Canon Heywood Harris, and I have noticed a general Improvement in
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the standard set for themselves by those boys who have come directly
under the influence of these men, both of whom have a real under
standing of the mind of youth.

Looking back over the years I am compelled to say that there hat
been a serious deterioration in common honesty amongst schoolboys.

As

a boy I remember that we kept foodstuffs in our lockers with no locks,
and lost little or nothing. To-day I venture to say that there is no school
in the Union that does not have trouble about petty thefts. Two factors

are responsible—the first is the two wars, with their natural effect upon
the men who took part in them. The second is that 50 per cent, of boys
coming even to a school such as this, which has a religious basis, come
from homes that might easily be called pagan as far as real Christianity
is concerned.

I think that Kearsney suffers less in this respect than do most schools,
but suffer we do, and it is our continual aim to inculcate into the young

life placed in our hands some ideals of righteousness and common
honesty. And here, as I leave the post I have held for 24 years, I want
to say that unless we found our morality on the sure basis of a belief in
Christ, we have no hope of achieving this aim. The teaching of His
ethics is not enough. There must be something definitely personal in
our belief and worship, and I hope that it will not be long before two

things are done to assist us in this great fight. II ) the building of the
Chapel for which we have about £7,000 in hand; and (2) making
arrangements for our Chaplain to be a resident member of our com
munity.

The Old Boys' Club. The end of hostilities has seen an expected
and enthusiastic revival of interest in the Old Boys' Club. Branches have
been started in Johannesburg and Zululand. A most successful Reunion
was held at the College during the Michaelmas break. It is clear that

ir, the future this fine body will do much for the prosperity of the School,
The Old Boys are making the provision of a set of changing rooms and a

pavilion part of their future campaign for the School, and are seeking
additional representation on the Board of Governors.
General.

Once more it is my duty to point out that the time is ripe

for further progress.

No school can stand still and least of all a school

such as this which had been moved just before the war began, and so
has had to be content with a good many makeshifts. The real difficulty

Is, naturally, finance. We ought to be able to look to the Province for
more help. As an aided school we do a great deal of the work that
would fall to them and for this we get the princely sum of about £6 per

head per annum.

I gather that it costs the Province about £40 per head

in its own schools and that does not take into consideration the capital
expenditure.

I watch with a good deal of envy the schemes for utilising the
£200,000 that has been left by two wealthy Methodists for a school in
the Transvaal, and I hope that our folk in Natal will not forget Kearsney
when making their wills.
Meanwhile the future is bright. The School gets as its new Head
master a man with all the qualifications needed for success. A South
African with a knowledge of more than South African education, a man
who has been a success at our brother school in Grahamstown, who has
a fine war record and who is a sportsmen n the best sense of that illused word. Under him Kearsney will continue to offer the ideal of an
education based on Christian principles, without which all education is
really a feeble and emaciated thing.
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I look back with deep gratitude to the support i have had from
our Board of Governors, and i say with confidence that under that

deeply interested and influential body Kearsney will become a power in the
land.

As I retire I want to emphasise yet again my firm belief in the
need for schools of our type. It is my one regret that such achools
cannot be open, for financial reasons, to all boys who would benefit from
what we offer. I look forward some day to the establishment of a big
number of bursaries that will enable boys from good but poorer homes
to come to

us.

I would welcome a closer relationship between the Union Education

authorities and our schools provided that there was no interference in our

experiments, but only a watch that in Staff and amenities we did not fall
below a set standard.

Finally I ask that God's blessing may rest on this School in the
years to come.
PRIZE LIST.

FORM 1 - 1st, Rowe H. H.; 2nd, Rock, W. N.; Industry, Leisegang,
C. E.

FORM 2: 1st, Sclanders, D. B. A.; 2nd, Shires, G. M. H.; Industry,
Anderson, J. M.

FORM 3b: 1st, Chappe, P. T. L.; Industry, Russell-Boulton, J. W.,
Kennedy, R. A, L.

FORM 3a: 1st, Shelton, M. G.; Kitchin, E. N. C.; Industry, Bishop, J. R.; #
Progress, Proctor, D. E. and Lines, P. E.

FORM 4: 1st, Morrison, D. N.; 2nd, Mackenzie, I. H.; Progress, John
son, L. M.; Industry, Gardner, D. G. and Hobson, M. S.
FORM 5: 1st, Groom, H. N.; 2nd, Leisegang, R. I.; Progress, Butterworth,
J. R. E.; Industry, Metcalf, P. E., Cowen, H. A. and Johnson, W. R.
FORM 6: 1st, Squibb, A. E.; 2nd, Barker, D. W.; Industry, Comins, F. R.
and Brown, J. R. C.

MUSIC: Niven, G. R., Ross, R. R. A. and Bulman, A.
HINDSON MEMORIAL PRIZES: Senior, Forsyth, L. F. and Johnson, W.R.;
Middle, Johnson, L. M.; Junior, Shelton, M. G.

PRIZE FOR CHEMISTRY donated by the Institute of Chemistry: Squibb,
A. E.

After completing his report, Mr. Matterson apologised

for having omitted the activities of the Choir, which had
done sterling work and in which he was very interested. He
hoped that all present would listen-in to the Carol Broadcast
on the following Sunday.
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ENTERTAINMENTS.

August 3rd—"Victory Parade" and "Great Imper
sonation."

August 17th—"Foreign Agent."

August 31st—"Obliging Young Lady."
September 14th—"Night Work."

September 26th—"Petticoat Larceny."
October 19th—"Murder in the Blue Room."

November 9th—" Night Plane from Chunking."
November 23rd—"The Yellow Canary."
December 7th—"China."

Douglas Hudson, an Old Boy, came up on Saturday,
September 7th, to show a colour film he had taken of Tristan

da Cunha, where he had been stationed for nearly three years
in the Met. department of the S.A.A.F. He prefaced the
film with a short talk about the formation of the island and

the character of its inhabitants. A climate of perpetual rain,
and a diet of potatoes does not present itself to our minds

as forming a perfect Holiday Resort, in spite of the weekly
dance and the thri l ls of seafishing. Novel for a few weeks,

perhaps. The passing of the Scharnhorst added a spot of
excitement, but even this is denied in peacetime. Hudson's

film was well taken and interesting, and was followed by
coloured film of our school, taken in summer, with the gar
dens at their best. He has presented this film to us.

On Saturday, October 26th, Mr. J. Lea Morgan gave the
school a piano recital.

His programme was not ambitious.

He traced the course of musical style from early times to the
twentieth, and, by way of illustration, his items were mostly
well known, and rather too well worn.
DURBAN CITY ORCHESTRA.

Saturday evening, October 12th, was something of a
red-letter evening for us. By the energies of Mr. Oram and

the kind favour of the conductor, the Durban City Orchestra
under Mr. Edward Dunn, paid us a visit and presented an
evening's music in the Dining Hall. Outside, the weather
was at its worst—cold, wet, windy—but the warmth of the
reception within must have amply repaid the players who

braved the elements on our behalf. It was altogether a
memorable evening, and it was generally felt that if the

Orchestra could pay regular visits to schools in this way, it
would give a great impetus to musical appreciation through
out the Province.

To fit the Orchestra on to our stage was a considerable

feat, and we felt more than once that the eyes of some of
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the instrumentalists were in sore danger of being gouged out

by their neighbours.

However, all went well, and there

were no major accidents.
In a most interesting prologue, Mr. Dunn addressed us
on the origins of music. He then introduced us to the
instruments of his orchestra, one by one, showing how the
musical effects were created, and instructing each player to
give us a practical demonstration. In this way the uninitiated
learned the mysteries of the violin, viola, cello, double bass,
piccolo, flute, clarinet, bassoon, oboe, French horn, post
horn, cornet, trombone, xylophone, and percussion instru
ments. After they had played a passage separately, they

then played it ensemble. There is no doubt that a combined
orchestra is an exhilarating affair.
The items played were of the lighter, descriptive type,
and in each pase Mr. Dunn outlined beforehand what we

were to look for. In this way we could the better appreciate
the Peer Cynt Suite, Valse Triste, Flight of the Bumble Bee
Flight of the Valkyries, Post Horn Gallop and the classic
Cock and the Hen (Cat and the Mice were scheduled, but
the mice had become mislaid). In addition, Mr. Edwards

played two highly appreciated xylophone solos, with Mr.
Edgar Heap at the piano.
We felt that it was over too soon, for there was more

talking than playing, but we knew that the players had
homes to go to. We particularly appreciated the gesture of
the oboe-ist who, having injured his hand, was unable to
play, but had travelled 50 miles to show us his oboe and to
play four notes upon it.
Mr. Dunn, come again, especially if you can persuade
the Provincial Council to subsidise your expenses !
SOIL

EROSION

Representatives of the Veld Trust Organisation visited
Kearsney on the evening of Friday, October 11th, in the
course of the nation-wide drive to convince the people of

the seriousness of the position as regards soil erosion.
Mr. Banion first addressed the school and visitors.

He

pointed out that although the earth was nearly 8,000 miles
in diameter, the thickness of the soil upon which the whole
world depends for its food and clothes is only eighteen
inches. Upon the healthiness of this soil depends the health
of the people. Only two sevenths of the earth is dry land,
and of this dry land a great deal is mountainous and desert.
The population of the world is 2,000,000,000, and the
available land surface upon which food can be grown is only
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12 acres per person. This is little enough, when one realises
that the equivalent of one thousand 300-acre farms are lost
by erosion annually in South Africa alone.
The situation is equally serious in other parts of the
world, and at the present rate of progress, if nothing is done,
the time is not far distant when the world will be unable to

support its inhabitants.
Mr. Banion's address was followed by a number of films,
showing the ravages of erosion and the steps to be taken to
remedy it. The remedy lies in the planting of extensive wind
breaks, to prevent the top soil being blown away; and of
shrubs, to hold the ground together; the construction of
large numbers of dams, to catch the silt which would other
wise flow to the sea, and of course to afford better irrigation;
and better methods of contour ploughing. The films showed
the work being done in these respects in India, Canada, and
U.S.A., and stressed the necessity for everybody to play his
part.

LITERARY AND DEBATING SOCIETY.

Programme:

August 18th—Debate: "That atomic power will ultimately
benefit mankind."

Motion won.

August 2,5th—Literary Hotch-Potch.
September 8th—Debate: "That co-education
recommended."

is to be

Motion won.

September 22nd—Lecture by Mr. L. F. Forsyth on "Racing
pigeons and pigeon racing."
October 20th—Radio Merry-go-round.
November 3rd—Lecture by P. Metcalf on "The Rotary
Week." Also Sharp Practice.
November 17th—Debate: "That humankind contains more

of cruelty than kindness." Motion won.
December 1st—Memories and Impressions.

The Society has had an interesting session, with renewed
liveliness in debate, and a varied programme. At the first
meeting, L. F. Forsyth was elected Secretary in place of
W. M. Oliver, who had left.

We appreciated the visit of Mr. Forsyth, the Secretary's
father, who travelled from Maritzburg on a misty night to
initiate us into the mysteries of pigeon-racing. He brought
with him a number of pigeons, who punctuated the' pro
ceedings with coo's in a variety of tones, whether of approval
at their publicity, or displeasure at their captivity, we shall
never know. We were very interested in the methods of
clocking in the pigeons, such precautions being take to pre140

vent any roguery that we are left with the impression that

pigeon-racers are innately immoral. We thank Mr. Forsyth

for this lecture.

A short lecture was also delivered by P. Metcalf on the

Rotary Camp—a lecture well delivered and most informative.
An abbreviated version is found elsewhere in the Magazine.

Radio Merry-go-round was an innovation, modelled on
that feature in the B.B.C. programmes. The Vice-President,

acting as compere, called members to the improvised micro

phone and put questions to them, with the promise of
monetary awards (imaginary) or the threat of forfeits (real).
Probably a few grains of useless knowledge were thus picked
up. In connection with forfeits, Shagam's dexterity at
pinning a napkin on a baby was masterly. In this way is the
Society's culture advanced.

In general debate and sharp practice the fluency of the
speakers has recently made rapid and marked progress. The
ready confidence with which most of the speakers now
address the meeting, and the improving flow of ideas show
the usefulness of our society.

In the last meeting those leaving gave a few impressions
and reminiscences of their days at Kearsney, a very pleasant

wind-up to their years with the Society. While most of the
anecdotes were of a humorous nature, the speakers all con

fessed that they faced their departure from Kearsney with
regret.

We should like to congratulate our Secretary on the
excellent speech he made on the School's behalf, when pre
senting Mr. Matterson with a parting gift. It bore the stamp
of long experience in the Society !
CHOIR.

Some very hard and enthusiastic work has been put in

by all sections of the Choir during the half year, and the nett
result is that the School's choral reputation stands very high

in public esteem. Success is never achieved without hard
work, and the measure of success is the measure of the work
done.

The concerts, put on at Kearsney, on Monday, Septem
ber 23rd, and in Pinetown Public Hall on the following night
were, in spite of the intense heat, as near perfect in presen
tation as could be hoped for, and all items were memorised.

The large audiences were not slow to appreciate the high
quality of the singing. We believe that we were responsible
for the collecting of about £50 towards the Pinetown Church
Building Fund.
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This done, our teeth were set into the Carols, and the
whole of the last term was devoted to them. The excellent

report of the broadcast of two years ago led us to believe

that this standard could be achieved again, and this thought
provided the incentive. The Carol Service was held twice,
once at Kearsney on Tuesday, December 3rd, largely for the
benefit of those people who would be attending their own
churches on the Sunday night, and then at West Street
Methodist Church on Sunday, December 8th. From here it

was broadcast on the Durban and Maritzburg wavebands.
There was a full house on both occasions, and we have heard
very gratifying reports about the broadcast reception.
It is not customary to single choralists out by name but
I should like to pay tribute to the loyal and enthusiastic work
put in for several years by many of the tenors and basses who

are now leaving us. The standard of efficiency they have set
will be difficult for succeeding generations to measure up
to.

As the term had closed on December 6th, the Carol

Service on the 8th proved literally the last meeting of the
choir, for after the service boys departed their several ways
and were gone on their holidays.
CONCERT PROGRAMME
The Merriest Fellows i" Gondoliers")
Mr. Brown and Choir

Four Jolly Sailormen
Mightly Like a Rose

Niven, Anderson, Foss, Weston
Bulman, Rishworth, Jones, Milliken

Early One Morning
Stonecracker John

Choir
Friday, Wedderburn

Somewhere a Voice (trio)

Dowse, Thompson, Oliver

O, No John

Tenors and Basses

Philosophy
Out On The Deep

Rich, Shires
Niven, Coombe, Albertyn

Legend (Tchaikowsky)

..

Lilac^ Tree

..

Choir

Proctor, Woodley

Jack's the Boy
Forsyth, Young, Albertyn, Groom
Strange Adventure (Quartette: Yeomen)
Dowse, Lund, Doveton
Coombe

Flow'ry Vale

(madrigal)

Choir

Twin Duet
My Rose
Myself When Young
When Britain (lolanthe)

Forsyth, Doveton
Lund, Thompson
Coombe, Groom, Anderson
Mr. Brown'and Choir

Fleur de Lys

Choir

Gendarmes Duet
Long Years Ago (duet: Patience)
Pilgrim's Chorus

Friday, Wedderburn
. Dowse, Lund, Oliver, Proctor
' Choir

CAROL PROGRAMME

Hymn: "Oh, Come, All Ye Faithful."
Prayer.

Chorus: "Gloria in Excelsis" (Twelfth Mass) . . .. .. . , Mozart
Lection: St. Luke I, yy. 26-33.
Carol: "What Child is This?"
Traditional
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Carol: "Hollv and the Ivy"
Lection: St. Luke I I, vv. 6-12.
Carol: "Born This Day "
Carol: "Christ was Born"

. . Traditional
Basque
Traditional

Hymn: "While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks."
Lection: St. Matthew I I, vv. 1-2, 7-11.
Carol: "We Three Kings"

Traditional

Song: "The Gift" (trebles and solo)

Behrend

Address.

Lection: St. Luke II, vv. 25-32.
Carol: "I Saw Three Kings"
Carol: " Shepherds, Shake Off"
Lection: Isaiah Llll, vv. 1-5.
Carol: "Wenc:s!as"
Carol: "Still the Night"
Hymn: " Lord, Dismiss Us."

Rathbone
Basque
Traditional

Gruber

Benediction.

• Soloists: Groom, Wedderburn, Coombe, Forsyth, Doveton, Dowse, Rich.

Mr. Cram played a half-hour voluntary on the organ,
and also read the lections. Mr. Matterson gave the address.
The following boys have been regular members of the
Choir:—

Basses: H. L. Albertyn, C. M. Anderson, D. W. Barker,
J. H. Coombe, R. W. Friday, H. N. Groom, C. R. Niven, D. B.
Peddie, G. H. Wedderburn, P. R. Young, and Mr. R. W.
Brown. W. M. Oliver and M. J. Poole ti ll july.

Tenors: A. S. Brass, J. R. E. Butterworth, J. L. Doveton,
L. F. Forsyth, R. G. Foss, P. M. le Roux, T. M. McKenzie,
G. L. Ovenstone, G. T. Weston, and P. Metcalf.
Trebles and Altos: A. Bulman, W. S. Brass, J. R. B.

Dersley, E. C. K. Dowse, D. G. Dykes, G. J. Goodwin, T. M.
Jones, R. Leslie, I. H. D. Lund, D. A. F. McLeod, L. G.
Milliken, D. j. Metcalf, C. L. Oliver, N. Mark, D. E. Proctor,
R. D. Rich, D. j. Rishworth, H. H. Rowe, G. M. H. Shires,
W. H. Southwood, G. R. Thompson, R. L. Wicks, K. M.
Williamson, P. d*A. Woodley, and O. K. Glarkson.
j.F.R.
FROM "THE SOUTH AFRICAN WEEKLY."

The annual Garol Service by the Kearsney College choir
was held in the West St. Church, Durban, on Sunday evening,
December 8. This service, conducted entirely by the College
staff and choir boys, has become an institution at the close
of the school year. The service is broadcast.
A large congregation assembled for the service, over
flowing into vestries and the adjacent Wesley Hall. The
quality of the singing of the Kearsney boys is widely known
and appreciated. The rendering of "Gloria in Excelsis" with
which the service opened, and of the traditional carols, evi143

denced both the thoroughness of their training and the reve
rent enthusiasm of the boys.

The message of the carols was sung with fine quality
of tone, clear enunciation and right balance of the parts.
Here was an example of how youth may minister in song to
devout worship. The Advent music bore its own tender and
hopeful message to the congregation. Mr. J. Reece, B.A.,
the College choirmaster, was responsible for the training of
the boys and for the pianoforte accompaniment.

Between the groups of carols. Scripture passages on the
Advent theme were read by Mr. C. M. Oram, B.A.

The Headmaster of the College, Mr. R. Henderson Matterson, M.A., gave the address. He followed the custom of
former carol services and addressed particularly the past and
present boys of the College. His plea was for a place in
daily l ife for prayer. Mr. Matterson reminded his hearers,
near and far, that this would be the last occasion on which
he would address them as Headmaster after 24 years at

Kearsney; and forcefully and intimately he drove home his
message to the lads he loved. Youth could turn with con
fidence to the example of Jesus.
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RUGBY

During the second half of the season the team played
more as a single unit so that there was considerably more
combination between forwards and three-quarters.

The

forwards, as a pack, played gamely throughout the season,

usually against heavier opposition. The three-quarters
generally failed in thrust, due mainly to a lack of pace. They
showed considerable improvement, however, in the later
games.

The full season's results were as follows:—
Points

Played

Won

Lost

For

Against

10

5

5

77

69

FIRST XV CHARACTERS.

R. Zeller (Captain) (Centre) : Has been the spearhead of
the attack. Able and energetic captain, who has been
the leader of a very keen team. Good kick with both
feet. A good pair of hands. Defence generally good.
E. Hughes (Vice-Capt.) (Forward): An energetic forward
who backs up well in attack. Has suffered from a knee
injury off and on during the season, which has affected
his game.
G. Cvenstone (Scrum-half) : Has played excellent rugby

throughout the season. Displays initiative in attack and
is very sound in defence. Always in the thick of things.
Has helped considerably in keeping the pack together.
R. Friday (Wing): Strong runner who scored a try in

every game until injury prevented his playing in the
latter part of the season. An excellent touch kick.
Defence good.

T. Nieuwoudt (Forward) : Utility man, who has played with
effect both on the flank and on the wing.

An oppor

tunist. Tackles exceptionally well.
C. Metcalfe (Full-back) : Has played some good games but

has been disappointing on occasions. Tackling is good
but is slow in the field.

A good kick with right foot.

J. Doveton (Forward): A very hard worker.

Excellent in

the line-outs and in the loose. Defence very sound.

C. Pope (Forward): A good, honest worker who has given
of his best throughout the season. Backs up well.
Handicapped by lack of weight.
R. Foss (Centre) : Has showed marked improvement both in
attack and defence.

Handling erratic on occasions.

Much improved in latter part of the season.
R. Robert-son (Forward) : Spirited forward who has played

consistently well, particularly in the loose.
well.
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Tackles

A. King (Forward) ; A hard-working forward who is ever in

the thick of things.

A good touch kick.

Tackling

excellent.

J. Brown (Wing); Has developed into an excellent wing.
Powerful runner. Defence good. Should learn to kick
with both feet.

J. Ayres (Forward) ; As a hooker reliable, but inclined to be

slow. Should try to improve his play in the loose,

C. de jager (Forward) : Hard worker who always backs up
well. Defence good but should try to develop his
kicking.
D. Leather (Fly-half) ; Orthodox player who seems to have
overcome his fault of kicking too frequently. Handling
generally good. Handicapped by lack of pace.

N. Colepeper (Forward) : Shows considerable promise but
has been handicapped by injuries during the season.
Defence good and an excellent touch kick. Should also
try to develop into an attacking forward.
MATCHES.
v. Tech. High School (Durban)

Aug. 3rd.

Home

Won 6-3.

From the early stages It was apparent that the result of the game
would be a close one, for play remained in mid-field for some time.

T.H.S. were winning most of the scrums and their forwards were doing
well in the loose. Kearsney began to attack, but Tech. defence was
sound. Tech. were penalised near their 25, but the kick at the goal was
wide. After a quick heel by the Kearsney forwards. Brown scored, but
the kick at goal was again wide (3-0).
Tech. attacked strongly and a good hand-to-hand movement carried

them half the length of the field.
vented a certain try.

A knock-on short of the line pre

Half-time (3-0).

In the second half Kearsney were seeing much more of the ball, but
Tech. allowed their three-quarters very little latitude.
Eventually
Kearsney scored again, when Zeller went over for an unconverted try.
Tech. played on gamely and scored a well earned try in 1he closing stages
ot the game.

This try was not converted and the final whistle blew

shortly afterwards (6-3).

Aug. 10th.

V. Port Natal.

Home.

Won 14-0.

Port Natal began by winning practically every scrum in the first
15 minutes, but their three-quarters failed to make the most of their

opportunities. They were dangerous on one or two occasions, but strong
forward rushes were checked by good defence. Kearsney were awarded
a penalty on the Port Natal 25, but the kick was unsuccessful. After

a change n the Kearsney line, the team began to play a more enterprising
game. From a scrum in the Port Natal 25 Foss broke to score an uncon
verted try (3-0). Shortly afterwards Nieuwoudt scored well out from
a loose scrum on the Port Natal line. The kick failed (6-0). Half
time 6-0.

Kearsney three-quarters were now seeing a good deal of the ball,
and Zeller, who was playing a very sound game, outstripped the defence
to score near the corner. King's kick at goal was just short (9-0).
Kearsney forwards were playing a far more vigorous game than on the
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previous Saturday and were giving their three-quarters a good deal of the
ball. From a scrum on the Port Natal 25 Ovenstone broke round the
scrum and after a powerful run scored between the posts for King to
convert (14-0).

Port Natal attacked in the closing stages, but were unable to reduce
their deficit and the final whistle blew with no change to the score (14-0).

Aug. 1 7th.

V. Estcourt.

Away.

Lost 3-6.

This was a game of lost opportunities, for, although Kearsney had
their fair share of the game the three-quarters lacked thrust, with the
result that many promising movements broke down. The Estcourt pack

played an excellent game especially in the loose; the Kearsney forwards,
on the other hand, did not produce the dash that had characterised their
previous performances.

Estcourt scored two unconverted tries in the first half.

Kearsney kept

play in the Estcourt half for a considerable period, during which several
prom'sing movements failed mainly due to lack of support. Half time,
0-6.

Kearsney had the better of exchanges territorially in the second
half and Zeller goaled a penalty (3-6). Despite the fact that the
Kearsney three-quarters were seeing a good deal of the ball, they were
unable to penetrate the Estcourt defence which allowed them very little
room in wh'ch to move. The Estcourt forwards repeatedly saved their

side by means of their work in the loose.

The scores were unchanged

when the final whistle blew (3-6).

Aug. 24th.

v. Tech. High School (Durban).

Away

Won 11-4.

Exchanges were even during the first 10 minutes until Kearsney
began to attack strongly and carried the ball over the Tech. line, but Tech.

just touched down in time. In the face of a determined attack by Tech.
Metcalfe relieved the pressure with a long touch.

Kearsney gained possession from a scrum in mid-field, and Zeller
broke cleanly to score on his own far out. The kick failed (3-0). From
another scrum in mid-field, the ball travelled along the line to Brown
who scored far out after a very fine run. The kick was unsuccessful
(6-0).

Half time, 6-0.

Soon after the resumption Tech. were again on the attack, and their
full-back dropped a goal with a good kick (6-4). Spurred on by their
success. Tech. carried play into the Kearsney 25. The Kearsney defence
was sound, however, and the game moved back to mid-field. From a
scrum just inside the Kearsney half, the ball travelled along the line
to Foss, who broke neatly, gave to Brown, who in turn cut in field to
score between the posts. King added the major points (11-4).
Tech. fought back, but failed in an attempt at goal. The final
whistle blew shortly afterwards (11-4).
Under 15—

V Hilton lost 4-19; v. Port Natal, won 19-3; v. Tech. H.S., drawn
3-3.
Under 14—

V. Estcourt, won 21 -0; v. Port Natal, won 3-0; v. St. Charles,
won 6-0.
Under 13—

"A" V. Highbury 2nd XV, won 12-9.
"B," V. Highbury 3rd XV, won 16-0.
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CRICKET.

The performances of the 1st XI have been far more

creditable this quarter, the batsmen playing with far more
confidence than earlier in the year.

Both Leather and

Shagam have played good innings. The bowling has been
sound generally, but there is a tendency to sacrifice length
for pace or turn. King and Davy have been very dangerous
on occasions.

We are most grateful to Mr. H. Dalton, who has been
coming up from Durban regularly every Wednesday to coach
the 1st XI. The improved performance of the team is ade
quate proof of the value of his services.

The team played good cricket during Schools week,

when Kearsney won three out of four matches, one game
being washed out.

Leather is to be congratulated on his

captaincy, although he tends to overbowl certain of his

bowlers.

He should be able to overcome this fault quite

easily as he gains more experience. His keenness in the field

has set an excellent example for the rest of the team.

Cricket Colours are awarded to: D. Leather, V. Davy,
R. Foss, R. Friday, B. Shagam, A. King.
CRICKET CHARACTERS.

D. Leather (Capt.^ : An attractive and forceful batsman,

whose main scoring shots have been on the off, although
his leg shots have improved latterly. As a captain is
capable and keen. Very good in the field.
V. Davy (Vice-Capt.) : The steadiest bowler in the side who

can bowl long spells without change. An aggressive
batsman but has had a bad patch. Fielding good.
R. Friday; As a batsman, normally a quick and easy scorer.
Bowling has been very good on occasion. Fielding good.
R. Fosa: An attractive batsman when he gets going, but
unfortunately has not been successful this season.

Stronger on off than on the leg. Sound wicket-keeper;
kept well during schools week,

B. Shagam: The most improved member of the side. Batting
is steady and consistent. As a bowler, keeps a very
good length.

Fielding very sound.

N. Colepeper: Is showing promise as an opening bat. Scores
slowly but will improve as he grows more used to the
position.

Fielding good.

A. King: Fast opening bowler who has bowled consistently
well, but is inclined to bowl too far outside the off
stump. As a hitter has made runs on occasions
Fielding sound.
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O. Clarkson: Very steady batsman. A slow scorer but is

beginning to hit the ball harder. Fielding much

Improved.

N. McLuckie: Has opened bowling well in one or two

matches, but must concentrate more on length. Has

played some good innings as an opening bat. Fielding
steady.

C. Ovenstone: Has improved considerably as a bowler, but

his length is inclined to be erratic. Very keen in the

field.

The following have also played for the 1st XI: Coombe,
Barker and Alexander.

CRICKET AVERAGES.
Batting.
1.

Shagam

.

12

Leather

.

12
12
8
10
12
12
12

Davy ... .
Clarkson .

Friday ...
Foss ... .

Colepeper
McLuckie

N.O.

H.S.

1
1
3
2
2
2
0
0

73
91
53
30
25
37
23
26

Tot.

386
348
182
66

76
94
94

81

Aver,

35
31.6
20.2
11

9.5
9.4
7.9
6.7

Bowling.
M.

0.

King ... .
Davy ... .
Friday ... .
Ovenstone

Shagam

..

119
125
23
59
53

33
28
4

6
11

R.

298
276
79
195
151

W.

42
35
9
14
9

Aver.

7

7.8
8.7
13.9
16.7

COLTS.

The Colts are the cricket unfortunates: not yet good

enough for the 1st XT, too old for the Under 15, usually, and
so with not much coming their way competitively. However,

there has been a game or two this term, and some useful
experience for those who will "make the grade" next year.
Being chosen partly from Division I and partly from Division
II, they have not found it easy to develop a complete under
standing with one another. Our numbers do not allow us to
run a special Colts Division.
DIVISION II.

The calls of the Colts upon the older ones, and of the
Under 14 upon the younger ones, have had rather an un
settling effect upon the Under 15, who comprise most of
this Division.

There are one or two batsmen with ability.
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which they have- not always shown in their matches, and a

large number of bowlers of all types, but no-one outstandingly good One or two lose heart too easily. It is a bowler's
fate to be knocked about sometimes, and a batsman's fate

now and then to receive the unplayable ball early in his
innings. This is all in the game.
DIVISION

III.

Eight of this Division have played for the-Under 14.
The rest will have their turn, with patience and perseverance.
The Under 14 has shown steady improvement, and are grate
ful to Leather for his coaching. Fielding has always been
of a high standard. Bowlers must remember that the keep
ing of a good length is of the greatest importance. The
principal batting fault is the tentative reaching out to balls

just wide of the off and leg stumps. Players should attend
to these points if they want ever to play for the First XI
MATCHES.
Oct. 19th.

V. Glenwood.

Home.

Lost by 46 runs.

Kearsney batting failed badly, only three batsmen reaching double
figures. The bowling, however, was a good deal better, Davy being the
most successful. Bowman and Matches saved Glenwood from what might
have been a difficult position.
KEARSNEY.

GLENWOOD

1

Bowman, c Leather, b King

66

.,

0
3

A. Wright, b McLuckle
Matches, b Davy

Shagam, b Jay

13

Leather, c Jay, b Armltage

14

Friday, c Matches, b Andrews
Colepeper, run out
King, c Wilson, b Andrews . .
Clarkson, Ibw, b Wilson
Barker, b Wilson
Ovenstone, not out
Extras

12
4
1
2
5
1
9

6
20
0
2
Q
3
Q
2
0
1
1]

Foss, b Mallet

McLuckle, Ibw, b Mallet
Davy, c and b Jay
.

D, Wright, c Barker, b Davy
Jay, c and b Davy
Armltage, b Davy
McLeod, b McLuckle . . . .
Lewis, tx King
Andrews, b Friday
Wilson, b Davy
Mallet, not out
Extras

65

Second Innings

for two

11

38
BOWLING

King . . . .
McLuckle , ,
Ovenstone .
Davy
Friday .

..

0.

M.

R.

W.

10

1

37

2

21

2
2

1

20
21

0
5

7

5
1 1
1

2
0
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1

Oct. 25th.

V. T.H.S.

Hom0,

Won by 145 runs.

Kearsney batting was on top and cuns came quite freely. The bowl
ing was very steady and Tech. were dismissed comparatively cheaply.
KEARSNEY.

T.H.S

McLuckie, b Jaye
Colepeper, Ibw, b de Sylya . .

4
17

Shagam, run out

25

Leather, c Muller, b Lowings
Davy, c de Sylva, b Chamness

91
53

Foss, b Chamness
Friday, not out
Extras

16
2
15

. Easterbrook, b Ovenstone
De Sylva, b Davy . . . .
Muller, b Ovenstone . .

■ 0

Lowings, Ibw, b Davy . .
Johnson, b Davy
Anticevich, b King . .
Engelbrecht, b King

12
16
0

Bai ley, b Ovenstone
Ireland, b Ovenstone

For 6 wickets dec. 224

Jaye, c McLuckie,

King, Clarkson, Barker and Oven-

Chamness, not out
Extras

3
17
6

,.

0
1

b Ovenstone

stone did not bat.

1 1
0

13
79

BOWLING

King

..

McLuckie
Ovenstone

M.

10

5

3

Davy . .
Shagam
Nov. 2nd.

0.

R.
12

1

10
10

0
0

4

2

5
22

W.
3
0

23
4

4

3
0

V. St. Henry's.
Won by 72 runs.

Home

Leather and Shagam batted well to prevent a collapse which seemed

likely early on, Kearsney bowling was good, with King particularly dan
gerous in the Marist's second innings.
KEARSNEY.

ST. HENRY'S

McLuckie, c Capel, b Shephard

1

Colepeper, b Robertson . . .
Shagam, c Capel, b Easter
brook
Leather, b Tuohy

2
36
43

Davy, c Easterbrook, b Tuohy

16

Foss, not out

2

Friday, c Easterbrook, b Tuohy

1

King, b Tuohy
Extras

0
4

Total for 7 wickets (decl.)

105

Reynolds, c Colepeper, b
McLuckie
Smith, c Leather, b King . .
Jerome, c Leather, b King .
Capel, b King
Robertson, Ibw, b McLuckie
Tuohy, b Ovenstone
Easterbrook, b Ovenstone . .
Shephard, c Ovenstone, b
Davy
Pershouse, b Davy
Clark, b Ovenstone
McGregor, not out
Extras

Clarkson and Coombe did not bat.

Q

10
0
6
0
0
8
2
4
0
1
2
33

Second Innings

for 9

King, seven for 14.
BOWLING
M.

R.

1

8

McLuckie

0
6
5

1

10

Davy . .

4

7

2
2

Ovenstone

4

1
0

6

3

King

T-5T

W.
3

31

Nov. 20t-h.

V. R. L. Harvey's XI.

Home.

Match drawn—rain stopped play.

Kearsney batted well against yery good bowling. McLuckie and
Colepeper put on 37 for the first wicket and were followed by Shagam
and Leather, who also batted confidently. The visitors batted throughout
iii the rain until the game had to be abandoned.
R. L. HARVEY'S XI

KEARSNEY.

McLuckie, c Dyer, b Haryey
Colepeper, c Hall, b Haryey
Shagam, c Abrey, b Howden

26
8
20

Leather, not out
Davy, b Howden
Foss, c Harvey, b Howden

34

32

Randies, not out
K. Dyer, b Davy
B. Hall, not out

37

5
1

Extras

7

75

4

5

Priday, not out
Extras

Total for 5 wickts. decl.

12

Harvey, V. Hall. Howden, Abrey,
Pollock, Wilson, Medworth, V. 1.

16

Smith did not bat.

King, Clarkson, Ovenstone, Coombe
did not bat.
Home

V. Glenwood.

Nov. 23rd.

Match drawn.

This match was played on matting owing to heavy rains on the
previous night. Glenwood batted well, but their rate of scoring was
slow. Kearsney batting was sound, but equally slow; the match thus
ending in a draw.
GLENWOOD

KEARSNEY.

Wright, c Colepeper, b Sha

McLuckie, b Bowman . . . .
11
Colepeper, b Mallet . . . . 13
Shagam, st McLeod, b Armitage
18
Leather, b Wilson
27
Foss, b Mallet
3
Davy, not out
20
Friday, not out
0
Extras

42

gam

Bowman, b King

7

Matches, c Clarkson, b Sha
36

gam

D. Wright, b King
Jay, c Leather, b Shagam .
McLeod, c
Colepeper,
Applewhite, b King

Total for 5 wickets .

0

Armitage, c Foss, b King .

92

4

13

Ovenstone

0

30

Andrew, not out
Wilson, b King
Mallet, b King

8
11
0
2

25

Extras

179

BOWLING

King

..

..

McLuckie . .

Davy
Ovenstone 1 .

Shagam
Leather

..
..

0.

M.

R.

W.

17
3

3

54
10

20

6
0
0

6

0
3
1
1

5

0

31
18
22

3
0

11
11

152

1

Nov., 1946.
V. E. L. Dalton's XI.
Home
Kearsney started badly, having seven wickets down for 26, but

Shagam and Clarkson were associated in a useful partnership. Wilson
(four for 14), H. Dalton (two for 8) and E. L. Dalton (two for 13)
were best of the visitors' bowlers. Friday bowled exceptionally well for
Kearsney, capturing most of the best wickets.
E. L. DALTON'S XI.

KEARSNEY.

2

M. Lang, b King

Colepeper, c E. Lang, b Wilson

2

V.

Shagam, not out .
.
Leather, b Wilson
Davy, b Wilson
Foss, c E. Dalton, b H. Dalton
Friday, c Wilson, b M. Lang
King, b H. Dalton
Clarkson, b Wilson
Ovenstone, b E. Dalton . . . .
Coombe, b E. Dalton . . . .

35
0
0
3
0
0
13
8
0

McLuckie, Ibw, b Donaldson

Extras

Hall,

c

Qyenstone,

b
0

Leather

Knowles, b Friday

50

E. Dalton, c Davy, b Friday
E. Lang, c Oyenstone, b Fri

23

day
H. Dalton, run out

15

..

Donaldson, b Friday . .
Hatton, b Friday . . . .
Wilson, not out
Winship, b Friday . . . .
Hopkins, b King

21

Extras

85

4
7

0

21
5
2
18
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BOWLING
R.

w.

0.

M.

7
3
4

2
0

Ovenstone . .

3

Friday . . . .
Shagam . .

7

0
1

29

0
6

4

1

15

0

King . .
Leather

..
..

Davy . . . ,

Nov. 30th.

2

17

0

20

1

18
32

0

V. Hilton.

Away.

Match drawn.

After being 68 for five, Hilton went on to make 212, thanks to a
sound 68 by McLean. Davy bowled exceptionally well throughout the

heat of the day. Kearsney batting was the best so far this quarter and
showed more aggression than usual.
HILTON.

KEARSNEY.

McLuckie, Ibw, b Johnson . .
Colepeper, b Pfaff
Shagam, c Wilson, b Pfaff . .
Leather, st Waite, b Symons
Davy, b Symons
Foss, not out
Clarkson, Ibw, b Pfaff . . . .
Friday, Ibw, b Johnstone . .
King, not out
Extras

16
23
63
32
1
16
0
25
0
9

Total for 7 wickets . . . . 185

Noake, Ibw, b Davy
Waite, c Shagam, b King .
Pearce, b Davy
Pfaff, b Shagam
Johnstone, Ibw. b Davy

McLean, c Friday, b Davy .
Symons, c and b Shagam .
Melle, c Ovenstone, b Sha
gam

Wilson, run out . .
Johnstone, b Shagam
Whatley, not out . .
Extras

18

5
1 1
24
2
68

36
29
9
0

5
7

Barker and Ovenstone did not bat.
212

153

BOWLING

0.
King

11
6
22
6
12
3
3

..

McLuckle

Davy . .
Ovenstone

Shagam
Leather

Friday . .

Dec 12th.

W.

M.

R.

4
0
4
1
2
1
1

30

1

29

0

56

4
0

31
38

4

0
0

9
14

V. St. Henry's.

Kingsmead 3.

Won by 4 wickets.

A match of low scoring and steady bowling. Kearsney batting lacked

enterprise and confidence at the wicket, the exception being Davy whose
36 not out in the second innings included three 6's. Davy and King
bowled well, the former being the steadier of the two.
KEARSNEY.

ST. HENRY'S.

McLuckie c L-Smith, bTuohy

Colepeper'
Shepha^d
Shagam, b
Leather, b
Davy Ibw,

c Reynolds, b

Shephard . . . .
Shephard . .
b Tuohy .

Foss'Ibw, b Shephard

7

0
0
3
16

L-Smith, c King, b Davy

20

Reynolds, c Colepeper, b Davy 22
Easterbrook, b Davy
0
Capell, b Davy
2
Robertson, Ibw, b King . . . . 5
Tuohy, b Davy
2

..

2

Jerome, b King

,

'

Friday, c L-Smith, b Tuohy
Clarkson, Ibw, b Shephard .
King, c Easterbrook, b Tuohy
Barker, b Shephard

4
1
1
0

Pershouse, c Colepeper. b
Davy
.. ,•
De Vos, c McLuckie, b Davy
Shephard, not out

1,
0
0

Ovenstone, not out

2

McGregor, b King

Extras

8

1

Extras

5

44

59

Second Innings . . for 6 wkts. 83
Davy 36 not out; Leather 18.

Second Innings
L-Smith 17, Reynolds 17.

1st Innings.

48

2nd Innings.
BOWLING

R.

W.

R.

W.

King . . . 10

O.

2 28

3

King . . . 11

5 20

7

McLuckie .

3

1

10

0

Davy . . .

9

4

18

2

Davy . . .

8

1

16

7

Shagam . .

4

0

6

0

Dec. 17th.

M.

O.

V. St. Charle's.

M.

Albert Park.

Won by 98 runs.

Kearsney batting was steady with Shagam again making runs. It
was pleasing to see Foss batting with confidence after a long spell
of bad luck.

Kearsney fielding and bowling were excellent, with Oven

stone and King claiming most wickets.
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ST. CHARLES'

KEARSNEY.

McLuckie, b Wierich . .
Colepeper, Ibw, b Wierich
Shagam, b Wierich . . . .
Leather, c Wierich, b Arde
Davy, c Wierich, b Arde
Foss, not out
Friday, b Gibb

4

13
33
10
6
37
13

Clarkson, c Wierich, b Gibb
King, c Berry, b Werick
Ovenstone, Ibw, b Gibb . ,
Alexander, b Gibb . . . .

5
13
0
3

Wierich, b King
Chrisohim, b King . . . .
Pollock, Ibw, b Ovenstone
White, b King
Beckett, run out
Arde, Ibw, b Davy . . , .
Gibb, c Foss, b Friday
Basel, b Ovenstone . . . .
Bishton, Ibw, b Ovenstone
Berry, not out
Gale, Ibw, b Ovenstone
Extras

14

Extras

2
2
7
0
3

0

19
5
5
0

2
8

53
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Second

for 2

Innings

90

BOWLING

King . .
Davy . .
Friday . .

8

4

1 1

3

7
4

2
0

13
14
6

1

3.5
0.

Ovenstone

1
M.

R.

1

4

W.

Hoy Park

v. D.H.S.

Dec. 18th.

Lost by 6 wickets.

Kearsney batted well^ against good bowling, Shagam and Clarkson
being the chief scorers. *D.H.S. batted excellently and put on 102 in
their opening partnership.

Davy and Shagam bowled steadily for a long

spell.
KEARSNEY.

McLuckie, c Lazarus, b Tayfield

6

Colepeper, c Gordge, b Pretorius

0

Shagam, c Goddard, b Tayfield
Leather, b King
Davy, b King
Foss, St Gordge, b Tayfield
Friday, c Goddard, b Tayfield
Clarkson, not out
King, b Tayfield

59
16
17
6
0
30
2

D.H.S.
Lazarus, run out . .
Bidgood, by Davy . .
Gordge, not out
King, b Davy , . . .
Marais, b Ovenstone
Extras

Total for 4 wickets

Alexander, c Marais, b Tay
field

7

Ovenstone, c Goble, b King
Extras

10
3
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BOWLING

King ,
.,
McLuckie . .
Davy
Ovenstone ..
Shagam . .
Friday . . . .

0.

M.

4
3

0

22

0

0
5

9
43

0

1
4

37

1

45

0

9

0
0

19
10
17

3
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R.

W.

2

51
53
38

5
27
9

185

Dec. 19th.

V. Northern Districts.

Albert Park.

Won by an innings and 56 runs.

Runs came freely when Leather and Shagam were associated in a

good partnership.
two 6's.

King made merry against the slow bowlers and hit

Dold (6 for 36) bowled well for Northern Districts.

King,

Davy and Shagam were the most successful Kearsney bowlers.
NORTHERN DISTRICTS.

KEARSNEY.

McLuckie, Ibw, b Teale . .
Colepeper, Ibw, b Muller
Shagam, b Dold
Leather, c Marshall, b Dold
Davy, c Muller, b Dold
Foss, c Goble. b Dold . .
Friday, run out
Clarkson, b Dold
King, b Dold
Alexander, not out

Teale, b King
Levine, b Ovenstone . ,
Goble, c King, b Davy

I 1

73
60
2

14

Marshall, c Ovenstone,
King
Gace, Ibw, b Shagam . .
Feversham, b King . .
Bartholomew, not out . .

5
26

1

6

Extras

0

20
12

Muller, c Leather, b Davy
Dold, c Foss, b Shagam
Atkins, c Foss, b King

18
9

Ovenstone, b Goble

1
2
1I

Fourie, c Colepeper, b Davy

4

3

5
1

2
6

5

Extras

216
79

81

Second Innings
(Muller 30).
BOWLING

2nd Innings.

1st Innings.
M.

R.

W.

0.

9*

3

26

4

9
6
6

3
1
1

13

3

King . . . . 8
Davy . . . . 6
. 6
Leather
Friday . . . 5

0.

King . . .
Davy . .
Ovenstone

Shagam . .

10

1

25

2

R.

1

19

1

2
2
2

17
17
■12

5

OTHER MATCHES.
Juniors:

Kearsney 71 (Stewart 20, Morgan, not out 17).

Glenwood 132 (Bowman 48, Pope, five for 23).
Lost bv 61 runs.

Glenwood 199 (Smith 77, Worthington, five for 50).
Kearsney 66 (Sclanders 14).

Lost by 133 runs.

T.H.S. 183 (Eldridge 1 11).

Kearsney 112

(Stewart 51 ) .

Lost bv 71 runs.
Colts:

Kearsney 130 (Barker 27, Hume 33).
St. Henry's 99 (Pope, four for 25).

Won bv

31

runs.

Kearsney 118 (Alexander 38, Speed 29).

Hilton 159 (Robb 43, Smith, three for 12) .

Lost

bv 41

runs.
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W.

M.

2
1

Under 14:

Highbury 161.
Kearsney 75 and 55.
Lost by an Innings and 36 runs.

D.P.H.S. 1st XI, 1 14.
Kearsney 60 (Dykes 18) and 45.
Lost by an innings and 9 runs.

Pinetown 1st XI, 62.

Kearsney 137 (Dykes 53 retired, Wil l iamson 23, Worthington 20)
Won by 75 runs.

CADET CORPS.

The Annual Inspection of the Corps took place on the
morning of 23rd October, Brigadier H. C. Daniel, C.B.E.,
M.C., A.F.C., Officer Commanding Natal Command, being
the Inspecting Officer. A number of local and Hill Crest
residents attended the ceremony, and were well-rewarded
by a highly successful turn-out. The absolute steadiness
of all ranks throughout the Parade was really noteworthy,
and there was a precision and snap about the marching that
could not be improved upon. Brigadier Daniel was tre
mendously pleased and gave the Corps very high praise. He

declared that there was only one other Detachment in the
whole of the Natal Command that could at all equal Kearsney
in the smartness of the work he had seen that morning.

The Band, under Student Officer R. W. Friday, led the March
Past and also acquitted themselves with distinction.
After the March Past successful demonstrations were

given by the following: No. 3 Platoon: Physical Training and
Games Tables under Sergeant Coppin, and Vaulting and
Mat-work under Sergeant Benson; an Ambulance demon
stration under Lieut. R. W. Brown and Sergeant Brass, and

a display of Signals equipment under Corporal Hathorn.
Band Competitions.—The Band has been the special
pride of the Detachment for some years, and under the keen
direction of Student Officer R. W. Friday it has continued
this year to set a very high standard both of marching and
of bugling and drumming. We are very grateful to Messrs.
E. Edwards and C. Inglis of the Durban Orchestra for coming
up to coach the Band Cadets as often as possible. It is good
to know that they enjoy their visits to us, because, as they
say, their pupils are so keen and wi l ling.

The Durban and District Band Competition was held at
Albert Park, on September 7th. The Band went in for a
period of strenuous rehearsal, both of the music side and of
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the spit-and-polish department, and had every hope of
retaining the Polliack Bugle Trophy for a second year. But
alas, the chickens did not hatch, and we had to be content
with the Redman Sash that goes to the runners-up, for

Clenwood High School beat us by the narrow margin of four
marks. Congratulations to Clenwood, and congratulations
also to our Band for the very fine effort they made. R. W.

Friday's bearing as Drum-Major was surely outstanding.
Our own internal competition for the Nasmith Bugle
and the Colley Drum provided some close finishes, par

ticularly in the latter. The Colley Drum was won by I. H.
Lund, with 24 marks out of 25, Doveton and Wedderburn

coming second with 23 marks each; and the Nasmith Bugle
was won by P. E. Metcalf who gained 60 marks out of 65,
the second place going to H. Ritz with 55 marks. All mem
bers of the Band deserve great credit for the hard and sus
tained work that they have put in throughout the year.
Shooting.—There has been keen work on the Range

again this year, thanks to the enthusiasm and leadership of
our Musketry Officer, Mr. P. Milner. We are grateful also
to other members of the Staff, Messrs. Nel, Clegg, Brown
and Gram who have assisted in the training.

The Imperial Challenge Shield Competition was fired
off towards the end of the third term, and the general results
were better than we had expected, since we thought that a

lot of the Juniors who had taken up shooting only after Easter
would not have reached a sufficient standard to keep up the

average of last year, namely 76.78. It was a pleasant sur
prise therefore to find that the average had actually improved
to 78.55, an increase of 1.77.

Thus the Detachment has

again achieved mass efficiency. The top scores were D. H.
Metcalfe and H. Ritz with 96 marks each, and there were
10 marksmen (90 or over) and 14 first-class shots (85 or
over). (Note; All these results are subject to confirmation
by the Defence Department.)

The Robbins' Cup Inter-House Trophy was also fired
off at the end of the third term and resulted in a win for

Gillingham by 59 points. The following gained first and
second places for their Houses: Finningley: Forsyth 157,
Zeller 155; Gillingham: j. R. Brown 149, Niven and D. G.
Metcalfe 144.

This is the third time that the Trophy has

been competed for, and Gillingham has v/on it on each
occasion.

The Detachment will suffer a great loss in the depar

ture of its Musketry Officer, Mr. P. Milner, for the excellent
results we have had are due largely to his unflagging keen

ness and efficiency. He has always taken infinite trouble
over the Shooting, often at some cost to himself, and we
assure him of our appreciation of the great services he has
done for this of the School's activities over a period of years.
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He will be succeeded as Musketry Officer next year by
Lieut-Commander W. D. Chandler, who is just being released
from the Navy and is settling at Hill Crest. Lieut.Commander Chandler is a Bisley Shot, so we expect the
Shooting to be sti l l in safe hands, and we are very grateful
to him for his offer to come and assist us.

We shall give

him a cordial welcome.
Affiliation.—The affiliation of the Detachment to the

2nd Anti-Tank Regiment, S.A.A., Durban, is now an accom
plished fact, and we look forward to a happy and useful
association together. The 2nd Anti-Tank Regiment is the
heir of the Natal Field Artillery which many of our old boys

joined during the War, and we hope that its connection with
the School will be further strengthened by boys going to it
for their A.C.F. training when they leave school. If the
Regiment absorbs some of our personnel and Kearsney tradi
tions, it will surely be to our mutual benefit.

The Officer Commanding, Lieut.-Colonel E. j. Clemmand, and his Adjutant, Lieutenant R. A. Cullen, visited the

School in November and gave us a most interesting talk on
their War experiences in the Desert and as P.O.W.'s, and
they have also seen the Detachment at work on the parade
ground. It is evident that they are going to be keenly
interested in the School.

Remembrance Day Parade.—Pinetown Moths paid us
the compliment of inviting four buglers to assist them at
their Memorial Service in the Public Gardens on Sunday,
10th November. This idea was ultimately expanded to
include the whole Band and No. 1 Platoon, the latter carrying
arms (at their own request!). The Band played the Retreat,
the Last Post and the Reveille, and the Platoon carried out

the appropriate arms drill with the precision we expect of
No. 1. The presence of the Cadets added considerably to
the occasion, and was much appreciated by the Moths and
the Public. This is an example of a useful piece of service
that a Detachment can give to its District, and one of the
pleasantest things about it was the great willingness with
which the Cadets concerned responded to the call made upon
them, though some had to forego their Sunday exeats.
Promotions.—The following promotions were made in
the last half: Lieut. G. M. Oram to Acting Captain; Student

Officer L. Forsyth to Company Commander; C.S.M. D. G.
Metcalfe to Student Officer; D. Pugh to Sergeant; N. Colepeper, Q. Hathorn, j. van Gorkom and C. Weston to Cor
porals; R. Taylor and H. Groom to Lance Corpxjrais.
Staff Officer Cadets.—It is fitting to acknowledge the
great interest that Lieutenant D. L. Buchanan of Natal Com

mand has taken in the Detachment and the ready assistance
that he has given from time to time.
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SWIMMING NOTES.

Captain: J. H. S. Ayres.

Committee Members: C. E. Pope and H. A. Cowen.

September 1st—the official and recognised day for the
"first plunge" of the season, saw the bath completely
deserted. Fortunately for the boys, we cannot blame them,
for there was positively no ice to break and it was only after
six weeks of orders from prefects such as: "No showers this

morning;" "Stop wasting the water;" "Turn off that tap,

you've been under the shower quite long enough" that the
bath was eventually filled. But the weather continued to be
unfavourable and it was only after the sun had, on very few
occasions within the first month of the swimming season,

broken through the clouds and mist and raised the tem
perature of the water above zero, that the swimming
enthusiasts turned out in their scores.

Swimming Colours: Congratulations to Ayres, Rope and
von Gorkom for having been awarded the first Swimming
Colours of the School.

Life Saving Awards: Intructor's Certificate, T. B.
Peddie.

Bar to Bronze Medallion, C. E. Pope.

Bronze

Medallion, R. W. Zeller, P. R. Young, N. S. Wauchope, R.
Spradbrow, M. L. Coppin.

Swimming Gala: For a month before the Gala heats and
training were in progress. It is to be reprecated that so large
a proportion of the senior school failed to enter for any one
event. The enthusiastic support which the more junior boys

gave to their respective houses was noticeable—a very large
proportion of these boys gained "standards" and so points
towards the House trophy.

A big crowd was present at the Third Annual Gala held
on Wednesday, December 4th, when ideal weather condi
tions favoured the occasion.

Messrs. B. C. Biljoen and P. Scott, from Durban, gave
a most interesting diving display and the Life Saving exhibi
tion, under the swimming captain, Ayres, was carried out
smartly and efficiently.
The Forsyth House Trophy was won by Gillingham with
324 points, 80 ahead of Finningley.
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The following were the results:—
50 yards Breast-Stroke (open) : 1, Pope; 2, Ayres; 3 v. Gorkom. Time:
34 2/5sec.

50 yards Breast-Stroke (under 16?) : 1, Young; 2, R. Taylor; 3, Todd,
Time: 38 2/5sec.

50 yards Breast-Stroke (under 15): 1. Morgan; 2, J. A. Smith; 3,
Coppin,

Time: 44 3/5sec.

One Length Breast-Stroke (under 14): 1, Rodda; 2, Johnson, R.; 3,
Hulett.

Time: 25sec.

Plunge (open): 1, Wauchope; 2, Cominos; 3 Ritz. Distance: 42 feet.
Plunge (under IS-?-): 1, Todd; 2, Benson; 3, P. Metcalf. Distance:
44ft.

1 1 in.

100 yards Free Style (open) : 1, Von Gorkom; 2 Pope; 3, Ayres.
68

Time:

l/5sec.

100 yards Free Style (under 16-1): 1, Young; 2, Blackburn; 3, R. Taylor.
Time: 70 l/5sec.

50 yards Free Style (open): 1, Von Gorkom; 2, Pope; 3 Ayres.

Time:

29sec.

50 yards Free Style (under IS-?-) : 1, R. Taylor; 2 Young; 3, Todd. Time:
30 3/5sec.

50 yards Free Style (under 15) : 1, J. A. Smith; 2, Whitear; 3, Launder
and Russell-Boulton.

Time: 35sec.

50 yards Free Style (under 14): 1, Johnson, R.; 2, Kinloch; 3, Hulett.
Time: 31 1/5sec.

50 yards Free Style (under 13): 1, Needham; 2, Ireland; 3, Brass. Time:
31

4/5sec.

One Length Free Style (under 14): 1, Johnson. R.; 2, Hulett; 3, Kinloch.
Time: 18 2/5sec.

One Length Free Style (under 13): 1, Needham; 2, Ireland; 3, Brass.
Time: 19 4/5sec.

200 yards Free Style (open) : 1, Von Gorkom; 2, Pope; 3, Ayres.
Time: 2min. 47sec.

50 yards Back-Stroke (open): 1, Von Gorkom; 2, Ayres; 3, Peddie. Time:
34secs.

50 yards Back-Stroke (under I Si): 1, R. Taylor; 2, Blackburn; 3, Coombe
and Todd.

Time: 38-?sec.

Diving (open): 1, Cowen; 2, Pope; 3, Cominos.
Diving (under 16-1) : 1, Young; 2, Todd; 3, Wilson.
Diving (under 15): 1, Morgan; 2, Fellows-Smith; 3, J. A. Smith.
Diving (under 14) 1, Rodda; 2, Dowse; 3, Kitchin.
Diving (under 13): 1, Brass; 2, Stranack; 3, Letcher.
Relay (open): 1, Gillingham. Time: 1 min. 16 l/5sec.
Relay (under 16-?-): 1, Gillingham. Time: Imin. 16 l/5sec.
Relay (under 15): 1, Gillingham. Time: Imin. 22 4/5sec,

Relay (under 14) 1, Gillingham. Time: Imin. 22sec.
Relay (under 13): 1, Finningley. Time: Imin. 28 4/5sec.

Orie Length Non-Finalists (under 13 and under 14): 1, Kitchin; 2,
Ellett; 3, Dersley. Time: 23 l/5sec.
Pyjama Race: 1, Shagam; 2, Butterworth; 3, Doveton.
The School is indebted to Mrs. R. Finlayson, who has always shown
such an interest in the swimming at Kearsney. It is hoped that next
year arrangements will be made for her to coach the boys who have
displayed special aptitude during the swimming season.
1^1

LOOKING BACK.
1934—First Half.

School Notes: At the beginning of the year we wel
comed to the Staff Mr. C. C. Campbell, B.A. (Oxon.). At
Easter time we bade farewell to Miss C. Charlton, who for

twelve years had served the College so faithfully as House
keeper.

By additions to the curriculum, Kearsney is gradually
developing that "many-sidedness" which every school must
exhibit if it is to do justic to its members. We have estab
lished a full Commercial Course for those who have decided

that Latin and History are "too much for them." Another
innovation has been the establishment of a Biology Course

in place of Matriculation Science.

Greek has also been

re-introduced in carefully selected cases.

The annual play was resumed this year with a per
formance of a three-act comedy entitled "The Rising
Generation." This production kept up the high standard set

in past years. Our congratulations to the cast and to Mr.
and Mrs. Gram, the producers.

Prefects: R. M. Driman (Head), G. G. Booth, R H.

Doidge, B. Nichols, E. C. Smith, F. G. Hittler, E. R. Burnett,
N. Reeves.

Cricket Captain: J. Larrington.
Rugger Captain: R. M. Driman.

Cricket: Kearsney 94 (Larrington 37 not out). Stanger
77 (Coutts 5 for 26, Henry 4 for 9).

Kearsney 51 (Jacobs 15). Stanger 57 (Henry 5 for 1 1 ).
Kearsney 81 (Dyer 23, Henry 17). D.H.S. 2nd XI
97 for 3 wickets.

Eshowe School 114 (Mason 3 for 26, Dyer 3 for 10).

Kearsney 167 (Larrington 54, Jacobs 27, Coutts 24 retired).
Rugger: Kearsney 0, Eshowe 0; Kearsney 20, Gienwood
2nd XV 3; Kearsney 3, D.H.S. 2nd XV 0; Kearsney 6,
Wanderers Under 20 0; Kearsney 15, Old Crocks 19;
Kearsney 34, Marists 0; Kearsney 14, Old Boys 11.
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ROTARY WEEK.

During the Michaelmas holidays, the Durban Rotary Club held a
camp for boys on the Natal Technical College Sports Grounds. It was
attended by 41 boys from most Natal High Schools, under the care of
Mr. J. R. Sullivan, M.P., Lt.-Col. E. T. Jones, V.D., Mr. T. Roering and
Mr. L. Davy. The objects of the camp were two-fold, firstly to give the
boys lectures on current topics, and to enable them to meet people and
visit places with which they would not otherwise come into contact. Its
second object was to mix boys of different schools and different languages
together.

The daily programme was usually; 8 a.m., breakfast; 1 I a.m., lec
ture; 1 p.m., dinner; 2 p.m., visit or excursion; 6 p.m., supper; 7.30 p.m.,
lecture or entertainment.

We were invited to the Mayoral election on Saturday, October 5th,
and were very interested to see the Councillors and Mayor in their
robes and caps, and we were also able to see Mr. Flemming-Johnstone
receiving the freedom of the city. A conjuring programme on Saturday
evening was very entertaining, but was cut short as Prof. Stevenson had
a previous engagement.

On both Sunday afternoons, members of the Rotary Club took us
out for a drive, ending up the afternoon by taking us to tea at their
homes. Rev. Howard Young conducted a short, simple church service
in the big tent on the first Sunday evening.

After a most interesting talk on " Animal Husbandry," Mr. Amos
offered to present a prize for the best es.say on "Soil Erosion" submitted
to him. A number of the boys from farms took the opportunity. At
the Natal Estates Sugar refinery in the afternoon we were shown how
sugar enters the mill, undergoes processes of extraction and refining, and
is finally bagged for sale. That evening Mr. Biebuyck, an inspector of
schools, told us something of the problems confronting South Africa with
respect to her many different inhabitants.
On Tuesday morning we were told by Dr. Cluver of many of the set
backs experienced by those in charge of producing and distributing food.
We were the guests at the Rotary Luncheon held in the Marine Hotel.

We spent a very interesting hour, and heard Sir Godfrey Huggins. Prime
Minister of Southern Rhodesia, and Dr. Glgckman spoke. After the
luncheon we were taken around Durban Bay in private launches. At
the Manganese sites, we disembarked and viewed the graving dock with
its huge pumps. We also went into the "shell" of the floating dock to
see the diesel pumps there. That evening, Mr. Frolich showed us some
remarkable films taken in the Kruger National Park.
On Wednesday, following a lecture by Mr. Kinsman, the Durban
City Electrical Engineer, we were taken in a Corporation bus to the
Blackhurst Native Housing estate. We inspected a few houses, and
there can be no doubt that the natives are very lucky to have such good
homes for 17/6 per month. After supper that evening Prof. Hodges
lectured on "Atomic Energy."
On the following day, after a lecture by Mr. J. Shave on
" Aviation," in the morning, we were taken over the laboratories at
Howard College. After the tour of the laboratories we were given tea
at the new students' refectory. We spent the evening at the Y-Club,
where a dance and games evening was organised. Needless to say, it
was thoroughly enjoyed.
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On Friday morning we attended a lecture on "Constitution of
South Africa and Citizenship" by Lt.-Col. E. T. Jones, and one on

Friday evening by Mr. R. M. Thomas on "Service to the Community
as a City Councillor."
In the afternoon we made a trip down to Umbogintwini to the

Kynocks factory. We saw the manufacture of sulphuric acid by the
huge leaden chamber process, and also the preparation of fertilisers.
On Saturday morning, the camp was visited by Mr. Ellis-Brown, who
said that he hoped we had enjoyed our stay.

That afternoon we went to

d cinema show in town.

To round off the camp activities, Mr. J. R. Sullivan, M.P., con
ducted a very realistic parliamentary debate.
We were given con

stituencies, and a "Prime Minister " and "Leader of the Opposition"
were elected.

A Bill of Soil Conservation was eventually passed on to

the "Senate."

We were sent back to school on Sunday afternoon, after a very

enjoyable week. I feel sure that all the boys who attended the camp
benefited greatly by the experience, and are deeply grateful to the
camp leaders and to the Durban Rotary Club for it.
P.E.M. (Va).

STAFF MATCH.

The masters came down like the bird on the peas.
While the School 1st XI was knocking its knees.
Like tyrants of old, they went forth to battle,

To round up their foes, to slaughter like cattle.
The masters are batting, the bowling is pasted.

Here a run, there a run, nothing is wasted;
The schoolboy supporters are loud in their wail—
Turning to jest at the length of the tail.
The masters are out, the score is 120;
An hour left to bat, and bowlers in plenty;
Fast ones and slow ones and curly and straight—
The bats of the school are assured of their fate.
Two wickets
The masters
But in come
In one hour

are fallen, the total is four;
are smiling, the battle is o'er;
the smiters, both hefty and haughty—
of batting, the score is 240.

PULPIT LAPSES.

Here beginneth the thirstieth verse of the thirstieth chapter of the
Book of Guinesses.

I am now going to speak to you about C.T. and his Studd.
Now we see in a dark glassly.

It is easier for a camel to pass throught the knee of an idol . . .
The harp, sacbut and peaseltree.

Will the congregation please lay their eggs in the font as they pass.
I am glad to report the services of two deaconesses, as I have been
carrying on with two married women for the past six months.
The preacher for next week will be found hanging on the notice
board.
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OLD BOYS' REUNION.

Saturday, October 5th, to Monday, October 7th.

The vanguard arrived in the very early hours of Saturday
morning, having travelled, in three cars, all night from
Johannesburg. The rest turned up by degrees throughout the

day, and the full complement was present for the Dinner in
the evening.

What re-unions, what handshakes, what expressions of

delight. Same faces, a little older, some adorned with
growths upon the upper lip; same voices, a l ittle more

matured; waistlines a little saggier. But the same old personahties. Not even the War, not even the P.O.W. cages
could change human nature. The Staff, who knew so many
of them, were proud of the type that Kearsney had fostered
proud to find that at heart they were still the same old
schoolboys.

^^^•"V^fhing had been well organised. There were re

ceiving depots, information bureaux, time-tables, finger

posts, dormitory lists. All forms of sport were laid on but
cricket was most popular. Only one hardy Spartan braved
the swimming bath, for the weather and the water were cold.

But most of all, the Old Boys liked to sit long over their
meals, just chatting, chatting, chatting. In all the reminiscing
we heard no reference to the War. It was as though that
was subconsciously obliterated from the memory. School
days and present jobs formed the basis of the talk.

On Sunday morning a service was held in the Hall, con^
School's
chaplain,
and
Mr Matterson.
There was a ful l turn
out first
to a service
which
will long live in our memories. Again in the evening there
informal service, conducted by Mr. Matterson
with Mr. Oram reading the lessons and Mr. Reece at the
piano,

Aiter the morning service, a photographer was awaiting
us, ai^ a group taken—quite a historic group, we hope'
\x/X
dance,
the Athlone
Gardens,
Withu friends
and partnersa there
wasata turn-out
of about
160.

Festivities proceeded well beyond the midnight hour, and so
brought an unforgettable reunion to a happy and hilarious
conclusion.

DINNER.

The Dining Hall was full, and Mrs. Goldman served a meal which

no hotel could have improved upon. Giblet soup (very tasty) sole and

lemon, turkey and ham, beef or mutton (though by this time we were
reaching our limits), sweets and pastries in variety, and coffee. Those
who had made the long journey from Johannesburg were amply rewarded.
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We were pleased to have our Chairman, Mr. W. J. Williams, with us.
After the toast of the King, Mr. Williams opened the speech-making.

This was a great opportunity for the renewal of friendships, he said. Our

present success was based upon the foundations made in the old school
at Kearsney.

It had turned out men of vision and character and leader

ship, many of them present that night. The Old Boys, so loyal to their
School, had the future of the place in their hands, and much was expected
of them. Mr. Williams referred to the visions of further buildings, and
concluded with a reference to his personal sorrow at the impending
departure of Mr. Matterson.

Ken Balcomb proposed the toast of the School. He dealt reminiscently
with the school of his days, and made interesting comparisons between

past days and present conditions. The older Old Boys, he said, were best
able to judge of the School's progress, and they were all delighted at the
developments of recent years, under the guidance of the Headmaster, the
Board and the Staff.

Mr. Matterson replied. He thanked everybody for the kind references
made to himself. He felt both pride and humility. Pride in the building

up of Kearsney. Humility in that he himself had done so little towards
it. He saw the hand of God everywhere at work. The growth in size
and influence of the School he attributed to three factors:

1 . The loyalty of his Staff.

He could not sufficiently express his

gratitude for the continued service and fellowship rendered by his col
leagues. Four of his Staff had been with him for 18 years or more, and
eight for 1 3 years. They had accepted large reductions in salary in days
gone by in order to keep the School alive. Few people knew just how
much the Staff had done.

2. The loyalty of the Old Boys. They had always believed in the
future of Kearsney. They had been our best ambassadors. Half the new
entries were due to the recommendation or personal examples of Old

Boys. By their character and successes, they were affecting public opinion.
3.

The help and vision of the Board of Governors, elected in 1937.

At that time we had no money, no assets, and no great prospects. Yet
they decided not to close down, but to build a new school out of nothing.
It was a great venture of faith, completely vindicated. The present
buildings had risen and would continue to grow, as a result of this faith.
Mr, Matterson also made affectionate reference to the unfailing help
and cheerfulness of his wife, her sacrifice when necessary, her help with
clerical work, and the affection in which she was held by the Staff.
As he now drew near to the end of his days as Headmaster, he could

say that his years had been very pleasant, his memories would be happy
ones, and he would cherish his friendships. His personal contributions,
he felt, had been a persistent optimism in the school's future, and a gift
for friendship. He had helped to keep Staff and Club together, and had

friends everywhere among Methodists.

He thanked every one for fheir

kindness and help, and wished God's blessing upon the School we all love.
Mr. Matterson sat down arhid great applause and was given musical
honours.

Mr. Oram proposed the toast of the K.C.O.B.C.

He could speak to

boys who no longer feared the masters' threats. They had grown to man
hood, independence and reliability. He was delighted to see them making
their marks in the world and hoped this was partly due to what they had
learnt at Kearsney. Sometimes, he admitted, the Staff were a little
amazed at what some Old Boys, the dear donkeys, had done. It was

good to see the growing spirit in the Club, and the increasing member
ship.

He wished the Club and its Branches all success.
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In his reply, David Sparks spoke mainly of the help that he and
other Old Boys had received from the Staff. While the results of their
labours in the classrooms had not always been very evident, there was
no doubt that the foundations for future successes had lain there.

"Polly" Winship now rose and stated that he had a pleasant task
to perform. The Old Boys wished to show Mr. Matterson their apprecia
tion on what he had done for them and the School, and he had great
pleasure in making a presentation of a stinkwood writing desk and chair,
with the promise of a further cheque to follow.
After considerable
applause, Mr. Matterson briefly replied, thanking everybody for the
generosity of the gift, which he would always cherish.
He also read a telegram of good wishes for the Reunion from his

successor, Mr. Stanley Osier, and his wife.
There was now a short break in the proceedings while the hall was
cleared and prepared for the business meeting.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

Extract from Minutes of Annual General Meeting held at the School
on Saturday, 5th October, 1946, at 8.30 p.m.
Present: The Head in the chair, and about 100 others.

Minutes; The Minutes of the previous meeting were read and con
firmed.

1. Constitution.—Mr. A. B. Theunissen proposed, seconded by Mr. A.
Coutts:

(a) "that the followin-g office-bearers should hold office in the Club:
Patron, The Head; President, an old boy; Vice-President, an old
boy; Secretary; Assistant Secretary; Treasurer, an old boy; Exe

cutive Committee of five old boys; Editor of College Magazine
(ex officio).

Of the above members not more than THREE may be non-old boy
members of Staff."

Carried unanimously.
(b) "that on the conclusion of the drafting of the Constitution by
the Executive Committee, copies of the proposed constitution
should be circulated to all members in good standing."
Carried.

2.. Representative on Board of Governors:
It was decided "that the Representative (s) on the Board of Governors
shall be an Old Boy in good standing, other than a member of Staff
and shall be nominated annually, such election to be subject to the
confirmation of Conference."

It was further decided "that the desire for additional representation
on the Board of Governors should be expressed by the Executive
Committee in an interview with the Board of Governors."

3. Secretary's Report was read and adopted.
On behalf of the Club, the Chairman expressed appreciation to the
retiring secretary, Mr. C. O. Medworth, for his energetic and untiring
services to the Club over a period of 15 years.
4. Treasurer's Report was read and adopted.

The Treasurer reported that the Club had to draw on Capital each
year in order to finance the distribution of the Magazine to Old Boys.
The Executive Committee was authorised to make such amendments
to the Constitution as were deemed necessary to cover the cost of
the Magazine. (At a subsequent meeting of the Executive Com167

mittee it was decided that membership subscriptions should be as fol
lows: Life Subscription, £5/5/-; Annual Subscription, 10/-.

5. Election of Officers.—The following office-bearers were elected: Patron,
The Head; President, A. T. Winship; Vice-President, D. Sparks; Sec
retary, J. H. Hopkins; Assistant Secretary, W. C. Hopkins; Treasurer,
I. G. McLeod; Executive Committee, C. O. Medworth, L. France, J.
Hulett N. Reeves and Dr. K. Dyer.; Representative on Board of
Governors, J. N. Hulett; Editor of Magazine, J. F. Rcece.
6, Pavilion Fund.—It was decided "that the Pavilion shall be the Old
Boys' Memorial to fallen Old Boys and shall be a separate building."
The Executive Committee was authorised to work out a scheme for

the raising of funds for the Pavilion. (Subsequently the Executive
Committee decided on a target figure of £3,000, and a circular
appealing for funds has been addressed to all Old Boys).
The following Old

Boys were present:

Year of

Names

Leaving
1924
1925

A. T. Winship, D. Sparks.
R. A. Piper, L. T. Polkinghorne, W. H. Hulett, A. W. S.
Mortifee.

1926

1929
1930

1931
1933

W. C. Hopkins, J. H. Bourne, C. Sparks, G. Hulett.
L. France, J. W. H. Howarth, J. N. Hulett.
C. C. von Keyserlingk.
K. Balcomb, K. B. Jacques, A. B. Theunissen.
J. H. Hopkins.

1934

B. S. Ellis.

1935

S. G. Hulett, D. H. Gilliat, N. Reeves, A. Coutts, W. B. A.

1936

K. W. Dyer, A. N. Stockil.

1937

W. L. S. Robinson, K. B. Theunissen, J. D. Raw, J. H.

1938

J. A. Chick, D. G. Hudson, L. C. Smith, A. E. Raw, A. R. W.

1939

D. J. Munro, N. T, Hamlyn.

1940

A. Lee, L. D. Lee, F. R. C. Groom, E. C. Brown, D, C.
French, R.Mark.
F. R. Chick, H. L. Robinson, P. Lee, H. C. Corbishley,
P. R. Charter, F. R. Comins, L. M. Preston.
M. J. C. Graham, B. Sparks, B. Theunissen, D. Beckett,
J. D. Allsopp, L. P. Jackson, B. L. Vowles, E. Perry, M.
Perry, J. E. Harding, N. I. Baker, I. E. Coutts.
C. D. Nathan, I. G. McLeod, J. A. Clarkson, L. W. Dyson,
B. J. Woods, J. L. B. Taylor, J, B. Trentham.
K. C. Nelson, D. E. Damp, E. G. Cole, R. C. McLeod, G.
C. Harrison, I. I. Ives, T. J. Lloyd, W. Wilker, B. Boast,
T. D. Jacobs, W. M. Jacobs, J. T. Preece.
R. H. Dale, P. R. Jonsson, R. W. Woods, O. McLaverty,
A. B. van Aardt, N. H. Walker, G. D. H. Hill, B. J. Nieuwoudt, P. J. Wills, L. A. Dixon, E. Hall, W. Hodsdon, D. J.
Kjonstad, J. A. Franklin, A. V. Trentham, W. B. King,
J. A. Grant.

Pearce.

Charter.

Metcalf.

1941
1942

1943:

1944:

1945:

1946:

W. M. Oliver.
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PAVILION

FUND.

The Old Boys' Club is now getting busy with its project
to erect a Pavilion at the Cricket Oval, as a Memorial to Old

Boys who fel l during the War. The cost will be in the neigh
bourhood of £3,000.

M. Poole and D. Sparks are to produce plans and esti
mates.

A magnificent start has been made with a donation

of £400 from Phi l ip Hind. It is hoped that other Old Boys
will be encouraged by this example, and will give generously
to this, their own, memorial.

OLD BOYS' CLUB.
MILITARY CROSS.

Capt. J. H. Hopkins (24-33).
MARRIAGES.

F. C. Bentley (36-37), A. C. Mandell (39-41 ) P. R. Davidson

(41-42), R. H. Theunissen (29-37), K. Sanders (25-26), W. S. Michell

(25-31), O. W. M. Pearee (24-30), D. R. BeckeU (33-34), I. G.
Irving (24), S. N. Chaplin (37-39), N. Baggaley (39-40).
ENGAGEMENTS.

B. W. Bachelor (33-35), J. H. Charter (33-37)

P. A. Fots

(38-41 ), F. R. C. Groom (37-40), D. G. Kelly (39-41 )', R. G. Kins
man (36-38), A. P. Lowe (32-38), N. Reeves (31-35).
BIRTHS.

K. Balcomb (24-31 ), a daughter; N. Bowyer (33), a son; B. de F.

Walter (32-33), a son; W. T. Balcomb (25-32), a'son; B. Mumby
(33), a daughter; J. S. Bertram (26-32), a son; A.'N. Stockil (32-36),
a daughter; L. J. Lavoipierre (22-26), a son; P. Lovell-Shippey (33), a
daughter.

Dr. J. C. Adendorff (32-33) is in practice in Middelburg, Trans
vaal, and is kept busy.

He hopes later to pay his first visit to the new

school.

F. G. Bourne (23-27), who is in the bank in Maritzburg, is look
ing at property and land on which to build his own home when prices
go down.

Dr. G. V. Blaine (25-28) is concentrating on a study of pathology,
with 18 months' working in a laboratory. After which he intends to re
turn to South Africa, which he left in 1929.
M. H. Beckett (25-28) got away from the bank at Verulam for

a few days in order to inspect property he intended purchasing in Paulpietersburg.
K. Balcomb (24-31), who is Headmaster at Indaleni Native In
stitute, is finding his job far from a bed of roses. A communist element

working among the natives is causing a lot of trouble and there have been
some ugly incidents. The safety of his wife and children has at times

been endangered.

He has just had a Headmaster's house built, and is

eagerly setting about gardening.
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J. W. Clayton (33-41 ) is back at Wits, studying Engineering, but
finds it difficult to setled down after the free and easy life of the Air
Force.

D. R. Carruthers-Smith (45-46) has gone on to a Co-educational
school at Gwelo. The system has its advantages and draw-backs!
J. G. A. Coutts (31-35) has been appointed Secretary of the

Johannesburg Branch of the K.C.O.B.C. The Branch will be well served
by one of the Club's keennest members.

R. J. Crawford (28-32) has had nine years teaching in Rhodesia
without a break, and is feeling the need of a decent rest. He has been

playing cricket with success in Rhodesia, and also held the Northern
Rhodesian Javclin record for a time.

When he was travelling to Umpumulo, near Stanger, with his fiancee,

t^ arrange about their wedding there on December 21st, the bus, fully
loaded, overturned. Ten occupants were detained in hospital. Crawford
was badly shaken, and the wedding was postponed until later this year.
It has been interesting to make contact once more with H. B. R.
de Wet (28) and enrol him as a Life Member.

His interest in Kearsney

has never flagged, and his five-year-old son is mentally booked for the
school.

De Wet refers to himself as "a fairly successful farmer" on the

outskirts of Reitz, where he frequently sees R. H. Willson (27-28) and

occasionally H. L. (27-30) and C. G. Kruger (27-29), who are both
farmers, married, and with families.

A. H. Doidge (40-41 ), working for Felt and Textiles, has been
transferred to Johannesburg. Before leaving Durban he represented the
city in the intertown second division rugger match.
B. J. P. Duranty (42-43) continues to farm with enthusiasm. He
has also been slightly bitten by the polo bug, but says it is definitely a rich
man's game.

P. E. Ellis (45) has enrolled with

the Johannesburg School of

Accountancy, and is Studying by correspondence. His first exams, will be
next June.

A. M. Evans (23-24) writes to say that after being in the Cape

for so long he appears to have lost contact with Kearsney. The last two
Old Boys he met were 0. W. M. Pearce and C. C. van Keyserlingk, both
in the Springbok Club, London. After five years in the Navy, he did not
feel inclined to return to his old job with the Old Mutual, and is now

Secretary/Accountant on a big fruit farm. Ho writes: " I was very lucky
in the war, particularly in the last two years, one of which I spent in
various parts of England and Scotland, including a month's leave in Lon
don; and the other year in the Atlantic and Pacific, with a month in
New York, a trip across America by train, and two months on Vancouver
Island waiting for my ship to be built. A visit to Hollywood, cricket with
Sir Aubrey Smith's team, a concert at the Hollywood Bowl with Stokowski
conducting, through the Panama, battling with a hurricane, and then New
York again. We took 21 days to cross the Atlantic; however, England
again, another month's leave in London, and then home the day before
Christmas."

A. M. Foss (27-33), travelling throughout Zululand for the S.A.
Mutual, is meeting many Old Boys.
P. A. Foss (38-41 ), after a good deal of job-hunting, is now train
ing with the S.A. Police, Durban.
F. R. C. Groom (37-40) caught the Rugby selectors' eye when
playing for Kokstad, and was chosen as wing against South Westerns and
Boland on tour, and against Western Transvaal in Durban.
Though
g ven little opportunity for aggression by his centres, he saved some cer
tain tries by spectacular tackles.
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J. L. Good (31 -35) has been transferred from Polliacks, Johannes
burg, to take over the Radio and Refrigerator spares department of Mackay
Bros, and McMahon, Durban.

P. N. Garbutt (38-45), who is managing timber-cuttng at Wartburg. and is a little lonely, is coming to the conclusion that schooldays
were the best, after all! He misses the laughter and friendship, not to
mention the Cicero.

J. A. Grant (40-45) is studying architecture at Wits, and if suc
cessful has the promise of a start with a well-known Pretoria firm of
architecfs. He spent July at the Victoria Falls and Zimbabwe.

News of L. E. Howells (26-27) has come to hand, after a long
si'ence. He is starting farming at Richards Bay, and finds time busy and
money scarce. He had five years with the S.A.E.C., including service in

Egypt, Western Desert, Palestine and Syria.

He joined up as a sapper

and went through all the ranks to a lieutenant, being demobilised in
November, 1945.
W. D. J. Henry (32-36) was most disappointed that a last moment
staff-shortage in the Treasurer's Office of the Nigel Municipality pre
vented him coming to the Old Boys' Reunion. He is still taking examina- ■
tions.

A. H. Henoehsberg (38-44) writes lengthily from Irene, Trans
vaal. The past two years have not been lacking in variety. He first did
four months of a Vet. course at Pretoria University. Then he had a
post as clerk in a Brick and Pottery company for 1 1 months, before weary

ing of the job.

This was followed by two months' temporary work as a

civil servant in Pretoria, and finally (and permanently) a post as junior
clerk in the Treasurer's Office, where he is very happy. He is now
starting a B.Com. course by correspondence. In the sporting line he
reached the finals in the Northern Transvaal under 18 Tennis Tourna
ment, but lost the critical match.

H. G. Hackland (30-33) was tired of drought and dust. He had
been appointed Hon. Secretary of the local Farmers' Association.
W. Hodsdon (42-45) is apprenticed at a garage in Vryheid. He

finds the town dead, and can only relieve the boredom by motor-cycling.
He appears to have got through quite a number of motor bikes in a short
time.

G. C. Harrison (41 -44) finds the gaining of a Bank Bursary and an
N.U.C. one a great aid to the parental purse. It is customary to write
pessimistically about one's academic progress at Varsity, and he is no ex
ception, but he worked hard for the Rag, and, in fact, more than saw the
clock round on Rag Day.

M. D. S. Isralls (41-44) is in the Shipping and Buying Department
of Polliacks, Johannesburg, and likes the work. He has joined a playreading group at the Carlton Hotel.

G. C. Jacobs (30-37), who is working at the Darnall Mill, finds
opportunity for plenty of sport, and gets a good quota of cricket, tennis,
rugger and even soccer. He was recently chosen to represent Zululand at
tennis against a side taken up by V. G. Kirby. K. H. Sanders (25-26)
was another member of the team.

W. H. John (41-42) is working in a commission agent's office,
Johannesburg, but his home has been transferred to Rosetta, where his
parents are on a large farm.

A. Lee (36-40) has decided to take up poultry farming, and has
been taking an intensive course at Cedara. His youngest brother, A. D.
Lee (39-40) is showing great promise at both art and writing. Paintings
of his have been exhibited in Durban, and publishers view his writings
wth promse. P. Lee (36-40) complains of the early hours at which
butchers have to rise, and L. D. Lee is an expert in refrigeration.
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I. G. McLeod (39-43) was unanimously appointed Treasurer of
the K.C.O.B.C. at the Annual General Meeting, in place of Mr, Milner,
who retired He promises to be a live wire in the Club's interests.
Rev. W. S. Miehell (25-31 ) finds that double harness makes a

great difference to a minister's life.
the S.A.M.N.S.

His wife was formerly a nurse in

She has now taken over the Sunday School for him.

He was transferred at Christmas to Heilbron, O.F.S.
T.D. (39-43) and H. D. (39-45) Pennefather are hoping to join
the Air Force.

E. M. Perry (37-42) is in the motor spares departm.ent ot h.s
father's garage at Stanger.

N. G. Poftow (44-45) is taking full-time classes at Pietermantzburg
Tech., and hopes to go farming shortly.

J. T. Precce (43-44) is making a study of the commercial side

of a big engineering firm in Pretoria.

He had tried, unsuccessfully, to

become apprenticed to a sanitary engineer.

A. E. Raw (28-38) moves around the Midlands, doing work for
the E.S.C. and is doing rural line construction at Nottingham Road.
L. C'. Smith (31-38) has passed his final Attorney's Admission
Examination. He loked particularly well at the Reunion; pushing a pram
across Europe as a P.O.W. clearly suited him.
P. J. Slabbeit (28-29) has had his own office as Land Surveyor in

Vereeniging for three years and has been inundated with work. He has
three assistants, and only limited office accommodation prevents his hav
ing more.

A. B. Theunitstn (29-31 ) has deservedly been elected Chairman of

the Johannesburg Branch of the K.C.O.B.C.
Under his guidance the
Branch seems likely to be a great success. In the past six months he
has sat exams, in Economics I, Accounting and Chartered Secretary exams.
On November 22nd he went to the Investiture at Pretoria to receive
his M.B.E.

J. P. S. Turner (37-•43) is apprenticed to a cabinet maker and

writes learnedly about the trade, which he finds interesting.

Last year

he spent some time in hospital recuperating from a cycle crash. Not con
tent with this, he recently allowed a 5-ton S.A.R. lorry (which cut a
Stop Street) to hit the car he was driving. The car somersaulted back on
to its wheels, and no one was hurt. Only the car was badly wrecked.
J. L. B. Taylor is filling preaching appointments in the Maritzburg
area.

K. B. Theunissen (34-37) is following up other exams, with an

AA.A. in Psychology, and hopes to get a job in the Child Guidance Clinic
in Durban.

He writes: "The more contact I have with the examination

system, the more I think it should be abolished! It's bad enough for you
at school to harangue recalcitrant and quite unappreciative schoolboys

through Latin, but when I find exams, interfering with the simple pleasures
of idleness, my revolutionary spirit is fired!" He lectured the Epworth
Lil. and Debating Society on "The Art of Debating."
N. E. Theunissen (38-45) is getting farming experience on his
father's farm at Kwambonambi. He utters the usual cry, "If only it
would rain."

E. J. Sandeman (42-45) writes from Edinburgh, where he was pre

paring to continue his post-Matric education at Aldenham School. It was
a bleak, bitter Botha's Hill day, only colder. He had travelled out from
India on on ex-hospital ship. Two things he comments on: the In
credible number of chimney pots, and the football-madness!
B. L. Vowles (39-42) is articled to a lawyer in Stanger. He is
full of enthusiasm for the Old Boys' Club, and would like to start an un
official sub-Branch in Stanger. He writes: "I am boarding with my

Principal in true medieval master and apprentice style, but will not be
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able to fulfil tradition by marrying the master's daughter, as she is not
yet four years old." After his Matric he went North with the R.N.C.,
but was too late for action and spent 10 months at Helwan as one of the
" chairborne troops." He was working in the legal section.
B. J. Woods (40-43) has just passed his Finals, majoring in Latin
and Maths. We congratulate him and his father, too, Mr. C. Woods, who
obtained his degree in Social Science on the same day! Mr. Woods, sen.,
is a member of the School Board. He is Maritzburg Chairman of the
Students' Christian Association, and represente dthem at a conference at
Stellenbosch some time ago. He also teaches at the Presbyterian Sun
day School in Maritbzurg.
C. G. J. Weston (42-43), waiting to be demobbed, lent an active
hand with the Y.M.C.A. Centenary appeal, and sent off 3,000 letters in
two days. He is now an apprenticed fitter and turner, with Dunswarts.
W. Wilker's (41-44) writing has lost little of its copiousness. He is
in second year B.Sc., and, having decided to become a teacher, is now at
tending lectures at the Training College, and doing some student-teaching.

His intention was to take up medicine. This is still possible, if things
go right. For exercise, he has been doing quite a lot of road running.
He wrote appreciatively of the Carol Broadcast and the pleasant memories
it evoked.

J. H. Worth (31-32) has come to light in an unexpected direction,
and is now the Editor of "The Golfer" (Asst. Ed. Sid Brews).

From

what we have seen of it, this is an excellent publication, and we con
gratulate its new Editor most heartily.

He has just heard from London

that he has passed his finals of the Chartered Insurance Institute (Asso-

ciateship).

He will now have a crack at the Fellowship, a three years'

course.

B. G. Woodhead (43-44) is at Christian Bros., Bloemfontein.
enjoys the life, but prefers Kearsney!

He

G. R. T. Smythe (42-44) is making the most of his time at N.U.C.,
but not in an academic sense. We believed he passed first year in the
only subject he had no use for: extra German. The past year appears
to have been spent mostly in the cycle shed, repairing cycles and motor
bikes for students.

Dr. K. W. Dyer (31-36) played full-back for Natal against Northern
Transvaal. He is also striking his summer cricket form and captained the
Durban Colts IX. He is in partnership with his brother as medical practioner in Anstey's Buildings, Durban.

T. Winship (23-24) is to be congratulated on being elected the

Club's first President, under its new constitution. A just reward for 20
years of continuous service. He has built a house at Hillcrest, on the
Shongweni Road, and is hoping to give up his Durban office work in
favour of flower-growing on a big scale," notably dahlias and carnations.
D. H. Gillian- (31-35), a live-wire in the S.O.E., is the first Presi

dent of the newly opened Edwin Swales V.C. S.O.E. Lodge in Durban.
His captaincy of the S.O.E. XI is in no small degree responsible for its
rise to the top of the table.

He has taken many wickets and scored a

century.

C. C. von Keyserlingk (Lieut.. (27-30) was in charge of the train
ing of the Durban Second Division Intertown rugger side, for whom A. H.
Doidge (40-41 ) and N. Reeves (31-35) were playing.
C. M. Albertyn (40-42) played for Kokstad against A. D. Nourse's
XI, and L, W, E, Dyson (40--43) was reserve.
N. H. Swale (37-39) is Air Traffic Officer under the Civil Aviation

Council. He directs and contacts air transport on S.A. Airways. He has
passed the P.M.G.'s Certificate of Proficiency as wireless operator, and is
entitled to operate in any Government position—aircraft, ships, etc.
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Wing Comm. B. A. Coventry iZl-32) is Aviation Director of a
Charter Co. in England. He unexpectedly turned up at an Old Boys Rally
in Johannesburg recently, and stayed half an hour.
M. G. Lawson (42-44) is taking first year B.A. (fine arts) at Wits.

This is a preliminary to embarking on a medical course, in the interests
of variety.

u

O. McLjverty (42-45) is apprenticed at the Central Press, Durban.
He was showing good form at rugger.

E. G. Cole (40-44) passed Botany and Physics at the Preliminary

Scientific Exam., and is now working at Chemistry—as befits a chemist s
assistant.

, .,

,

L. J. Lavoipierre (22-26) has been elected Mayor of Stanger.

J." W. H. Howarth (24-29) has leased his butcher's premises at
Kloof and is now with the Durban Corporation as Property Inspector.
A. C. Mandell (39-41 ), whose voice is well known to Johannes

burg wireless fans, produces his own programme, as well as helping with
the straight announcing. Half an hour's programme will take up to 20
hours' preparation, he says. Apparently he receives quite a number of
letters from "bobby-soxers."
„
.
.„
B. P. Nin«i« (39-41 ) has been discharged from the R.N., but still
feels the call of the sea, and is doing clerical work in the Port Captain's
office, Durban.

R. Christiinien (45) is back in New York.

He returned on a

freighter. He had hoped to go to a Bible School in Chicago, but the
U.S.A. Army has claimed him for 1 i- years.

R. J. Lee (41-44) is a Methodist Local Preacher on note, with the
Durban Central Circuit.

J. S. Jenien (41-42) is temporarily with the U.S.A. Navy. Later he
will resume his medical studies.

O. W. M. Peirce (24-30) was married in July to the daughter of a

shipping line owner in St. Dominican Rupblic. He spent his honeymoon
tnere during the earthquakes and tidal waves in July.
W. G. L. Hulett (20-35) has been appointed Director of Letterheads

(Pty.), Ltd., Printers and Lithographers, Cape Town.

He reports very

hard work.

C. C. Dideott (42-45) is taking medicine at Wits and finds the

course very absorbing. He comments on the lack of spirit (except in a
liouid sense) at the Varsity, and attributes it to its unwieldly size.
Initiation was a three weeks' ordeal, but quite enjoyable.
At the
Freshers' Concert he was cast as a lunatic, a part for which he was

admirably suited, so he says.

Dideott played rugger for the Under 19

"B' 'side.

G. R. Sla«er (41-45) is also studying medicine at Wits. He has
been able to make a very personal study of the subject, having had an

operation early in the year for appendicitis, and later went to hospital
to have the cartilege removed from his knee.
A. W. S. Mortifee (25), after some weeks in hospital, was fortunate

in having the rhetorical support of Messrs. S. F. Waterson, J. G. N. Strauss
and Major P. V. G. van der BijI in his candidature for the Zululand Par
liamentary by-election. We have just learned that he successfully de
feated the Nationalist candidate and late speaker. Dr. Jansen, by 1.500

votes, and we heartily congratulate him on our first M.P., and the youngest
member of the House.

P. R. Davidson (41-42), I. I. Ives (40-44) and R. Puttarill (3739) are showing good all-round form in cricket in Maritzburg.
R. W. Weightman (31-33), G. C. Jacobs (30-37) and W. M.
Jacobs (39-44) were selected to play for Zululand against North Coast
on Dingaan's Day. T. D. Jacobs (38-44) was reserve.
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T. J. Lloyd (43-441 regrets that nhthing really exciting has hap
pened in Ladysmith since it was relieved. He has, however, joined the
local Philharmonic Society, and been cast in two plays, the latter of which
had a run of just one night, Ladysmith's normal.

He married the doc

tor's daughter and lived happily ever afterwards.

R. W. Whifeley (41-44), following in his father's footsteps, at
tended the Labour Conference in Johannesburg.

ZULULAND BRANCH.

A meeting of Kearsney College Old Boys was convened at the Im
perial Hotel, Empangeni, at 7.30 p.m. on 1 1th July, 1945. Eighteen old
beys and two present scholars sat down to dinner with Mr. Reece. After
hearty and enthusiastic greetings all round, old friendships were re

established and many new ones made. it was encouraging to see the
special efforts made by some to attend this meeting. Percival, Pennefather II had come all the way from Inyoni Rocks, Oswald Tedder from

Amatikulu, while Foss and Pennefather I had made the journey down
from Eshowe.

Over half the old residents in Zululand were present.

Denzil Clark, in proposing the toast to the school, gave a witty
account of its beginnings. He was a foundation member, one of T2
who arrived the day the school opened. In his time there he saw the
school grow to over 50 strong.

In answering this toast Mr. Reece gave a graphic account of how
he came out to South Africa from London to find himself at Kearsney,

amid palm trees, tea plantations and fields of sugar cane. It. was all very
romantic to him at first, but grim days were ahead. He told of the
sacrifices made by the staff in the battle to keep the old school going
during those years of the depression, when it was faced with the prospect
of closing down. He told of the fight they had to build the new school
from nothing, and of the move to a bleak and almost bare hill-top.
But now the Kearsney College of to-day amply proved how well their
struggle was rewarded. Kearsney was made to last without fear of com.petition and was competing favourably with all other Natal schools.
Mr. Reece proposed the toast to the Old Boys, saying how proud
the scHool was of every one of them.

They all had a very fine record.

Bobbie Foss, in replying, said that the School had made its Old
Boys what they were and only they knew just how much they were
indebted to the College.

■

After the dinner an informal meeting was held.

Present were:

D. Clark, O. Tedder, L. Hume, I. Hume, K. Rapson, R. Weightmari,
C. L. MacNeillie, T. Jacobs, W. Jacobs, I. Lovett, D. Beningfield, J. Ben-

ingfield, D. Raw, T. D. Pennefather, H. D. Pennefather, D. Percival, A.
M. Foss, R. Foss, G. Garbutt, J. Harding, J. F. Reece.
r
'After- discussion it was decided to form an Old Boys' Branch arid
hold occasional meetings. Clark was elected President, Raw secretary,

and the committee chosen were Weightman, Hume and J. Beningfield.
ft" .Was decided to hold an annual dinner at some converiient centre in

2uMand and to convene other social gatherings at suitable times. Dis
cussions followed as .to whether cricket and other sporting teams,could
be": found from! Kearsney Old Boys, but it was decided to curtail these

aCtiyilies to-f.rrerrdlies:against other sides when pccasion-p^mitted.,,, ^ ^
" ■JTHus concluded a very successful meeting.

.

J. D. RAW,

- .'t;

Hon. Sec.

LATER NEWS.

1.

A dinner is being held at 7 p.m. at the Imperial Hotel on Fri

day, 13th December, to be followed by a dance In the Town Hall at
8.30 p.m.

2.

Informal Socials have been arranged in the lounge of the Im

perial Hotel, Empangeni, at 5 p.m. on the first Wednesday of every month.
3. Contact Letters are being circulated to members of this branch

quarterly to keep members informed and interested in the activities of this
J.D.R.

TRANSVAAL BRANCH.

This branch was launched at a meeting of Old Boys convened by

Mr. Gram during the last Christmas holidays. Since then progress has
been steady, and the nucleus of active members is developing into what
should prove a virile organisation.

Two purely social meetings have been held during the year, as
well as the Annual General Meeting. At this business meeting the fol

lowing office-bearers were elected; Chairman, A. B. Theunissen; Hon. Sec
retary and Treasurer, J. G. A. Coutts; Committee, J. H. V/orth. L. G. Cap-

stickdale, N. I. Baker.
These three meetings were held at "Walburton,

a i /
Sister Attlee s

home in Parktown, and the thanks of the Branch are extended to her for
providing this delightful and convenient rendezvous.
In addition to the above meetings, the first Annual Dinner was held
on 1st November in the Banquet Hall, Park Station. 28 Old Boys

were present, and the function was a great success. Polly Winship came
up specially from Durban to pay a Presidential Visit, which was
greatly appreciated by the Branch.
Thirteen members of the Branch made the long trip to College for

the Reunion week-end in October, and thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
In the initiative of the Branch, some far-reaching changes in the Club's
constitution were introduced at the Annual General Meeting held at tfae

On'the initiative of the Branch, some far-reaching changes in the Club's
successful. A fine spirit of camaradie is being engendered, which is, of
course a fulfilment of one of the Club's main objects.
A.B.T.

EDITORIAL NOTICES.

The Kearsney Chronicle is published every July and January and
costs 2/- per copy. The Editor has back numbers available.
OLD BOYS' CLUB.,

Life Sub. has been raised to £5/5/- and Annual Sub. to 10/-.
This has become necessary owing to the greatly increased cost of the

Magazine (considerable more than 2/- per copy), and the fact that in
terest on the old Life Sub. did not cover the cost of even one magazine.

In the past half-year the following Old Boys have become Life
Members; T. S. Peddle, H. B. de Wet, D. E. Damp, J. H. Worth. J. C.
Ellis L. P. Jackson, B. de F. Walter, C. K. Miles-Cadman, B. S. Ellis, P.

McLeroth, R. le Grove Smith, P. J. Slabbert, P. C. Taylor, H. R. Roffe,

E. 0. Hughes, E. R. Browning, R. J. Evans, G. H. Wedderburn. J. R. C.

Brown, D. G. Cominos, A. E. Squibb. R. H. Chrlstofferson, B. B. Shagam,

G. Hulett, D. W. Barker, R. R. A. Ross.
There are now 256 Life Members.
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